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Among the extricurricu1ar act1v1tie that have aRumed piaces
of cons1drb1e importance in many high school prograrn during the
183t peore or more of yera hae been the high choo1 new9aper.
Both early and more recent years have produced many dicuaeIone
concerning the oontrthutton inaie by the whole extrcurr1cu1ar
progrem toward furthering the csrdinal prtnc1p1e of education arid
aome of theee have re1ted,pro and on, the vaiuee of the high echoo].
The primary puroosee of thie thesis are (a) an examination
newepaper.
of the va1ue elaimed as poeeible for choo1 nwspaperP by writers
on this eubject, and (b) the extent to which they are being fulfilled
in the high school newsspere of the State of Oregon as shown by an
analysis of the news content of sixty issues of these pepers involving
thirty:mven different school newsDapers published in Oregon during
the school yeer, l911O_19tl.
The analysis included the number of column inches devoted in these
newspapers to subjects other than advertisements, the percentge of
the whole number of these column inches given to some of the major
subjects individually, end -- wherever it was found -- the editorializing of this news in the "comment" columns of the 'sers or efforts
in the news stories in contrast
to develop attitudes among the pupi1
has been supplemented
This
analysis
reporting.
news"
with "straight
by the compilation of the answers of 131 high school princiels in
the State of Oregon on a five-question questionnaire which dealt with
their ideas concerning the main functions of high school newspapers.
The only weighting in this analysis of the imoortence or the value
attached to the news or the comment by the ne'rsoapere wa the
Inclusion with each news item of the headling apvearing with it, but
the number of column inches devoted to the different clasifioetions
was in itself a weighting.
showed that the newspapers used in the study devoted
The analysi
more th&n fifty per cent of their content -- other then advertisements to subject matter of interest to the whole student bodies of the high
schools which they represent and that erace was given equally in these
newsrars to sports and to other pupil activities, each of these
receiving about twenty per cent of the whole content studied. The

ara1yete for ttttud.ee exoreesed or foJered .n these n!w.paers
showed that about twenty per Gent of iii of the materiel sudted
gave emphasis to detrsble or permissible ettttudee.
Returns from the questionnaire to the prinotoals shoid that
they recognize the velues of the high school neweaers, although
their ideas vary -- an do those of the writers on this subject -se to the best uses of the rsp'r.
On the whole the newsoacers studied were found to be v ry

settstotory and to be mùtng the contributions which are desired
from them in furthering the rurrras, of secondary eduostton.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRO DUCT ION

Extracurricular activities have been established in
the majOrity of the high schools of the United States

about a quarter of a century although their origins go
back more than a century (63).

An examination of the

extent to which they have fulfilled the frequently

enthusiastic claims concerning the values to be derived from
them in the writings of their early proponenta would seem
to be in order.

Even a brief study of this field shows much

of confusion and. of cross currents of thought.

The many

papers written over the last twenty or more years about
the safeguarding of the finances of these extracurricular

activities and the methods of managing and conserving the
funds derived from them have shown that these finances

require careful and continuous supervision if they are to
serve as constructive forces

rtber

than sources of injurious

training in carelessness or outright misaoropriation.
The sometimes heated papers which have been read and the

controversies that have occurred in meetings involving high
school athletics have been numerous.

The refusal of

pupils to participate in the extracurricular activites of
some of the schools,

even in the club programs except under

2

compu1ion, raises questione of the effectiveness of these
activities
managed.

nd the ways in which they are actually being
The rejections of occasional pupils of offers

of membership in high school honor societies because,

rightly or wrongly, they believe these societies to be

wrong in principle or particular chapters to be mismanaged
shows that everything in this whole field of extracurricular or pupil self-activities

might be.

is not as

auspicious as it

The difficulties mentioned are only

a

very few of

the problems arising out of this whole subject, but it is

generally conceded that the values of these activities
exceed the difficulties to such an extent that only rarely
is their abondonment advocated.

Around the end of the last century, the public
schools -- especially the high schools -- established the

principle of assuming the control of whet were then really
extracurricular or extramural activities and making them
parts of the school Program.

One of the principal reasons

for this was the protection of the athletes from the

unfortunate influences that frequently surrounded players
on the

°town teams° and to control the attendants of school

games who were from the rowdier elements of both the town

and the school populations.

Another reason, growing out of

the new college and university practices and developing

from Pestalozzi'e ideas, was the giving to the pupils of

more and broader experiences through participation in and

management of their own extended acttvlties.
has been the more frequently stated

The latter

reson behind the whole

sctivities trogrem in the published papers and books, but
many people remember the first as a strongly influential
factor.

Among these extracurricular activities that have
assumed places of considerable importance in mPny high
school programs has been the high school newspaper.

This

may be prInted or mimeographed within the school plant
itself, or printed or mimeographed by commercial plants.
These school newspapers may appear intermittently, monthly,

semi-monthly, weekly, or daily for five deys a week.

They

may have been, and are, used to serve many purposes, such
as the carrying of announcements from the superintendent's

or the principal's office and explanations of school

programs and policies,

announcements of pupil affairs,

literary and poetic efforts of the pupils, humor and alleged
humor, or straight news about the school as a whole

and.

its

staff and pupils, or bits of all of these and other things.

These newspapers have been edited by prineipal, teachers,

individual pupils, committees of puiis, or even whole
classes with and without the supervision and censorship of
teachers.

voiu .ary

The hiia scìloo± newspaper has

sucrip

rrom citizens or

trie

e'í

riÁiaU(e

coInpLiboxy suoscrip uloils,
scriooi board,

or from comuinations of triese.

The

oy

donations

or from advertisements;

staed purposes and aims

1;.

that chouia. be used as guides for these newspapers have been

many and varied.

The newspapers actually produced in high

schools have been praised and condemned.
The primary purposes of this thesis are

(a)

an exam-

ination of the values claimed as possible for school news-

papers by writers on this subject from a study of papers and
books which discuss the strengths and weaknesses of high
school newspapers in actual practice, and (b) the extent to

which these are being fulfilled in the high school newspapers
of Oregon as shown by an analysis of the news content or the

news-and-comment content of sixty issues of these newspapers
involving thirty-seven different school newspapers published
in Oregon during the school year,

l911019Lll.

This analysis

includes the number of column inches devoted to the

different subjects mentioned, other than advertisements,

the

percentage of the whole number of column inches given to
material other than advertising, and -- wherever it was

found

-- the editorializing of this

of attitudes among the pupils

reporting.

news or

the development

in contrast with straight news

This analysis has been supplemented by a

compilation of the answers of 131 high school principals on
a

five-question questionnaire which dealt with their ideas

concerning the main functions of high school newspapers.
From such a study as this, the effectiveness of the high
school newspaper as an educational instrument can be opened
for further study.
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Th1

thes1

has not con1d.ered many of the facets of

high school publict1ons as a whole.

It does not contain

any of the large amount of material published about high

school yearbooks or handbooks.

It has omitted all except

the barest reference to courses and texts in journalism
in high schools,

staffs,
a

the organization of high school newspaper

the supervision or censorship of the newspaper by

member of the teaching staff,

the construction of news-

paper stylebooks, the printing or other means of producing
these newspapers,

the financial management of the high

school newspsper,

the securing and the writing of

advertising,

the topic of propaganda,

and score cards

journalism contests,

the rating of these

has not dealt with college,

It

junior high school, or

elementary school newspapers except as these are implicated
1_n

some idea of value to the study of high school newspapers.

In the analysis of the news content of Oregon high school

papers,

only printed papers were studied because mimeo-

graphed papers do not lend themselves to measurement in
terms of column inches and their form and content are so

flexible th8t analysis itself is most diffIcult.
In spite of the many large fields of knowledge about

publications which

hve

been omitted, this thesis should

offer some conclusions about the educational values of

high school nesp2pers that will be of worth to all persons
working on or with such newspapers.

It should show not

only what the workers on these newspaper's are doing but
what they might do to improve these papers and cause them
to yield greater educational values to the pupils of the

high schools.

In a small way,

this thesis should offer to

the high 8ehools the same values that impartial surveys
of commercial newspapers furnish to the owners of these

papers.
The second chapter of this thesis contains summaries
of much of the material which has been written about the

high school newspaper and it
limitations;

purposes, strengths, and

but is restricted to the subjects outlined

in the second chapter or others closely related to these.

CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF THE PUBLISHED PURPOSES AND

ACCOMPLISHMENTS YIELDED BY HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS
What are the principal objectives of an extracurricu-

lar program and the values actually obtainable from it?
Surely, they should conform to

and.

support the advance-

ment of the cardinal principles of education.

These

the command of the fundamental processes,

principles are

the development of ethical character, the promotion of
good.

citizenship, the fostering of improved health habits,

the encouragement of worthy home membership,

the advance-

ment of worthy use of leisure time, and the elevation of

vocational preparation.

Study of the extracurricular

program shows that almost all of them can, and frequently
do,

aid in furthering these cardinal principles of

education;

and,

in addition,

offer the best media for

their presentation in many cases.
easily be cited, but a few are:

Numerous examples could

citizenship training

through pupil self-government, promotion of better health
through a vitalized physical education and play program,

improvement of the worthy use of leisure time through

wholesome club activities.
There is

rio

teamwork (96:p.5).

finer expression of citizenship than
The ability to work together,

play

together, keep together, with common interests is worthy

The club,

of efforts at attainment.

council,

the team, the

all call for togetherness.

the staff, and co on,

Extracurricular activities aid in the promotion of morale.
Since

th.e

first World War, the idea of morale has been
The success of most extra-

written about more and more.

curricular activities depends upon morale

and.,

an activity a success, morale Is achieved.

offers many opportunities for leadership;
i_s

m8king

This, in turn,

and there

a greater demand for and need of constructive leader-

The moral leader of today

ship tod8y than for many years.

finds his best tools, not in preaching at pupils of high
school age, but in teaching through moral activities.

Extracurricular activities frequently help to make schools
attractive places, and decrease school mortality.

There

are many other values that have been of utmost importance
to

individuel pupils In many instances.
°As the high school

democratic

(96:p.16) has advanced along

lines and the idea of creating a school

consciousness has spread, the promotion of school publications and of the art of publicity within schools has
developed.

The very fact that schools are striving for

democratic principles In education makes any legitimate
means of publicity a forward

standing of education
social intelligence.

I

and.,

stet'

let

toward common under-

It be hoped,

an increase in

AIMS AND PURPOSES OF HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPER WORK
choo1 journalism

"High

coming of age.

(119:111.)

may be

id to be

The beginnings of journa1im work in some

high schools

my

World War, as

shOrfl by

be traced to the days before the first

early published articles, but it

is primarily since 1920

that courses in journalism have

become usual in high schools.

It

is since 1930 that the

greatest increase in the number of high schools offering

journalism has been made.

Then first introduced into

high schools, the journalism course was an adjunct to
and generally

prt

of the English courses and used

primarily to encourage and train students interested in
writing.
Three distinct stages are discernible in the

evolution of the course in journalism as offered in high
schools.

Then superintendents and princlpals (1l9:lii)

began to recognize that the school paper, publIshed as
a laboratory project for the journalism course,

excellent medium for building

school

was an

spirit and

publicizing the school among parents and townspeole, high

school

journalism entered its second stage:

professional journalism.

News stories in the

imitation of

school

paper were molded into the rigid inverted pyramid form of
the professional news story.

Editorials bec.me serious

and explanatory and often long.

The journalism teacher

lo

encouraged h1

or her student writers to use professional

newspaper writing as models.

In this stage much of the

spontaneity and exuberance of life were squeezed from the
writings of high school jouiinalism students."
"High school journalism (119:iii) has progressed

gradually into a third stage.

Retaining many of the

characteristics of professional journ8lism, it has
nevertheless modified some of those characteristics and
has evolved some forms that are distinctive to high school.
Such an evolution has been essential in order that the

high school paper may continue to flourish.
four phases of journalistic writing,

In at least

specialized forms

have been developed to fit the needs of the high school
reeders and to bring the best results to the high school
writers,
"Creative writing (119:iv) began to disappear from
the school paper until the pendulum swung too fer toward

professional rather than cultural objectives.
the importance of using the school paper and,

Realizing
to a

limited extent, the journelism course to stimulate
creative writing,

some journalism teachers have been

pioneering in the use of new forms of creative writing
which will have sufficient brevity and contain sufficient
puncht to be suitable to the school paper."

"Another field (119:1v) in which high school

journalism has had to evolve Its own forms is that of

editorial writing.

The 'preachy' editorials that

characterized the first stage of

tt.e

school paper and

the dully explanatory editorials tlî8t came in with the

imitation of professional Journalism were unsatisfactory.
Student readers ignored them so much that some school
papers discontinued printing editorials.

Many teachers

experimented with new forms which would hold the attention
of high school readers and would still get over a lesson.

From these experiments have been evolved forms of

editorials that have considerable popularity and are
effective in their purpose."
"From the beginning (119:1v) of school papers, humor

columns and gossip columns have been popular and have, at
times, threatened to run away with the paper.

these columns be written?

How should

How can a teacher stimulate

students into becoming good columnists?

What kind of

material should be included and what omitted?

Through the

years, little attempt has been made to crystallize rules

for column writing;

yet the column has evolved as a

distinctive unit.11
"Life in the average school

(11:iv,v) is a reflec-

tien of the activities of exuberant,

lusty youth.

Why

then should not the news stories reflect this spirit?

Probably the majority of news stories should be treated
in the manner of professional news stories;

yet a good

proportion of the news, dealing with events of a lively
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nature, may be trested in a more informal manner.

Thus

high school teachers of journelism, pioneering in their
field, have come to an increased use of feature leads for

news stories.

On what kinds of stories should such leads

How should they be written?

be used?

leads would be detrimental;

standards set.

drawn,

An overuse of such

therefore lines must be

The feature lead has evolved as a

distinctive unit of school journalism»'
"High school journalism (1l9:v) is coming of age.
It is a distinctive field of journalism,

just as the daily

newspaper and the weekly newspaper constitute distinctive
fields.

The three fields have many principles in common;
if it is best to serve its readers,

yet each,

must work

out a few forms peculiar to itself."

Schutte and Lincoln (133) reviewed the alms and
objectives of high school newsparers as set forth by
Allen

(14.),

Fretwell (57), MeKown (93), Roemer

(122), Terry (150),
"a.
b.

to

develop a direct, forceful style in writing;

to develop correctness

to

Allen

and others as follows:

use of grammar,
c.

arid.

in sDelling, punctuation,

and diction;

serve as a means of correlating the work of
the various courses in school;

d.

to provide a means of correlating the work of the

various courses and departments;

'LI.

Spears and Lawshe take a somewhat less "professional" view
of the functions of the high school newspaper, but

somewhat more idealistic one.

These are

a

(1LI3:LI.55):

"Aids to the School
a.

to

educate the community as to the work of the
school;

b.

to publish school news;

ce

to create and express school opinion;

d.

to capitalize the achievements of the school;

e.

to 8ct as a means of unifying the school;

f.

to express the idealism and reflect the spirit

of the school;

activities;

g.

to encourage and stimulate worth-while

h.

to aid in developing right standards of conduct;

i.

to promote understanding of other schools;

j.

to provide an outlet for pupils'

suggestions for

the betterment of the school;
k.

to develop better interechool relRtionships;

1.

to

m.

to promote cobcerption between perents

increase school spirit;
and the

school."
"Aids to the Pupil
a.

to provide an opportunity for interesting writing;

b.

to give

the pupils an opportunity to leern how

to read

newsppere;
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e.

to act as a stimulus

d.

to develop pupils

to better work;

powers of observation and

discrimination concerning the relative merits
of news articles;
e.

to serve as an outlet and motivation for

journalistic writing;
f.

to offer trelning in organization, business

methods, commercial art,

salesmanship,

book-

keeping, end business menagement;
g.

to develop qualities of coôperation,

tact,

accuracy, tolerance, responsibility,
tive,

initia-

and leadership."

Reddick (119:9) writes that 'probably the primary

function of the school paper is to serve as the eyes of
the reader

anc5

to reflect the activities of the school.

The high school paper is an instrument of education.

It

affords a training ground for pupils interested in news-

peper work.

It

encourages creative writing on the jart

of pupils who wish to do this kind of work.

It educates

the average pupil in the resources of his school and in
its needs.

The school paper educates the fathers and

mothers of the community by informing them of the school
system and its operation.

The school paper should be very

exact in maintaining a high standard of correctness in
grammar,

punctuation, and principles of expression.'

Through its humor columns (119:9), its

UQpQ

columns,
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and its features the school paper serves as an entertainer
of the school readers.

these columns;

Originality finde its play in

and the pupils are drawn closer together

through having something in common at which to laugh.
"The school (119:9) is the community that must be

served by the school paDer.

The school paper may serve

in promoting community spirit.

Especially in large

choo1s is it hard to weld the pupils closely together on

matters that concern the school;

and the school paper is

one of the most valuable agencies for bringing about
this unity of spirit.

Sorne

of the objectives that the

school newspaper staff members may set for themselves
in the promotion of school or community spirit are:
a.

to stimulate pride in school buildings and grounds

and a willingness on the part of the pupi1
to keep them clean;
b.

to

aid in creating a willingness on the part of
the pupils

to coôperate with the teachers

in

maintaining quiet in study halls and classes;
e.

to commend good scholarship on the part of

leading pupils in such a way as to stimulate
others to imitate these pupils;
d.

to arouse pupil interest in projects

for tne

eníiï. or tue seuiool,

piay, Pares' Day, Cnrismas

su

that are
a

Ciiool

pagear1',

election of the best all-round boy or girl,
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exhibits of various departments;
e.

to

emphasize the work of various departments

within the school and

thus encourage a pride

on the parts of pupils in their work;
f.

to acquaint

the pupils with the activities of

their school so that they will be better

citizens of that school community.
In other ways,
a

too,

the school paper must serve as

weapon to fight any harmful influences that make their

ways into the

student body.

Cheating, lying, stealing,

discourtesy, poor sportsmanship, selfishness -- these and

other traits are contagious;

and the influence of the

newspaper ought to be steadily against them (119:10)."
Thus the

school newspaper serves the purposes in its

school community that the town paoer serves in its

community.

Meyer (96:201) expresses much the
with a little more of explanation:

me ideas,

"Public Qpinion.

type of publicity determines, to a large degree,

public opinion of the student body.

but
The

the

Through the pages

of the school publications comes an opportunity to unify

school citizenship and cultivate a wholesome school spirit.
There is also the negative opportunity offered of creating

dissension.

Proper leadership is obviously essential.

"Student ExDression.

Often teachers and administra-

tors neglect to sound out pupil opinion or allow it to be

This is not democratic procedure or,

expresed.t'

generally, wise administration.

Most pupils are consumers of

'Jíateria1,

publicity.

This gives the newspaper leadership a chal-

lenge to provide proper material for consumption.
are opportunities to present authentic

parents,

and community.

nee

to

It

school,

If the school accomplishes the

worthwhile and has something valuable to tell,
be published.

Here

it

should

is in no sense of boasting that the

good is advertised.

In fact,

the school should be held

responsible for the spreading of constructive publicity.
It is true that,

as we understand school situations,

find the least trouble.

we

A school giving its constituency

wholesome publicity makes education progress more easily
and reduces problems to a minimum (96:202)."

"I!e

Reading.

Good school newspepers orovide

opportunities for teaching intelligent reading of
papers and magazines.

news-

Several recent studies show the

need of this training (62).
"Qpportunity for Activit.

Always pupils who find.

interest in this type of activity.
"Worthwhile Events Advertised.

Through the high

school nespaper worthwhile events find expression.

standing school enterprises are advertised.

pupil opinicns are created and presented.
club activities,

Out-

Concrete
Athletic events,

social functions, school growth, literary
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contributions, current topics, classroom procedures, and
many other forms of

choo1 life find avenues of expression.

"Vocational Valuee.
to

Otten classes In journalism add

concrete methods of vocational procedure.

have printing plants and do their own work.
of advertising,

Some schools
In matters

circul&tion, forms, materils, photography,

reporting, and the like,
BOther Values.

opportunities are abund8nt.

There are other values which may be

enumerated, such as reoords of the history of the school,
as an integrating factor for the pupils,

the fostering of

cordial relations with neighboring schools, and others
(96:202).

Meyer (96:207) goes on to state

There is no high

school too small to undertake the publication of a school

newspaper.
teachers,

The values to the individual pupils,
the school,

and the community far outweigh any

It is not

necessary to have a paper equal to

obstacles.

the best in size,

editions, advertisers,

The idea is to start something,
if it meets the demands of

it will be a success.
ori

the

(l5L:Ll.73)

see that it is good and,

interested news consumers,

ObtainIng this will no doubt lead

to larger fields of activity

Thomas

and the like.

and.

expression»'

lists most of the foregoing aims

and purposes as spplic8ble to elementary school newspapers.

He warns of the danger of aims and styles in the

newspater which may come to dominate not only the writers

'The chief value

on the paper but its readers as well.

of the elementary school newspaper lies in the material

which the children write for the paper in connection with
their regular school work.

A composition which is printed

because of its excellence helps to raise the standards

school

for composition work and also presents actual

Original drawings and illustrations

work to parents.

help to explain the purposes of art work in the
Reports of interesting

school

schools.

events which are written

by children for children also serve to increase the

understanding of the school by parents.

Many of the items

in the elementary school newspaper should be of general

community interest.

Every school paper might well devote

one page or one section of each issue to articles about
the community.

Events in any school community are of as

great concern to the school as they are to the group that

participates.
The "Student Journalist's Calendar" (13) liete the

purposes of the school newspaper as

(a)

to

inform pupils,

faculty, and alumni of your institution's many activities

and achievements,
(e)

(b)

to unify its many departments,

to Interpret your school to

and

the community.

Miller and Charles (101:136) present most of the
foregoing aims and purroses, but stress especially the

personality development which echool neweparar work
furnishes to the workers.

They emphasize also the training
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of newspaper readers.

nation occupy the

"The educators

(1O1:iÌ.ii)

of the

key position for creating a great

group of readers among whom the trivial, the salacious,

nd the sensational will be regarded as offensive and
harmful.

High-minded. newspaper workers -- and they are

just as numerous, proportionately, as high-minded

educators -- will rejoice in the growth of such a group.
Their delight will be akin to that of the teacher who
has pupils mentally alert,

morlly

sound, eager,

and

responsive after having had a class in which the dull and

unresponsive predominated.

It

is

interesting and enlighten-

ing to try to visualize the effect on America during the
next generation if every high school in the nation set

itself the task of trying to have every graduate a

discriminating reader of the public press."
Dale

(i-l-2)

says much the same thing.

"Unless we are

able to produce a high school graduate who can read the

daily newspaper with discrimination and insight, we are
not fulfilling our obligation to those who support the
"The attainment of such a goal rests not only

upon the teachers in our schools,

but also upon parents

and upon the newspapers themselves.

Democracy will never

be threatened if the American public learns to read

newspapers intelligently

(14.2)."

Savidge and Horn (129:6) gave a list of eight
objectives for high school journalistic work which concern
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themselves mostly with the ability of readers to evaluate
what appears in the press, but involves the importance
of writing as well.

Ewalt (51) states that school papers

do have a beneficial influence on

school mores,

this belief from a questionnaire study.

deriving

Branner (2)

expressed the belief that high school journalism is
worthwhile.

He based this on interviews with a considerable

number of high school girls.

Sherwood (136) has published

a list of the outcomes of high school journalism courses,

similar to those already given.
a

list of the service

(160)

White (160) has stated

of high school newspapers.

of these is service to its

readers,

The first

Bowmar (22)

has published a list of seven reasons why publications
are valueble,

but

they are similar to McKown's.

He (22)

has written also:

"Lately school publications have taken

on a new dignity.

Their improved status is due almost

entirely to the attempt to define their policies and

clarify their functions»
Stratton

(14-7)

emphasized the school newspaper as a

medium of Information within the school and as a correstondent for the community newspaper.

He (147) warns, however:

"The school newspaper can do a fine job in selling the

school to the students, and it generally does, especially

with those who are responsible.

Many more papers extend

their spheres and try to sell the parents on the schools,
too.

This they do well;

sometimes so well they cramp the
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student appeal.

But the school paper that le too much

a house organ for parents is encroaching on another field."

Stratton

(lL-7)

goes on to state:

school journalism still presents

rounded picture.

a

"But modern high

far from completely

There still exists a great deal of

confusion as to aims and purposes;

standards are not yet

There is still a great deal of whacking and

uniform.

trimming of courses to make them satisfy the idiosyncrasies
of particular school programs."
"Sorne

(l4.7)

of the ideology is still blurred.

Inst-

ructors who were content to include the work as a part
of the English program are disturbed when they note that

others are claiming it as social science.
journalism,

as such,

High school

defies classific&tion,

and it is hard

for many a secondary school administration to swallow the
fact that it does not fit into any of the convenient

educational patterns0"
"Teachers emphasizing the social science relationships
will slight the compositional aspects (l147).

Those using

the work as a medium for expression and training in

language tools may neglect study of current community and
national problems as reflected In the press of today.
However,

one encouraging principle has been accepted by

most teachers;

namely, that the modern high school course

should not receive vocational stress.

It

is a

medium for

encouraging interest in expression and for reading
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development rather than a training course for pupils
who expect to gc into nerspapr work.

The latter is

properly the task of the professional journalism school.
With speech, drame, and music, high school journalism
remains on the educational fringe.'
Hyde

(l:l2),

in 192S,

stated:

"After more than

eleven years of experimentation, high school journalism
is

still chaotic and unstandardized, the hobby of the

individual teacher, although something called 'journalism'
has been added to more than 1,000 high

ohools.

The

publicity velue of the school paper gave it momentum,
but it also endangers its direction.

The very showiness

of the thing is its chief fascination

its greatest

danger to the pupil."
Duff has published a somewhat ironical but far from

superficial estimate of the high school newspaper,

and

adds to it some sound advice to high school journalists.

"There are many reasons (47:2t1) for publishing a school
paper,

but on examination it will usually be found that

the paper is published in order to pubTish a paper.

Someone expects it.
it not?

It is one of the things-to-do,

It is never really a news paper,

is

except in those

great behemoth high schools where ten thousand teachers

and students labor and toil like so many ants, and nobody,
not the prIncipal nor even the editor of the school paper,

knows more than a part of what is going on or what these
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activities signify.
u1

(Ly:2LI.)

am not thinking of the paper in a great

over-grown institution like that, but rather of the
thousands of little papers, printed by hand or mimeographed
or run off on a gelatin duplicator.

From a broad view,

educationally, these are more important.

But it is not

always for positive reasons that they are important.

school

The

paper is important because it has come to be a

sacred cow, a necessary token of Progress and of Modern
Methods.

It is published in most Instances because nobody

It is published

dares not to publish a school paper.

because we do not stop to consider what may be

the

alter-

natives."
'When activities

(1V7:2tI.)

become formalized, they

are no longer pupil activities in the sense in which we

have been using the term.

It is a wise faculty that can

prevent its activity program from becoming a sanctified
set of rituels.'

"Thy not suspend publication of the

school paper whenever it becomes a chore?
to become a chore;

It is certain

and there are many other ways of

getting the values that the paper gets even when it is
living up to its best potentialities.

I

"If and when you publish a school paper

(17:2),

resolve to take as much liberty as you need to take with
the established conventions -

change the

organization, the contents to fit

sorne

forni,

or

sensible purposes
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you see clearly.

Don't try to be The New York Times,

have anything to do with the several school

and

press associations that are merely ballyhoo for some
school of journalism and have no standards whatever that

must apply to your paper.

Stay out of their contests,

where everybody wins a medal or a ribbon -- the contest

and the conference that goes with it are promoted for
the advertising the school of journslism gets for itself."

"How many school papers

Commonly,

superficiel inspection?
is the keyhole column,

(I7:2)

will stand even

the most popular feature

made up of inanities and Dersonal

references that sometimes offend and at best do not
deserve the cost in money or effort that their publ±cation
requires.

The sports department is usii8lly a poor

imitation of the worst Jabberwock written by sports-writers
for the local newspapers.

Once in a while sp8ce is

allowed for an item of a distinct literary quality, but
the conventional school paper is badly written, thrown
together,

and indifferently received.

It

is a

small

wonder that most papers, after the initial spurt, become
a

form of torture for most of the persons who are obliged

to meet the deadline,"

A second article by Hyde, one of the most vigorous
critics of journElism instruction as carried on in the high
schools in l92, probably reflects better than any other

available the development of journalism courses and of
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newspapers in high schools during the twelve years between
192e

and. 19)4-1,

Hyde (2) has written,

in l9Ltl:

"It is

barely twenty years since the student newspaper appeared
To be sure,

generally in the high schools.

student

literary magazines and illustrated year books date much
earlier, but the first student publications of newspaper

The remarkable growth of

type were seen about 1917-19.

this project in these short years is evidenced by the
fact,

seen in recent state surveys,

that scarcely a high

school now can be found that does not have some kind of

regular news publication, whether printed, mimeographed,
or in the form of a student-written column in the village

newspaper.

The value of the project is established by

the fact that it has survived a ten-year period of

depression-economy which has weeded out most of the school
frills'.
"As might be expected

(2), the rise of the high

school newspaper brought with it a movement for some form
of classroom treatment of the kind of writing published
j_n

the student newspaper.

This classroom project has

nothad, during these twenty years, such

a

sustained and

well-directed progress as the newspaper itself.

Starting

out bravely in a few high schools, In the early 1920's,
lt

wandered off into various by-paths and at times was

almost obliterated -- largely through lack of trained

teachers and through lack of

a

clear educational objective.

2

During the last half dozen years, however,

the c1ssroom

project appeare to be undergoing a revival and is again
worthy of discussion.

One might almost prochesy an

interesting future for it -

providirg school administra-

tions gain a clearer idea of its functions»'
"One serious obstacle

project was that,

(2) met by the classroom

esriy in its development, some overly-

ambitious teachers tried to divert it into a vocational
trend.

They were inspired by visions of sending their

graduetes out into newspaper jobs.

trend

hs

largely disappeared.

Fortunately, this

It is now widely realIzed

that such secondary vocational training Is not desired

eIther by the newspaper or by the young people themselves -- that no such motivation

C8fl

justify classroom

journalistic work for young people in their

I5flg

Probably we may thank the depression for ending this

ill-advised trend and clearing the field for a more justifiable motivation.
be?

But what shall this better motivation

That is a problem which is facing, not only secondary

school administrators and teachers, but also the university

faculty members who are assisting in training high school
teachers.

"Speaking as one (2) who has been conducting training
courses for high school publication supervisors and

journalistic teachers since 1920,

the author has necessarily

given a great deal of thought to thie basic question of
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motivation

and.

has reached several definite conclusions

about it:

(a)

Such classes have no voc8tional or pro-

fessional function, except as they may supply some career

guidance.
ism,

(b)

Such classes should not be called tJournal_

since that word has In the last thirty years come

to apply only to professional training on the university

level which involves much background education to

supplement specialized technical courses.

Some new neme,

such as 'journalistic writing' should be developed.
(e)

The most justifiable basic activity for such high

school classes is that of motivated composition -- advanced

English writing courses whose interest is built on the

familiar content of current

(a)

A

valuable secondary activity for such classes is systematic
reading and analysis of the newspaper as a social force,

with the goal of developing in the high school population

greater discrimination to be carried into adult years.
(

e)

For either of these projects, trained teachers are

needed -- not teachers trained in newspaper offices where
the interest is in marketing news as a commodity,

nor in

the English department where the fundamental interest is
in literature,

but in schools of journalism which,

through

thirty-five years of experiment, are beginning to learn
something of the pedagogy of journalism teaching, which
a new

kind of redagogy in our genration.

is,

of course,

(f)

The problem of the proper relationship between such
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journalistic writing classes and the student newspaper is
yet to be solved. in most high schools.

There is no

educational justtficatlon for a class project largely
devoted to the extracurricular activity of producing a
student newspaper;
to find

nor is it good

inistration not

way to make available to the student newspaper

the training provided

in such a

writing clss.

There are

now hopeful signs that these relationships are being
evolved.

(g)

The newest and most pressing project related

to either the student newspaper or the journalistic class
is that of school public relations, and it is to be hoped

that administrators will haire the good sense to turn to

specially-trained journalism teachers for aid in solving
their public relations problems.'
tiThe

development of journalistic activities (2) in

the high echools during the past twenty years has been

well-nigh amazing, and one is justified in taking an
optimistic view of the future of the project»'

Kitch (5) also gives a critical evaluation of the
aims of high school journalism courses

and.

newsparers as

they have developed over the la$t forty or more years.
"In the beginning,

the journalism class was a sugar-coated

course in English composition»'
"The educators

(5) shortly after

the turn of the

century figured they had discovered a sure-fire method of

making students like to write themes.

But the young folks
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soon caught on.

many thorns.

A theme by any other name had just as

Journalism simply didn't last as a substitute

for a formal course in grammar»'

UThen the propaedeutic

sugar-coating wore off, the 'vocational era' came along.
Journalism students were offered work in that subject as
an actual entry to reporters'

But

jobs after graduation.

when the World War ended and veteran newspaper men were

two-pence-a-round,

that rosy dream also curled up its

petals and drooped.
"Modern high school journalism (5), however, adopted
the most promising parts of the two first phases;

and,

using them as a couple of foundation blocks in the cellar,
has gone ahead to build an up-to-date superstructure of
its own."

Most modern high school courses in newspaper work
attempt to do three things:

First (85), they try to teach the students to be

intelligent and appreciative newspaper readers.

If we've

been spending four high school years teaching young folk
to read books,

why not spend a year or two teaching them

to read intelligently the material they're most likely to

read anyway?

Thy not teach the future newspaper public

to distinguish between a well-written story and. a sloppy

one?

To identify clever writing and appreciate it?

To

differentiate between fact and desperate fancy, accuracy
and wishful thinking,

worthwhile material and glossy guff?
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Why not produce subscribers who properly evaluate the

paper as

a

whole?

Who turn to the editor's laboriously

polished editorials as well as to the comics?

Who have

learned to be educated and informed as well as entertained?
Who have learned to use the whole paper

page by page --

and use it well?"

(5), these modern courses

"As a second objective

Instead of

adopt the vocational angle with reservati3ns.

trying to hang a high school diploma above every newspaper
typewriter, however, they offer vocational work solely
as an exploratory project.

The high school journalist

does study newspaper vocations;

but nowadays such work

is usually a prelude to possible future specialization

in some university or college.

Practically never is it

a direct introduction to an actual job immediately upon

high school graduation.

High school journalism weedi

out most of the romanticists who are after a police card

and a

thrill.

Those who are

serious about journalism as

a vocation generally go on to higher training."

UThS journalism student

(5) today learns

1newsparer friend' in at least three respects:
learns to be good ol

tconstant reader';

to write in newspaper style,

(b)

to be a

(a)

He

by learning

he becomes a much better

corresponding secretary for some club or civic organization;
and
is

(c)

by learning to appreciate what is news and what

not, he is taught to call the proper editor of his
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favorite paper when newsworthy events transpire in his
neighborhood."

ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS ON
HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS
Butts (29) hes stated th8t high school journalism
should receive more attention than it has because it

fulfills all of the aims of education;

hs

while Brownlee

(27)

wrItten that the journalism course should be more than

a composition course.

Miller and Charles (loi) also have

stated that high school newspaters fulfill the broad

educational values as well as serving as a publicity medium
within the school and the community.

Campbell (32) has

stated that the high school newspacer is a dynamic force
in the school communIty as well as training the newspaper

staff to gather, interpret,

and write news and the other

pupils to receive timely, interesttng, and significant
news and comment on school life,

He

(2) w8rned that the

newspaper should serve the needs of all of the pupils
rather thsn being just

a

bulletin to serve the principal.

In addition (32), high school journalism should not try
to inke

boys and girls into newspapermen overnight.

In another article, Campbell

(33) has written:

"There

are more than twenty thousand high schools in the United
States,
go

but nineteen thoussnd of them either ignore or

through the motions of providing student publicstions

314.

and journalism courses.

Meanwhile, tens of thousands of

boys and girls are denied the educative experiences the

activities afford.

°

"With this deplorable state of affe.irs (33), The

National Survey of High School Journalism is greatly
concerned.

Begun last spring (1937) with the coperation

of the National Association of Journalism Directors,

the

National Scholastic Press Association, the Quill and
Scroll Society,
tions,

it

and other regional and ntional organiza-

was undertaken to do more then gather data about

present conditions,

It was

instituted to help point the

way to greatly needed improvements."

'Experience in these journalism courses and activities
(33)

should helD boye and girls to gather and present

significant information objectively.

In an democracy,

true patriotism requires a scientific attitude as well
as social vision and moral courage.

Citizens with civic

conscience and civic consciousness can do nothing unless
they have scIentifically-gathered data upon which to act.'
"To present significant information objectively

(33),

boys and girls must be able to communicate simply, clearly,

and effectively in written English.
than

This involves more

motivatingI composition, so seldom tried in stereo-

typed English courses, for composition for composition's
sake has little justification.

A limited number of high

school students should be encouraged to write creatively."
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iHigh school journalistic (33)

experIences

re

unusually effective, also, in promoting the personality

adjustment and character development so essential to good
citizenship.
objective,

Let those who tut-tut and pooh-pooh this

talk with any successful sponsor.

He will recall

instance after instance in which students while working
on Dublications became more dependable,

tolerant, tactful,

energetic,
In an

and.

alert, trustworthy,

considerate, punctual, efficient,

courageous."

iue

of the Magazine of the Chicago Association

of Commerce devoted entirely to an account of the activities
of the Chicago High schools,

one may find (5)

the following

statements
"The high school weekly Is a growth (5).

Not more

then five or six years ago most high schools were publishing

monthly magazines of a decidedly Inferior nature.

contained short stories,
manner.

They

limited in scope and stilted in

They were books which were decidedly difficult
the purchasers were moved to buy them because

to

read;

of

'school spiritt and a curiosity as to whose names

might be attached to time-worn and bedraggled jokes.

Some

of these magazines contained departments of merit -- in

some

instaces these departments live as traditions in

the weekly of today.

Nearly all of these monthly magazines

have given precedent to weekly newspapers.

There are few

high schools of any size in Chlcago and elsewhere that do
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not publish a weekly paper which

uprorts itself."

"That brought about the greet change is a question (5).

Nevertheless, lt has

corne,

choo1 house organs

and the

published today received justified acclaim from their
subscribers.

The students are doing

te

work;

are carrying the burdens on their own shoulders;

the editors

the

faculty advisers remain within the boundaries suggested
by

their titles.

The paDers are,

the make-up pleasing,

as a rule,

well orinted,

the policy well defined and the humor,

while usuelly of a personal nature, neither caustic nor
silly."

Before one might be tempted, to enter too lightly
upon plans for launching a high school newsoaper, however,
he should study this material which is teken from Reavis
(117).

"Despite the great possibilities for good in student

publications,

there are inherent dangers which can be

averted only through wise sponsorship.

It is the ourcose

of this discussion to provide a body of experience for

the guidance of inexperienced administratIve officers and

sponsors, who are likely to make serious errors in the

supervision of student publications unless they are

adequately informed regarding the practices which make
for failure and success."

"Before a student body (117) should be allowed to

embark on a program of publications, the following questions
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of policy should be settled by the administretive office

and faculty:
tia.

Th

need for a school publication should be

canvassed and the character of the publication
to be attempted should be determined in

accordance with the school's needs.
"b.

Some person of the adult personnel of the school,

capable an

willing to assume the reaoonsibility

of directing the project, must be secured for

sponsor.

The success

of the paper depends

upon this key-official.

If he allows material

from the student body to go into print uncensored,

the velue of the paper to the school

may be entirely lost, snd the morale of the
school may be seriously impaired.

He must

direct the efforts of the enthusiastic contri-

butors and hold them responsible for worthy
standards of attainment.

To

maintin high

standards of workmanship without checking the

originality and destroying the spontaneity
of the youthful cDntributors is a task that

requires coniderable tact and rare skill in

constructive criticism.
"e.

Competent students for staff positions must be
available.

"d.

The ability to sustain effort to carry the project

3

through muet be in sight.
"e.

Careful budget any plans must be worked out."

"The functions of the newspaper (117) are entirely

different from t1ose of the
It

should give the 'news'.

to a school

newso9per,

no demand for a

annu1

nd monthly public2tions.

Unless one has been accustomed

it might be

thought that there is

pub1icaton of this character.

This doubt

can be best set at rest by one who has become eccuetomed
to a school newspaper,

and has been deprived of it.

It is

surprising to see the amount of good wholesome news that
can be produced by a school in a week's time.

This news

may include announcements and statements from the

administrative office, the whole round of school happenings,
and editorial comment on timely topics of school concern."
"The influence of such a

hardly be evaluated (117:1145).

pub1icatin in

a school can

In addition to keeping

the school community fully informed on all matters of

importance within the school, it helps to unify the various
activities of the student body, keeps alive the interest
of the students in the ideals of the school,

end plays

an important part in the development of school spirit and

opinion."
Some of the specific suggestions on the newspper

itself stated by Reavis (117) are:
"a.

More uniformity in the size of the sheet would
be desirable.

Avoid the extremes -- the very
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large or the very small sheet,

Use a

medium-sized nage, end increase the number of
pages to meet the needs of unusual issues.
"b.

should. strive to

Small schools especIally

decrease the space devoted in their papers to
advertisements.
a

The paper should be primarily

newspaper for the publicity of school

activities and interest

and.

only secondarily

a medium for the commerciol interests of

the

community.
Arrange and organize the subject matter of the
papers.

Assign a p1cc

?,

a position,

department and feature section.

o

each

Convert one

into a sport page,

and con-

fine all athletic news to that page.

Conduct

of the last pages

a

humor column instead of the scattered

humorous items.
"d.

Weekly papers may be so managed as to serve the

purposes of newspapers and literary magazines.

Periodically -- perhaps every fourth week -- the
paper may contain an extra sheet -- the magazine
section.
"e.

A faculty member who suprvIses the work should
be responsible for each school publication.

This person may do much to raise the standard
of humorous notes and departments, and should

definitely guard against, for his paper, the
personal joke that is poignant.
"f.

Affiliations with, or memberships in, press
associations or organizetions stimulate the
spirit of wholesome competition.

Hg

In order to be assured of the

possible,

largest circulation

the subscrirtion price should be

reduced to a minimum determined by the

frequency of publication

and.

local conditions."

Not all writers on the relationship of the supervisor
of the school newspaper to

the staff of the paper agree

with Reavis' (ll7:l115) position.

Redford (120) has ex-

pressed his Opinion that the responsibility should. be
placed on the staff itself rather than on the supervisors,
after making a rather extensive study of censorshir

practices by advisers.

Dunham

(149)

would have censorship

replaced by direct newspaper staff responsibility for what
1_t

selects for publiostion,

but he would have the lesson

driven home to the staff that democracy is not the same as

unrestricted individualism.

From the study of an eight-

page survey questionnaire sponsored by a nation-wide group
of high school

has

vr1ttefl

journalism organizations, Campbell
'The work of these

sonsors

their answers to the auestionnaire.

is

(314)

outlined in

In addition to various

non-journalistic activities, they teach journslism courses,
sponsor publications, and supervise school publicity.

In

L'.'

the more modern courses they consider not only journal-

istie techniques involved In producing the school paper,

propaganda, and the newspaper's

but also current events,

social responsibilities.

They guide boys and girls engaged

in the editorial and business management

of newspapers

and yearbooks, magazines and handbooks.

They Interpret

the educational program by supervising news releases and

other tromotional activities.t'

Campbell's report shows

no schools having tublications without faculty supervisors.

Youn

(163) has

reported two schools that do not

print their school newararers but post copies on the

bulletin boards.

Duff

(L'.y:25)

"Before newspapers, before

also written:

magazines and periodicals

the familiar form for printed publications

in general,

was the broadside.
It

hs

It was sometimes called 'broadeheet'.

was a large sheet printed on one side only,

The earlier

ones contained only one item, a poem, for instance,

frequently

a

ballad of the popular type desling with some

topic of popular interest.

These are distinguished

examples of the printing art, and the beauty of the type

and composition enhance the paragraphs or stanzas oresented,
as the music of a

song enhances the lyrics.

"Assuredly the broadside (L'-7:25) could be adopted
in many ways for our use in

school, and it may be the

alternative we are looking for.

It

is so

much more

flexible than a periodical, yet it would serve even better
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then the paper serves to encourage good writing, for each

broadeide would dignify and Individualize the item
published.

Artistic embellishment would be possible if

the beauty of fine typogrephy were not embellishment

enough.

The school print shop (every school should have

one) could h8ndle these broadsides more easily

could print

a

taper.

Mimeogrsph,

than lt

photo-offset, and many

other familier processes could be used where prInting
The brosdeide idee le worthy

facilities are wanting.
of extensive trials,

to supplement the school paper 1f

not to replace

Rose (126) has told of one school In which the socalled school newspaper is read over the school's loudspeaker system twice

e.

week.

An anonymous writer

()

also has an account of a so-called school paper which was
not published but wee read at an assembly every other

FrIday.

While these two gave rather glowing accounts of

the satisfactoriness of this method,

states flatly that:

Reavis

(ll7:l-5)

"Announcements from the assembly

platform can not cover the scope of information that
should be imparted to the students,

and gossip and rumor

can never take the place of well written school news.

There is undoubtedly
a small

a

place in the medium high school for

dlly, weekly, or bi-weekly paper devoted ex-

clusIvely to school news.

Such a publication might well

be modeled after the best public

newspapers of the

ey.

It

I3

should be written by the student body, edited and managed
by students, and supervised by a faculty adviser."

Reavis (117) makes the additional statement that "high school
newspapers are now self-sustaining and no longer need

administrative financial nurture and encouragement.H
Davis

(4.3)

has published an article telling of the

methods used in publishing what is believed to be the
first high school newspaper representing all of the high
schools in a fairly large city in Oklahoma.
of this thesis doubts the effectiveness

of'

The writer

such a plan.

Harral (69) gives suggestions for getting the names
of more pupils into the high school newspaper.

It is a

journalistic axiom that 'names have kept more than one
rural newspaper going.'

It is also true that a frequent

weakness of high school and even college and university

newspapers has been the frequent repetition of a few
naines

and the omission of almost all others.

has been

protested, the rather

When this

reasonable answer has been

that when these others do something newsworthy their names

will be given space.

A rebuttal to this, also rather

reasonable, is that frequently clannishness and ignorance
of things occurring outside of the limited circles known
to the newspaper center have entered into the situation.

Mitchell (102) has advocated a school clipping bureau
as an additional service of the journalism students.

This

bureau would, according to his plan, clip articles from the

daily newspapers and distribute them to teachers who might
find them useful for reading to their classes or posting
on the classroom bulletin boards.

Ronshaugen

has

(1214)

published a description of the way in which an extensive
school news bureau was believed to serve the needs of one

high school better than

s

school newspaper.

In a way,

the news clippings served the same functions as a news-

paper even though the external form was different.
The relationship of English and of "jourr.alese" has

been discussed by the brilliant British educator, Sir John
In discussing the carry-over from university

Adams.

newspaper practice to high school newspaper practice,
he (2) has written

"It is doubtful whether the

(high

school) teacher of English should regard as an advantage
or disadvantage the fact that the school newspaper is

now often produced actually on the school premì5e5
"Now in the schools of journalism (2)

the faculty

lay themselves out to cover the whole field, which naturally

includes the actual art of writing for the press.
this,

at first sight,

With

there can be no objection, and 1f

the teaching is confined to adults who are in actual

training for journalism,

may be regarded as actually

Rightly or wrongly, American newspapers

praiseworthy.
have adopted

it

a

certin style

of writing,

and women are being prepared to write for
papers,

it

is right that they

and if young men

Americen

should get the training that
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will enable them to meet the demande of the situation
for which they are preparing.

But unfortunately the

Those who take

position is not quite so simple as that.

up journalism as a part of their course at the university

are not all on their way to a journalistic life.
of them take up tbe subject as

in indirect

Many

training in

This would be all to the good 1f journaiistic

English.

English were the same as t'e English set before university
students as a model.

Nothing could be better for

a

student

of English than the opportunity of applying his pen to
It would give

work that would. afterward appear in print.

him just that incentive that he needs;

for mere exercise-

writing is as unpalstable et the university stage as it
is

in the high school.

Unfortunately, newspaoer English
stande.rd type.

is not what is usuelly recognized as the

Not only

i

tie actual English different from what may

be called 'hook-English'

in vocabulary and structure,

but

the underlying form is radically different."
tiLet

it be

understood

(2)

that the teacher of English

has no quarrel with the journa].ist for

adopting that

kind of literary structure that best suits his needs.
duty of the school, and of the Iletterst

university, is to get studerts to acquire

language as such, soul and all.

The

side of the
e

mastery of the

By end by, when they are

known,
at home in their mother-tongue as it ought to be
the acQuirement of the tadpole form is a matter of a few

days.

What a pity to spoil a good training in English for

the sake of anticipating by a week or two the power of

meeting the legitimate demands of the great journalistic
machine!

Let us get out of the ordinary school magazine

or newspaper all the stimulus we can in the way of

purposive effort, but let us not jeopardize the literary
eouls of our youngsters by practicing them In what they

will do all the better in the future for having avoided
at their growing state."

Hollis

(7g)

as far back as 1901, has made a case for

the opposite point of view.

He believes that the news-

paper style just suits the boy who does not like rhetoric.
He has added:

"But will not the reporter's style spoil

the boy's literary taste

(7g)?

The answer is simple.
Not

The average boy hasn't any literary taste to spoil.

one out of thousand will ever become a producer of literature.

Teachers are too apt to think that because they

enjoy Emerson

and.

Tennyson that the high school boy does

also -. or ought to -- and we arrange his work in English
on the basis of what we think he ought to enjoy."

'The

time is ripe (7e) for the educators of the country to
step in and give the (journalistic)

movement now in

progress direction and effectiveness."
The school newspaper is a splendid advertisement for
the school.

"Like the great college annuals (7g), the

high school newspapers are the only

'official' publications

14.7

emanating from the school that many people meet with, and
they teke them as being broadly repreontative of the
school.

While it is regrettable that the high school

newsoaper table of contents represents everything else
but the serious snd regular work of the school,
be corrected without

serious strain."

this can

Hollis found the

editorials in the school newspapers to be flipoant;
thought appeals for the

flamboyant;

he

support of athletics to be

and he considered the locals,

perscnls,

reporter's gossip, et cetera to be of a kind "which wound
or flatters in nearly every line the vanities

school".

of half the

He thought the socisi items gave a wrong idea

of the amount of time soent in dancing and

school appear as a place of frivolity.

made the high

"This kind of

newspaper (7g) is restricted to no one state or section
of the country;

in Massachusetts and New York as well

as in Wisconsin and Minnesota,

the same general character-

istics obtain."
Duff

(Li-7:371)

has written:

than substance.
it is

to he

He

"For those of us who are teschers, not

journalists, the

if

has another cause of complaint.

matter of for

is of

A school papor is

a

much less importance

house organ, but

justified on educationsi grounds

it

must

belong to the students to a larger degree than to the
staff, or the sponsor, or the job printer who,

cases, gets it out."

In most

best school papers published

today are the mimeographed ones.

They cannot be bent so

easily to some single arbitrary standard of excellence
set by teachers in courses in journalism.

Mimeogrethed

papers are more frequently the work of the children,

preserve the verve,

the zest,

end.

the tang of life in the

schools they represent»'

There is no reason

(1!-7:371)

why printed. papers should

not he equally free from artificial, stilted stenderds.
The test of a public high school is not the degree in

which its taper conforms to such standards;
is not set up to

girls.

the school

publish papers but to educate boys and

As often as these journalistic standards spoil a

school paper br making it a self-conscious imitation of
some other school paper, the educational uses of the paper
are perverted."
"One should

(1.1.7:371)

overhaul the form and the style

of the paper every year or so and when interest wanes

suspend the paper until a new tide of interest refloets
it.

The habit of keeping UD with the Joneses makes us

reluctant to suspend in our schools some activity that
is

thriving in the high school across the way.

It is too

bad if there are schools where students go through the

motions of publishing a school paper for no better reason
than to satisfy the princiosi, or to entertain a teacher
who has had two courses in 'journalism', or to serve,

wittingly,

as a part of the publicity come-on for the

un-

high-powered schools of journalism
Felts (55) not only condemns the usual Ohumorl in the
high school newspaper, but publishes a comprehensive list
of

U5U

and "don't's'1 for the guidance high school

journalistic workers in the employment of humor.
Crosrnan

(1iO)

has told of what he thinks can be done

with the ethics of high school newspapers in specific ways
after an opening general Btatement.
newspaper,

"An ideal high school

then, would be like rare men you and

men of fine physique,

I

know --

gre8t intellectual attainments,

and.

high moral and ethical standards, who dress neatly, who
present a cheerful countenance to the world,

who live

rightly, who would not stoop to a mean act which might

hurt someone, who strive always to be helpful to others,
who try to make the world a little better."

example from his list, Crosman
generously.

.

.

.

.

(L-O)

As one

has written:

"Praise

distinctive achievements of individual

students and faculty members, especially achievements

attained under physical or other handicaps, thus gaining
the name of being kindly, appreciative, and encouraging."

A study of the aims and functions and of the qualifi-.
cations and limitations of high school newspapers shows

many currents and cross-currents of thought.

Such a study

may remind one of the knight in "Don Quixote" who dashed
out of his castle and rode madly off

in

all directions.

Nevertheless, the annoyance in the situation may really lie

in the attempts of many of the writers t

bring all of

the others to their way of thinking rather than in the
lack of unifonnity of thought itself.

THE USE OF THE HIGH SCHOOL NESPAPER
AS A MEDIUM OF PUBLICITY AND INFORMATION:
A.

To the Superintendent and Principal

Here again there is much of confusion and conflict.
Popham

(1111.)

has stated the case for school publicity well,

but it is doubtful that the schools have utilized this

instrument which is ready at hand either fully or wisely.
"Call it publicity, csll it public relations, call
it

'selling the school to the pubu.c'--there are few

activities more important to the welfare of the school
than interpreting the work of the public
students, parents,

choole to the

The public echools,

and taxpayers.

like modern business organizations, are looking to their

public relations, endesvoring to earn and keep the good
will of the public."

"Administrators are beginning

(ll14)

to realize that

the public has a right to know more about one of its most

expensive investments, the public school.
to

They are coming

realize too, that only the well-Infonlied friends of

the school cen defend it against

pays its national

its critics.

As America

defnge bill, school budgets may

threatened at the expense of th

be

welfare of the students
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and teachers.
j_n

the scramble for tax

convinced
pay.

tkiat

Thus,

choo1s are to hold their own

If the public

mney, the taxpayer muet

be

are worth the price he has to

the schoo1

lt is up to the school newspaper and the

organized publicity bureau to show taxpayers that they
are getting something more for their money than just

and frills'.
have a true --

To this end,
and.

the newspaper readers must

interesting -- picture of the everyday

life of the school,

a report of departmental activities,

as well as extracurricular ones.

must be presented in

a

lively,

quently in feature style.
to find news,

'fads

True,

such informetion

interesting manner,

fre-

The utmost care must be taken

The storIes

not to write mere propaganda.

must be so interesting that theT will be read and enjoyed
by students and parents alike."

"The school paper

(1l14)

must be a news paper -- some-

thing more than a mere joke or gossip sheet.

The going

may be a bit difficult at first in schools that have been

unaccustomed to this type of news, and the student readers
cannot be blamed for 'kicking' if the departmental news
is not made newsy and readable, with an

and humorous incidents.

abundance of naines

But they will not doubt eventually

come to like this newsier tyne of paner that tells them

many interesting things they never knew before, that gives
them a true picture of the entire school.

In this way the

school parer can strengthen school spirit by making students
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proud of the achievements of their teachers and fellow
students.

Michael (97) has written:

In addition to these

generally accepted values, the school paper in the hands
of a skillful and farsighted principal can be used to

further such purely admInistrative problems as
a.

the improvement of instruction

b.

raising the morale of the school

c.

launching and developing school projects

d.

And by subtly disseminating school propaganda,

materially aid in
its activities,

s

?llIng not only the school,

and policies, but also the

individual teachers to pupils, parents, and
friends,

as well as other taxpayers in the

community.

H

"Frequently articles (97) on comparative test results,
tardy and attendance records,

short story contests, honor

challenges, and honor rolls can be used to great advantage
not only in securing greater

coperatlon but in raising

the standards of accomplishment of both teachers and

pupils."
"The school paper (97) can be used to play an important

role in helping create a wholesome school spirit,

developing

and maintaining morale, as well as suprorting the best

traditions of the school -- always playing up the good
news features and emphasizing the desirable phases of pupil,
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c1as,

and school

life

while p1ying down or ignoring

undesir.ble features»' Michael believed th8t the school
newsparer should not print articles on promiscuous spitting
in the building for exaniole, but that the princirel
should use a campaign of slogans such as UClean ur" or
Girls pick up paner more quickly than boys."

careful study (97) of secondary school newspapers
tends to create the opinion thet in more than one cornmunity senior and junior high school principals are not
'1A

ignoring the opportunity to use the columns of their paper
for the express purpose of combating unfavorble school
propaganda found in the public press of the community»'
(9) ha.s

listed suggestions for stets

which

the school adininistration cnn take to assure the ubication of a school taper which will elirninte criticisms
of education and give the community a better understanding
of whet is going on in the schools. Meckel (95) has

expressed the thought that the school newspaper can be
used. as a cord1nating medium that transcends departmental
lines and one that helps in the integration of the
educnttonal processes. Ryan (127) would have the school

directly under the control of the superintendent
but in the hands of a trained supervisor whose salary
newspapers

would be paid from th.e savings to the school".

other hand, Campbell

(32)

On

the

has issued a plea for a school

newspeDer whose functThn would be

that of serving the needs

514.

of all of the pupils rather than being just a bulletin

for the îrincipalts use;

and.

Hammargren (67) has advanced

an argument for the abolition of

school

newspapers

altogether on the ground that they take advertising and,
therefore, money away from the torn papers.

Neither of

these latter points of vier seems to present very serious

difficulties, especially when one considers that the

National Education Association

has sponsored school

(6)

publIcity projects in the high school newspapers of the
nation because they are held to be of such great value
to the schools and the communities.

Publicity WIthin the

B.

"High

school

School

Itself

newspapers (32) that cover the news

accurately and objectively,
ly and constructively,

fairly and faithfully, complete-

are good house organs.

To succeed

they must really be student puolicacions -- puukicaion

for students, with a competent adviser

prepared

y siudents

as guide,

not a bose."

t1Not

a week passes

department or anotner
to publicize.

(32) but

wnat at least one

as a project it wisnes

the newspaper

The dramatics departmeni produces tlays,

the music department presents opereGtas, the art department

sponsors ex11b1ts, the physical education department

proote8 athletic contests,

the social-science department

supports drives, and all these activities must be brought
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The commercial

to the attention of the newspaper readers.

newspaper considers it enough to report events.

The high

school newspaper assumes a share of the responsibilIty
for the success of activities.

n

Feturing the significant developments
the school is not

(32) within

ll that the high school newspaper may

be asked to do, for there are routines and services which

also must be explained to students and teachers alike."

"Changes in officiel policies (32) of the administratior!

may be interpreted by students if the princiDal is
Trial

wise enough to take the editors into his confidence.

registration in the spring, conferences for personal
guidance, books added to the library, may be ignored by
some publications unaware of this important phase of

their work.

Principals should not make student publications

serve as official bulletins, however, for then they cease
to be

student publicatlons,

organs,

they cease to be good house

and cease to have worthwhile educational value."

"Good school spirit is seldom developed (32) by

preaching about it in editorial columns, but it can be
improved 1f the newspaper puts first things first.

If

sports receive too much attention, why not develop a

long-range policy to shift the emphasis?"
"Every teacher (32),

student,

and staff member is

worth at least one human interest story.

Each one feels

happier and more imtortant if his fellow student appreciate
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his abilities and experiences."

"While the stimulus (117) to vital English work mey
be regarded es the most irnoortnt result of publications
in a modern secondary school,

spirit,

the Impetus given to school

pride, and loyalty is a close second.

columns of the paper,

ideals

Through the

sentiments mey be developed

and.

that will raise the general tone of the school."

"Another value (117) of the school paper not to be

overlooked is the increase In the efficiency of the school
through the opportunity provided for regular communication

between faculty, student body, and parents.

Important

announcements, informetion regarding school policies,

significant changes of any kind, and school or denartmental

progress can be placed before the school community in
such form that proper assimilation of such matters can
be made by every person concerned.

As a result,

school

opinion can be more easily and quickly crystallized and
school solidarity promoted through the influence of the

high school press."
"In all middle sized (117)

and large high schools

there is need for a medium of communication between school

community,
office.

student body, faculty,

and administrative

Announcements from the assembly platform cannot

cover the scope of the Information that should be Imparted
to

the students,

and gossip can never take the piece of

well written news.

There is undoubtedly a p]ace in the
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modern high school for a small weekly paper devoted exelusively to school news.

Such a public&tlon might well

be modeled sfter the very best public newspapers of today.
It

should be written by the student body and censored by

a faculty adviser»'

"The influence (117) of such a publicst±on in a
In eddition to keeping

school can hardly be evaluated.

the school community fully informed on ali matters of

importance within the school,

it helps to unify the various

activities of the student body, keeps alive the interest
of the students in the

idels of the school, and plays

an import2nt part in the development of school spi-it end

opinion.

Michael (97) has written:

"The newspaper performs the

most important function of any of the student public8tions

because of the frequency with which it appears and because
of the many opportunities it offers for student expression
of opinion or report on questions

that

vtal1y touch

the

daily life and experiences of children in school.

Miller (100:35) has written at some length of the
advantages of a school newspaper over a school magazine
from his point of view.
in touch with

"A newepaper that

evrytting hrpening

is

intimetely

in a school can be

made more of a force for intelliRent leadership, both in
the school and in the community,

than a magazIne whose

editorial staff is more likely to be chosen for its literary

5

and artistic talent then for its practical ability."
'The newsoaper, handbook, magazine,

and annual (l5o:19)

are the most important of the school oublicetions.

A

marked increase in the popularity of the newspaper and the
handbook is apparent.

If only one oublicetion can be

sustained, the tendency is to select the newspaoer on

account of its

greater eoc±al and educational significance."

'In the school

(l5O:l9) as in the community the

primary function of the newspaper is
social solidarity.

th.e

orornotion of

By giving the entire student-body a

periodìcel review of the news of

th.e

school, the newsoaper

places in their hands a body of common knowledge
rise to feelings of group consciousness.

tht

gives

Solidarity is

promoted further by providing a forum for the discussion
student-body, and of extending the

of the oroblerns of the

influence of the student leaders, end for the promulgation
of constructive ideals with reference to scholarship,

eportemanehio, and courtesy.

No less valuable for purposes

of social cohesion is the enjoyment in common of such

pleasures as those of the humor columns, short stories,
and diverting accounts of plays and athletic aporte?"

Hoffman

(?7:2Li-L-)

has written:

"Since the pater is

e

community developer -- its own school is its community -- it
endeavors to promote the leading events and to boost all

worthwhile enterprises.

It may do this by giving all the

developments from week to week, with a final 'smash' one

page one of the last issue before the event takes place.

Boosting treatment seems entirely proper for the opening
game of each major sport (football, basketball, baseball,
etc.),

opera,

school

affair, carnival,

plays, class banquet or similar social

or all-school festival."

Batchelder, a librarian (17), has written:
best medium for the dissemination of information

suggestions

which

'The
and.

the librarian wishes to place before

the whole student body is the school paper,
type of publicity can compare with it.

and no other

By taking advantage

of all phases of the school paper and. playing up the

interesting and significant features of her library, the
school librarian has a chance to keep before her public
all aspects of the work,

and in this

manner she will

reach pupils who would otherwise never receive the library

message."
Schneider (131) has advocated the publicizing of all
of the social events of the school in the school newspaper,

having found that a column on socIal events

and.

other

school functions not only increased the interest in these
events but increased the interest of the pupils in the

newspaper itself.

Chandler (36) has stated. thst the

school newspaper should interpret the school to the teachers

and the pupils as well as to the homes.

Sherwood (136) has stated two services of the
newspaper in this connection.

First,

'let us give

school
school

publications a olace in our high schools because they
At first thought it

create men of worthy ideals.

wu1d

appear that work on a school pacer primarily prepared one
for a vocation, that of a journalist.
is a

It

is not so;

it

kind of educ.tion that creates men who devote them-

selves to the service of their community.

They want it for their

become searchers for the best.
school and their community.

they want it for themselves.

The staff

And most important of

11,

Their very work ultimately

directs them to the best in thought and sreech -- to the
best in ideals.

service comes in.

In this way,

selfishness dror

out and

High school papers furnish an oppor

tunity for youth to learn the art of meeting responsibility.'
'A second service

(136)

rendered by student oublica-

tions is to make a permanent record of the school.
is the

This

particular function of the newspaper and the annual.

In fact,

a historian in after years could not write a

satisfactory history of a school without access to the
files of its paper and annual.'

'Another reason for giving pupil publications (136)
a place

in our high schools is that they are powerful

agents in bringing all of the forces of the school and

community together for united action.
interests,

unlfy the school and at the

is performed

opinion.

They unite all
time this service

furnish an avenue for the exoression of

Every pupil from freshman to senior reads the

r11

school publictìons.

The faculty are as interested as

gradute

An alumni column attracts the

any pupil.

other yecre.

of

The advertisers check up, and parents read

of the achievements of their own children.'

A somewhet grandiloquent writer (6) but one who hed
the germ of an excellent idea has written:

11The

future

of American schools reets with those who are enrolled as

students in these institutions today.

If each student is

gradueted with a profound sense of the significance of
education for the individual and for society, continued

progress for the schools is assured."
assemblies, clubs,

school publictione,

extracurriculum activities

(6)

"Home rooms,

and other

offer excellent opportuni-

tics to help students to a better understanding of the

institution devoted to enriching their lives.

The high

school newepeper is particularly well adapted to this
purpose.

In

its columns,

students can express their own

ideals 8nd seek guidence in the formation of their

opinions.

own

The effectiveness of the school paper extends

beyond the school walls as most schools circulate their

publications to the homes.
ties of this medium of

Because of the great possibili-

interpretati':n,

the Bureau of

Publications of the National Educ8tion Association has
undertaken to encourage high school puhiicstions by
approprIate recognition of excellent work in the different
departments of these newspapers,

such as cartoons end
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editorials.

C.

Publicity Outside of the School

Terry (150190) has emphasized the importance of the
school newspaper outside

helpful

of

the school. in the promotion of

attitudes toward the

community.

school

on the part of the

Because it has to compete with other institu-

tions for the support which it needs,

the school must

emulate the practice of successful businesses end furnish
the public with a continuous stream of oublicity.

Sur-

prisingly little recognition has been given to the

possibilities of the school newspaper in this respect.
is virtually a moving picture

the student body,

the attractive life of

much of which

is

genuine

news" to the

the people throug'h their great

public.

It approaches

interest

in their children.

entailed.

It

Little, if any, ext'ense is

Practically any concise informtion which

admin±strative officers desire to put out can be handled
without interfering with the usefulness of the paper, for
the recorters are glad to include the administrative

offices in their rounds

and. it

is

highly desirble for

these intelligent boys and girls to learn to use their

pens in the service of the community.
11Publicity

(l3), efficient and understanding,

available for a school system through the medium
school newspaper.

is

of the

The paper can touch vitally the life of
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every pupil in the system.

Its message is accepted with-

out question in the homes of the school patrons;

carry the story of the

school

lt can

and Its ideas to other members

of the community."
"A paper (97),

should speal

to be of greatest value to

a school,

to pupils and to parents and be read by

townspeople of the community as well.

This tends to bring

about a closer relationship between the community and the
To render a service that will make the needs

school.

arid

the interests of the school articulate necessitates an

understanding of the school,
problems.

its organizations,

and

its

U

"School publicatIons (127) are by their nature adapted
for school and educational publicity.
give

a

Publications should

cross section of the school life and to them

parents can go to find out personally what their children
are doing."

"Publicity

pubiictions.
tive;
to

(127)

of

a sort

is bound to come

It may be constructive

it cannot be neutral.

from

or it may be destruc-

Suerintendents should strive

build up a constructive, cumulative system of publicity

through scientific handling of all mediums.

arrangement does not

mean full censorship.

Such an
Too much faculty

control mesns a faculty piblication."

Callihan

(30)

believed that 1tco many schoolmen fail

to realize how this vital

force in secondary education -

6h-

scholastic journ1ism --

cn

be utilized In meeting a

vital need -- the need for eductiona1 publicity.

Only

one-third of the schools heve defin±tely recognized

publicity bureas or staffs.

Although authorities strongly

endorse the practice of using journalism students as
valuable aids in carrying on effective school publicity

programs, more than one-third of the schools which offer

journalism are failing to use these trained students in

publicity work.t
Stratton

(l147)

has stated his belief that the high

school journalism deoartment should be a public relations

bureau to get news about the schools into the dailies.

newspaper

Chandler (36) believed that the
interoret the school to the homes.

Slemons

(i3) advanced

the argument that the school newspaper deserves a place
in the school budget

publicity value.

becuse

of its excellent school

Neblick (106) stated thet the schoci
blicity agent

newspaper is the most importent school
in the whole community.
to

MacCreary (91) went so far as

state that the echool newspaper is,

or ought to be,

published for the parents by the pupils.

Lovejoy (9)

has published a list of suggestions for the better use
of the school paper as a publicity agent in the community;

and Starkey

(1144)

made an attempt to evaluate high school

newspapers and annuals as media for the dissemination of
information about high schools to

tIie

public.

Smith

(114-o)
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has expressed the opinion

tht

the school taper's chief

responsibility is to the school and the community r9ther
than to the pupils alone.

School Publicity as a Special

D.

Section of a Commercial Newspaper

A large number of articles have been written advocating the publication of

section of a commercIal newspaper

a

by the high school pupils

rethr

th3n

t}ie

publication of

This has its advantages and its disa.d-

their own paper.

An advantage is that the school news is laid

vantages.

A disadvantage is that the

before the public.

of much of the work of preparing
is their own

taper and

upls are

paper which

ublished for readers of their own

ages.

Dowler

(J-l-5)

has given what he believes to be the

advantages of a page in a community daily over a school

mimeographed

uhlication.

Ryan (l2) has published a

descrIption of the way in which a high school nespaper
became a page in

e

city newspaper;

and an anonymous

writer (11) has printed a discussion, pro and con, of
this same situation.

Ademe (3) predicted about ten years

ago that the time would come when the school page will
be a

regular part of all city dailies.

much school news in rnny city
not yet

a

commonplace.

While there is

aper, his prediction

Beck (ls),

Thayer (152), and

is

Boren (21) have niede suggestions of such a page, and the

latter listed some methods of handling such a pase.

Thaiheimer (151) recommended a page in the cIty dailies
to be composed,

edited, and made up by high school pupils.

Harrington (70) gave a list of advantages of such

a

tage

and the names of newspapers carrying such pages at the
time at vrich he published his article.

would be

It

interesting to know what number of them still publish
Hawkins (73) and Humphrey (SO)

such pages of school news.

gave arguments for such a page.

An anonymous writer (12)

told of the way in which a high school paper solved its

financial difficulties through the publication of its
news se

a

page in a

Trew (155) has given

a

list of suggestions for

organizing an English class for the furnishing of news for
a

section in a town newspaper.

Noel (io) has given an

account of the way in which a high school freshman English
class sponsored

a

city-wide clean up campaign while

studying journlism.

Lee

()

has told of a town in

which high school pupils are paid regular space rates by
the

1ocl

neirsnaper for

which is orinted.

el].

of the news which they write

McIntyre (92) wrote an account of the

preparation of a history of the local schools and of an
alumni directory by the high school

punis

in a town of

150,000 population and of its publication in
newspaper.

a

local

Faweett (53) has told of the editing and
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publication by the high school puoils of the only local
paper in a small COmmufl±ty.
PEP.SONAL AND PERSONALITY VALUES

FROM JOURNALISTIC WORK IN HIGH SCHOOL
These values were given a great deal of attention in
the early writings

on extracurricular activities, including

These improved personality values

the school newsraper.

may be derived from the work on the newepaners or come
about in the whole school poDulation as one of the effects
The latter

of a constructive and interesting school paper.

has already been given considerable attention in this
thesis under the heading,

"Publicity Within the School

Itself," although it will receive

some additional

attention within this section.
For the high school newsDaDer workers themselves:
"Right off the reel,

then,

(loo), we must toss away the

notion that there is no sense in working on

publiction unless one

is

p1nning

to become

writer or editor or advertising executive.

school

a

some sort of

For if there's

any profession that stands at the threshold of

professions it is jcurnl1sm.
later life you'll

hve

othr

No matter whet you do in

to use words.

Whether you become a

doctor or mechanic, a farmer or an aviator, an exolorer or
an antique dealsr,

you'll have to meet and t6lk with people.

Sooner or later, the time w±ll come when you will want to

communicate.

U

Journalism (loo) is the ert of communication, the
art of expressing yourself -- and working in journalism

cannot fail to teach you something of this art,

impart

An accountant

something of the power of the printed word.
is

to

surely a better accountant for having learned the
The better

mathematics of words as well as of figures.
lawyer has learned the logic of words;
their persuasiveness.

the better salesman

Everyone is better

oft'

for having

learned the means of contact with other men."
"Remember,

too,

(loo)

that in the general run of your

school work it is you on your own.

The world outside is

-- there no man works alone.

In one way or

another he must co5perate with his fellor beings.
event,

lt will give you these two things;

the power of words,

In any

knowledge of

and the knack of working with others,"

Writing about the opportunities and the satisfactions
of her work with a high school
(1611.)

newspapr sponsor, Zander

has made the following somewhat idyllic contribution.

"The journalism laboratory and publication office is one
of

the few places where the student has an opportunity for

some individual guidance.

Supervised by a teacher equipped

by training and temperament for the task, journalIstic

activities provide a variety of tasks suited tc many

personalities and abilities, with an almost unlimited

opportunity for individual gro'rth.

Freedom from the arti-

ficial restraints cf the academic classroom, together with
the knowledge that he

is

engaed

in a resi task that will

bear tangible fruit -- fruit that will be judged. not only
by the teacher but by the whole community -- provides for
the student

a

greater incentive to achievement than any

system of marking or honors.

Here is real comretition,

here is an opportunity to demonstrate responsibility, to

exercise executive powers, to share in a limited measure
the adventure,

the challenges,

and the successes of the

adult worid»
111n

the publication office

(i6)--)

the play of personality

upon personality becomes a vital part of the educative

process.

This is a coperative enterprise,

in which the

success of the whole denends on the efforts of each member
of th

group,

in which each must

learn to work peaceably

with other members of the community, regardless cf differences of background,

family, or beliefs.

"In this situation

(i61--),

the teacher finds unsurpassed

opportunities to guide the individuai, to develop his
capacities to the utmost, to train character, in short to
educate the whole man.

The Dublice.tion sponsor works

closely with the staff,

correcting, counseling,

praising,

but he does not remove responsibility from the shoulders
of the students.

Rather, he watches constantly to see that

each takes the full measure of responsibility of which he
is capable,

leading him to develop sound standards and
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stimulating him to further effort with frequent suggestions,
but requiring him always to make hi

own decisions and to

abide by the con5equences.I
'EIn

these days of stress,

(16'i-)

the journalism teacher

has an unparalleled privilege in that he deals with living

materials -- mente thoughts and acts as they are shaped
by current conditions and as they in turn shape the events
of tomorrow.

Here is opportunity not only to trace current

history, but to teach young people to understand the
forces which help us to meke up our minds ebout the problems facing the power of the orees and the responsibility
that goes with the exercise of such power,

whether it be

in the limited field of the school community or in the

adult world."
"To the publication sponsor (i611) belongs the joy

of seeing many a student who felt himself a failure suddenly

catch the gleam and, with his eyes on a new vision, go
forward, falteringly at first but with gradually steadying
steps toward real achievement.

To the publications

sponsor belongs the comfort of oftreoeated assurances from
former staff members

that their staff work was their most

meaningful experience in school,

that learning to under-

stand other people and to work with them has been of

greatest value in their adult life, that the training In
poise, In responsibility and in pride in workmanship has

stood them in good stead in their various vocations."
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UT0 the journalism teacher (i6L)

belongs the satis-

faction of opening the eyes of countless boys and girls
to the realities of

the world in which they live,

and of

contributing in some measure to the development of an
alert and responsible citizenry in a world which needs
it.

II

In one of the earlier articles, written

in 1910,

Abbott (1) has stated as his purpose "to make clear why,
in the writer's opinion,

vital force for good,

this journa]istic activity is a

to show how it reacts on the editors

and on the school, and how lt can be helped by the
friendly cooperation of some interested teacher."

"After some years of experiment and observation,
I

(1)

am confident that school journalism affects in more

important ways than at first appear both the editors and
the school as a whole.

The editors gain a medium for the

expression of literary and artistic talent and of opinion
on school topics.
a

They gain influence in the school, of

kind frequently monopolized by the athlete.

definite training in writing for
criticism

of their mates:

of technical knowledge

reading, and the like.

a

market,

They gain

under the sharp

and incidentally a good deal

of typography,

pasting-up, proof-

They gain -- what literary young

folks are apt to need -- the power to work in groups instead
of individually.

They gain in responsibility,

from the

necessity of fulfilling regularly recurring obligations
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to

subscribers and advertisers:

business obligations, for

which the ever-ready 'excuse' is no substitute.

And they

experience frca these opportunities and resionsibi1ities
the kind of

apea1 that

we te8ciers find so difficult to

put before the clever but self-satisfied pupil;
to rise above the dead level

0±'

mediocrity.

cannot run a good school paper;

neither

C8fl

an appeal

Mediocrity
lazy clever-

ness.

A journal that is worth a 'gentleman's mark of C'

is not

worth a dollar a year.

blunt truth,

The realization of this

through the effective discipline of his

co-editors, has been the making of more than one boy who
was content to olide through school on his wits.

And for

the school at large the paper does 88 much or more,

stimulates and vitalizes comos1tion work;
news;

it keeps a permanent

but of legislation,

societies;

it

distributes

record. not only of events,

such as the charters of various

stimulates the activity of these societies,

by their anticipation of

'what the paper will say',

binds alumni to the school;
flees

it

It

and,

it

if conducted with frank-

and public spirit, it often reveals to the principal

tendencles in student thought and opinion that are worth
his consideration and may help to shape his policies."

Huff (79) has written in a sirnilr vein of hi

work

with a revolving newepater staff in high school.

"Journalism in high school,

I

have found, is not only

attractive to the students but also a strong socializing
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agency.

The companionship developed in the class is

equaled only in athletics, where 'team work' is the motto.
The journalism students are sufferers together when

something in the paper meets the dtsfavor of

ts

and they are champions together when the school

readers,

eper wins

first in the yearly interscholastic press association

contests."
"The organization of the class

(79)

into a regular

staff which changes every two weeks has a stimulating

effect upon the students.
time to come when he can be

Each child is eager for the
'city editor'

and with t}at

much coveted place in view, he fills the offices of
joke,

and athletic editora with the

greatest care, for he reasons that the city editor must

know all about the staff positions in order to be most
efficient.

The city editor in turn learns to keep accurate

records and to judge carefully the news before he sends
it up to the news director,

who has the final decision on

what is suitable to be typewritten for publication in the
taper.
"The

'Press Association', which I (79)

started as an

honorary organization, has served a splendid puroose in

keeping up the enthusiasm of the class members.
a member of this

To become

association, each young journalist must

have printed In the paper, just as he wrote them, five
columns of nws, or six hundred and fifty lines.

In order

7

to make the determination of the eligibility easy,

student must keep a notebook of

articles he has in the paper.

t}ie

each

clipings of the

a student

I

L

'm3kes the

Press Associstion', he is excused from writing a term

paper in the course."
"Since nothing (79)

hs

been said about officers,

the editor, the managing editor,

and the news director,

it would seem that they gain little from the class.

As

matter of fact, they fit into the org8nization so closely
that it is difficult to realize that each one gains a

knowledge and independence that comes from his particular
duties.

They learn not only how to

jude news values,

but how to make plans and see that others execute them.

They learn not only to judge the other journalism students
as to their amiability and position se good fellows but
to calculate accurately the working power of each person.

Diplomacy and tact enter into their editors' vocabularies
as aids

to business and success,

'working the teacher'.

rather than a

To them is

means of

given the privilege

of seeing the school as a whole in all its work±ng

cateity,

and to them the principal, and the suìertntendent, as well
as I,

look for the best, truest, and cleerest presentation

of the school and its activities."

"The benefits derived

(79)

from the work by the

individual students are indeed surprising.

The timid girls

and beebful boys learn to approach people In polite,
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respectful,

8nd. sometimes clever interviews.

More-.

over they discover how to deal with human nature, for the

journalism class is no ol&ce for those who need pampering.
If

ny reporters has failed in an interview that another

reporter succeeds in getting, the one who
to look et himself and say,

right way',
as

fils

did not go at it in the

'I

rather than to complain,

'That wasn't fair',

some often do in regular En'lish work.

His failure

has been too evident for him not to see it.
are broken up.

G-iris

soon learns

The 'cliques'

of one crowd can be found working

enthusiastically with girls of another group to get the
story in and get it well written.

They le8rn to cobperate,

and above all, to do thinçs on time.
printers to wait for late work;
is late,

besides,

in the classroom,

think of overstepping.
to push on to

success.

While much freedom

the students are too busy to

They are people who

}ieve

a

business

Incidentally they learn oral

expression in interviews, and
spellin

if one person

someone else wIll have his story and he loses a

chance to make the Press Association.
is given

They do not exDect

in written work,

s

.

ntence structure and

and have found a definite use

for the English language."

McKown (93:300) has written:
is

"The school newspaper

probably the most important of the four types of school

publications.
school.

Its function is to carry the news of the

It can unify the school

and foster school spirit,
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encourage school enterprises,

influence school opinion,

and serve as a medium of expression better than any other

publication»'

"The puolication

oppvUziiy

(93:296) does offer

a

ru

is not its most important value,

wruie

is

it is one which must not

be overlooked.

The pupils develop qualities of coperation,

tact, accuracy,

tolerance,

leadership.

responsibility,

initiative,

and

Getting out the publications furiishes a

surprising array of splendid opportunities for the
development of these qualities,

In fact,

small democratic organization in itself.
a

the staff is a

While the training

publication affords those who get it out coule not

alone justify it,

these smaller ve1ues, may,

nevertheless,

be mentioned after the more importent values to the school
at large have been discussed."

'Publications (93:29) foster' cordial relations among
schools:

they record. the history of the schocl:

advertise the school,

and they

This is perhaps a value of minor

importance, but some schools have really been 'made' because
oÍ'

the advertising they have received from their publications.

Advertising leads to inquir±es and write-ups, and these
spur the school on to greater achievements."

Through the Character Education Institution of
Washington, D.C.,
of

in

l9l,

a

business men offered

5OOO for the best children's code of morals.

Hutchins, president of Berea college, won.

a

prize

William

The winning

J,
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These were (93:197):

code was composed. of eleven lews.
"1.

The Law of Self-Control.

2.

The Law of Cood Health.

3.

The lew of Kindness.
The Law of Sportmanship.

4

5.

The Law of Self Relience.

6.

The Law of Duty.

7.

The Law of Reliability.

.

9.

The Law of Truth.

The Law of Good Workmanship.

10.

The Law of Teamwork.

11.

The Law of Loy1ty.°

MeKown (93:203) also told of the çlsn used at one
time by Lincoln School, of Teschers' College,

University.

The pupils

in tieir school.

blloted for

The qusilficetions

the best citizens
had.

been

through discussions of the whole school.
(a)

honesty;

(e)

fol1owershii;

manship;

(g)

(b)

formultd

These were:

pride in the appe8rsnce of the school;
(d)

courtesy;

fellowship;

economic value;

Columbia

(j)

(h)

(e)

1oylty;

leadership;

obedience;

(i)

(f)

sport-

sense of

and (k) trustworthiness,

Both of the above lists of traits can be gIven great
Impetus by the school newspaper, and

through work on the school paper.

ut Into practice
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THE VOCATICNAL VALUES OF HIGH SCHOOL JOURNALISTIC WORK

Whether or not high school journalism shoul9 be
looked upon solely ac prevocational, as vocatlonel, or
just as gener8l all-round training is an arRued point

among

t1.e

writers On this subject.

Gallup (59) had the

following to say about the prevocetlonal training offered
by high school newspaper work.

"Perhaps there once

a time when a man could step into

a job in U.S.

ws

journal-

1cm -- and ex-oect to make a career of it -- with no more

equipment than a good eye and

e

doubt it, but perhaps there was.

thing more nowadays.

stubby lead pencil.
Anyway,

it

I

takes some-

So far as I have observed In more

than a decade of working with all sorts of news-caper and

magazine people, most of the people

wo

get top jobs -- or

any kind of a Job -- in journalism today are those who
lieve

maneged to get a little more experience than tho next

fellow before they knocked on the door.

It's a type of

experience that can't begin too soon."
°Time after time the man (59) who moves up to the

city desk at thirty,
an editor's

job at

and on to a correspondent's job or

thirty-five, has been the editor or

sub-editor of his college paper (or on a small paper in
his own town);

was plugging away at 'journalism' in high

school two or three years before that."
"Ten years ago when

I

was teaching journalism (59)
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and acting as secretary of Quill and Scroll Society,

decided that high school journalism
the curriculum.

bd

I

a real place in

And since thEt time

found that a

remarkably high proportion of young men and women who have
come to work with the American Institut

e

of Public

Opinion have tucked away some high school journalism en
It's no shibboleth with me.

route.

I

don't ask prospective

employees if they studied journalism in high school.
it comes

But

out leter -- after the fellow's been hired.

°There's a real reason,

I

think (59), why boys and

girls who get training in journalism while they're
in their teens have the edge on the others.

ti1l

To a very

great extent, words are the raw materials of civilized
life,

This is still a 'verbal' society, and it is getting

more

every day -- despite the development of the

picture magazines.

The young boy or girl who has put

what he sees into words -- words that somebody ease Can

understand and want to read -- has gotten himself about
a forty-yard start on a large

section of his fellows."

"Probably a good many youngsters (59) who take journal
1gm will never use it professionally, but nothing

I

can

think of at this moment -- apart from what we like to call

character educatlon -- seems more desirable to me in any

kind of occupation than the newspaperman's laconic motto:
Accuracy'.

As far as

I

can see,

this is merely another

word for 'objectivity' or 'finding the

Miller and Charles (lol:l-2) have written: "The
theory and practice in newswriting and journelirn obtained
in the high school paper project are not primarily vocational in purpose. Of a group of thirty young persons on the
staff of the school paper, it may be t}at two or three at
most will enter upon journalism as a means of livelihood.
The vocational aspect is but
"To the majority of pupils on the staff (lol:l--2),
the experience is vocational In the sense in which the
school itself is vocational. It gives ever-increasing
contacts wltlì the thoughts and achievements of others and
so helps pupils to find themselves. Th±s phase of newspaper work, whether in school or on a city daily, is worth
the attention of the vocational guidance teople. If a
survey were to be made of

men and women

prominent in

public life, law, finance, and business, it would be
discovered that not an inconsiderable number of them
formerly were newspaper reporters or cultore. Probably
most of them liked newsoaper work well enough; but through
it, as a result of the innumerable contacts it affords
with interests and problems in Other fields, they discovered
something they liked
"The

pupils
degree,

on

better."

high-school newspaper (101:l-3) gives to thoEe

ltg staff, and to Its readers also, to

contcts with

they might not have.

e

less

activities which otherwise
Through these, their perspectives
school

of

education

and.

importance.

of life may undergo changes of far-reaching

I

"Newspaper men (33) no longer need frown on high
school journalism

couree

and.

student publications.

These

journalistic activities are preapred. not to train boys
and.

girls to become journalists, but to provide other

opportunities for desirable growth

arid.

development.

This

is the verdict of the National Survey of High School

Journalism completed recently at Northwestern University."
There is no place in high school for vocation
training in journalism (33) according to teachers and
principals, superintendents of public instruction and

heed of schools of journalism, leaders In education, and
boys and girls.
question,

Answering questionnaires raising this

only about one-sixth of the 613 teachers in forty-.

eight states attempted to justify vocational

trai.ring.

Their courses of study, textbooks, and classroom materials
show that very few teachers attempt to provide specialized

journalistic instruction.

But curricular and extra-

curricular activities in journalism are worthwhile,
according to this national survey.
UJournalism activities should be encouraged in every

high school (33), according to the national survey, for
adolescents as well as adults will be encouraged to read.

newspapers more critically yet with a greater appreciation.
At the same time a realistic rather than a romantic ap-croach
to journalistic vocations will discour&ge boys and girls who

want the glamour but not the hard work invo1ve

in news-

paper work»'
"No boy or girl

should today try to break into

(110)

journalism right out of high school unless he is wIlling
to be condemned to the routine jobs at the bottom of the

ladder at low pay for the rest of his life,

JJy

advice to

any boy or girl looking forward to a career in journalism
Get a good broad education with

Is to go to college.

special emhasls on English and the socia.l sciences.

Then

put on top of that a sound professional training in a good
school of

journalI.

to many because of its

Journalism is a field that appeals

surosed romence and adventure.

There is little of that.
continued study.

For most it means herd work and

Few people get rich in journalism, but

it is work that is

As far back as

interesting and satisfying."

l92, Hyde (l:l2) wrote:

"The

easiest thing for the high school journalistic class to
do has been to

treat the pupils a s prospective newspaper

men and to give them a smattering of disrelated newspaper

technique.

That point of view is faulty for the following

reasons:
"The modern newseper,

if it

is to serve

the public

properly, should be written and edited by men of higher

education -- college graduates.
convinced, of this.

Newspaper craft is becoming

Educators must co&oerate with this

laudable movement and must do nothing to encourage boys to

rush from high school into petty newspaper work without
further education. It is flot fair to the boy. It is
Oûuu Class
pitcníng kaim inuo a bilnu aiiy. Wn

nii

train him to do roui.ne repox'ing and to run errands
ror the city editor, but it cannot prepare him to rise in
may

the

is passing (1:128) wien boys and pr1nierst
devils may grow into managing editors. Every tendency is
toward raising standards and educational qualitications so
as to recruit trained workers rattler than underpaid 'kid'
reporters. Trie high school lacks the facilities. Threefourths to four-fifths of a university journalistic course
j_s made up of advanced economics, history, political
science, sociology, labor history, criminology, and. other
subjects, many of which are not offered below the junior
year in college. The journalistic courses exist largely to
correlate these with newspaper problems. The high school
boy is too immature to profit by th.e training. The
"The day

University of Wisconsin has reorganized her School of
Journalism, requiring two years of collegiate work for
entrance requitrernents. The average high school teacher
is not properly tremed for the rork. If e university school
of journalism demands five years of newspaper work end
special university work as a minimum qualification for the

instructor -- there is legitimacy in the question as to
the fitness of a journalism teacher for the high school

who

Lj.

h8.s

never served

e.

hs

day in a publicetion office and

never given journalism any special study."

(l:l2)

"Journalism as a high school course

should

meet certain requirements if it is to be awarded a permanent

place in the regular curriculum.

It must make a definite

contribution to the pupil's life if it is to deserve bigh
school credits.

It must offer something of

eductional

value to the average pupil who does not intend to enter
the journalistic profession.

Journalism must show more

than a school newspaper, which is after all,

only another

extracurricular activity, lUce baseball or debating.

The

mere fact that the teacher of the course is also publication

does not

labor-saving scheme of

producing the newspaper on class time.

Not one worker in

ten is looking toward a newspaper cereer.

Not one In ten

considers the high school paper as anything more than an

interesting activity.
men entering

chool

Less than ten

er cent of the fresh-

of journalism report that they

studied that subject in high school or worked on

a

school

paper.
"The final aim

(l:l2)

of the journalistic course

should be the sorting over of the youthful aspirants.

Those

unfit for a journalistic career should be dissuaded from
going on in the advanced courses in college and the ten per
cent who

shov some promise should be encouraged to follow

journalism seriously.

There is probsbly no reason why the

journalistic class should not train the workers for the

(schorl)

newspaper or should not serve as a nucleus of the
But

staff.

the class must not monopolize the newspaper,

neither should the newsraper monopolize the class.

The

journalistic course must have a larger purpose than the
school paper;

the paper must be an activity open to the

The school paper sprang into prominence

entire school.

because it was

a

medium of advertisement, but many schools

are beginning to teke
future,

a

saner view of the matter.

the paper will continue as a

school

In the

activity,

probably, and so it should, but it will stet out of the

limelight and permit the revival of the literary magazine

which publishes the non-journalistic writing of the school.
It will no longer monopolize the class

journalistic writing,

and the class may return to Its proper function, education.0

Moreover it

McKown (93:297) has written:
ness to say that this high

school

is

foolish-

journalistic work fits

a student for a journalistic career.

It

would be just as

true to say that particlpaticn in a couple of plays Is a

training for a dramatic career, or that the work in the
algebra class is a training for a teaching career.

There

the publication is used as a laboratory for courses on

journalism,
ever,

such a claim has much more to commend lt.

How-

if the publication cannot be justified as being

valuable to the school,

main rurpose of

it cannot be

justified at &ll.

The

ny publication is not to honor the writer

but to

p1eae and

Campbell

(3Li)

to educate the reader."

found that "there was one objective -- an

objective approved by only one-sixth of the 613 hIgh school
teachers answering an eight-page questionnaire -- of which
no head of a school or department of journalism approved.

This was the suggestion that such activities might prepare

boys and girls to earn a living on a newsoaper upon leaving

high school.

Approximately one-fifth of the 306 principals

also copereting in this study believed in this form of

vocational training.
Olson (110) wrote of the high school journalism course
"Let's keep it a writing course, preferably in our English

departments.

Let's not give these students en idea that

they ars getting professional training -- or we'll be

flooding the lower ranks of our profession with high school
boys and girls who have just enough of a smattering of

technical knowledge to get jobs -- and yet who are

mad-

ecuately prepared for the serious demands of the newspaper

profession."
"The newspaper business (ib)

is

overcrowded at the

bottom with poorly paid people who have not the equipment
and background to work up out of these ruts.

Don't let your

high school students plunge directly into this field unless

you want to condemn them to stay in these poorly paid ruts at
the bottom.

If you have any students who really have the

stuff to maice the grade in newspaper work,

urge them to go

on to college or university to get the kind of

educetion

they will need if they want to get anywhere in this newspaper

business.

We have too many

aptlicnts now and our

ob in

the next few years must be one of cereful weeding and

selection of those whom we feel capable of profiting from

professional training.

u

Newspapers (l:l33) are not conspicuous by their scarcity
Yet in

nor are newspaper jobs noted for their renumeration.

spite of these two apparent drawbacks, more and. more high

schools were (in

l92) offering courses

are purely vocational in content.

in journalism which

The over-crowding of the

profession is undesirable but merely incidental to the
menace an improperly trained newsteper personnel
nation.

e

to the

For that reason professional journalism is no more

justifiable in the high school curriculum thsn dentistry
or medìcine would be.

health,

fl.ile

the latter care for the public

nature also does a great deal to preserve and restore

the human body but she contributes little toward a healthy

public opinion, made or destroyed by newsapers.

"Hyde does

not contend that high schools should not teach good writing,

either literary or journalistIc.

He believes that they

should, but that the professional trsining in journelism

should be left to institutions of higher learning.

The high

school journalistic course can make its greatest educational

contribution to the community by teaching good English
composition

and.

by training intelligent readers rather than

by turning out $25 a week

'kid'

reporters.0

Paine (112) believed differently about the vocational

possibilities of high school journalism.

He wrote:

u1

think it is true that we know so far only one stimulus
sufficient to insure growth in creative writing, and that
is the

'feel' of the audience (or 'optience')

the writer's mind.

Without the audience factor as mot±vation,

effort soon degenerates into sterile,
The journalism

in the back of

c1s

non-social fantasy.

responsible for the school paper (which

should be a stepping-stone to 'outstde' papers and magazines),
a class treated by the teacher with the resìect he ordinarily

accord his equals, is so far our best answer to the problem
of motivation in composition and of positive cultural growth

through written composition."

Miller (99), himself the adviser of a high echöol
newspaper in a lrge and aggressively energetic high school,
wrote,

in 1937:

"The university professors, whose special

task is to teach vocational

journalism commonly say that

the high school course should be non-vocational.

very natural of them.

It

This is

shows that they are looking after

A number of high

their own interests ouite faithfully.

school teachers who have been, or still are, under the spell
of the university professors also

declare that high school

journalism should. be non-vocational.

I

think that teaching

high school journalism start from the vocational aspect is
about as natural as encouraging young

men to court young

women without thoughts of matrimony.
just,

of it;

as

I

Very few are caoeble

believe, very few high school students

are eRpable of lesi'ning the elements of

taking

a

journalism without

serious view of journlism as a possible vocation.

My point of view is that our principle needs qualifying»'
'The report of the National Education Association

committee on the place and influence of voctional education
recommended:

HThst a dynamic

prorm

of vocational education

be developed for secondary schools (journal of the N.

E.

A.,

March, 1937, p. 71).

Following this principle, administra-

tors will,

introduce more courses that train for

of course,

given vocations.

They will ch&n:e the point of view of

many present courses in order to give students guidRnce and

training in the voctions to which the courses are nt.urally

associated. u
"That will they
I

(99)

do to high school

journlism?

Well,

think they will give it a vocational turn if lt has none

now.

It seems to me they should insist on two vocational

aspects to the high school course:

one,

to see that the

courses give genuine and accurate guidnce to the various

careers offered undc'r the broad term,
two, to

journalism;

and,

make certain that the skills and knowledge taught

are positively useful to students who will eventually find

themselves in the journalistic vocations»'
"All high school students (99) naturally are concerned

about whet their life work is to be.

If their journalism

teacher can help those who appear to be fitted for
journalism by discussing the career honestly, he is doing
a high type of educational service.

However,

he can't do

this without a certain vocational slant."
"Many of the high school students

(99)

accept a certain

vocation for the time being because for the time they believe
with enthusiasm that they have found their chosen field.

Under that temporary but valuable illusion, they learn a
great deal because their belief motivates their eductional
activity.

Because the author of this article, while in

high school, believed that he would be a detective some day,
he learned many things that are uceful to him at present --

deductive reasoning, for
That all is not as amicable between the college and
university schools of journalism on the one hand and the

high school techers of journalism on the other is further

attested by Duff's

(1l.)

paper,

in which he wrote:

"In a

world flowering with hokum, there is no more palpable hokum
than that of the several schools of journali$m that get a
lot of free advertising by organizing a conference of editors

and sponsors of school papers.

To attend the conference,

the staff just join the association, with dues.

In return,

their paper will be given a medal, or at least a blue
ribbon,

which is offered to the folks back home as evidence

of something or other.

If anybody stops to count up how

many awards are given out, it is apparent at once that the
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whole enterprise is only a buIld-up for the college that

collects the membership dues»'
Even if this were cleared up, Duff
not like newspaper contests because:
a school

papr, and the blood

(Li.)

still would

"A school paper is

of life goes out of it as

soon as its sponsor or staff get contest-conscious and try
to copy the make-up of the New York Times,

or whatever

journalistic paragon Is set up for the school papers to
copy,"
Nonetheless,

the trend In the majority of high school

journalism courses is to make them non-vocational, at least
upon high school graduation.

HIGi SCHOOL JOURNALISM AND NEWSPAP}R WORK
IN RELATION TO OTHER COURSES, EXCEPT ENGLISH

In this era of the "core curriculum", when so many

teachers seek to have their courses made the core, it is
not surprising that teachers of high school journalism

should have been affected by the movement.

Many of the

writers about the high school newspaper are quite moderate
in their positions, however.

Brownlee (27), for example,

merely suggests that high school journalism and newspaper
work be given an equal academic rating with other subjects;
while O'Neill

(lii)

suggests that the high school newspaper

has made a permanent place for itself because of its

contributions to the aims of education.

Armstrong

(1)4-)
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notes the relation of
subjects.

tIhe

high school newspaper to all other

Mitchell (102) and Ronshaugen

that the high school journalism

(12U.)

have suggested

class serve as a clipping

bureau to supply articles from the daily papers to the
various teachers for their use on bulletin boards or as
current events", thus gaining a view

something akin to

of the whole school.

Michael (97) would have the school newspaper serve as
and Miller (99) would have

a part of the guidance set-up;

the pupils who made

ljorflyghI as a part of the guidance

plan write these up for publications in the school on the
town

&per.

Sherrill (135) planned
in agriculture classes

a

course in newswriting for boys

in order

tht

they might serve better

as Future Farmers of America reporters.

Kurtzworth (7)

believed that making a place for art work in the school
newspaper might lead to better work in the art classes.
Smith

(1)-I-l)

told of a junior high school that tubl±shed

its own creatIve arts magazine.

told of th

An anonymous writer (lo)

way in which a school newspapr of a school

commercial club.

Ij311Il (162)

told. of

the considerable

assistance of the school newspaper to the health education
program through the favorable tublicity given.

Denvir

gave an account of his plan of heving the pupils in the

history classes write fictional newspaper stories of
historical events.

(tlL)
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Brady (23), Schreiber (12), and an anonymous writer
(

-r)

pointed. out the many connections between the preoara-

ti.on of

newspapers

and.

the study of Lattri,

of class journals published in Latin.

and gave accounts

Mullen (103) gave

an account of a regular newspaper issued by a high school

mathem8tics club.

Felstein

(5Li)

and Janoveky (3) did

for the modern foreign languages much the same as Brady

and Schreiber above did for Latin.

Pred (115) told of a

weekly bulletin written in French and pretared with the

Theobald

assistance of the advanced puplis in French.
(153)

gave an account of a Spanish newspacer edited and

published by the pupils in one high school.
(15g) and an anonymous writer (9)

Wackman

showed hor the school

printing course and the journalism course supplemented
each other and made the work of each other more vital.
The writers on the relationships that can be esteb-

lished between high school journalism and the social
subjects have written more extensively than th

Blackwell (20) wrote of

on the other subiects.

writers
new text-

a

book which stressed the 'socia1 integration' of journalism

and appreciation of the newspaper and its place in
society.

Burger (2e) and Calvert (31) wrote along

similar lines.

Church and Hudson (27) described

nation journalism

end.

a

combi-

social science course given in a

high school in Honolulu;

and Ballard (15)

told how

a

high school journalism class became a course -- which makes

9".

one wonder about names and definitions.
and.

Farman (52)

Roop (125) would have a great deal of cammunity

of interest in the two courses,

also.

Sheffield

(1314-)

and Durant (50) would employ the high school and other

newspapers very extensively in the teaching of c±tizenship;

while Grumette

(61'.)

would have the journalism

class a course in critical thinking in the whole field of

citizenship and of

ersonality and

ou1d make it a required

course for all pup1s.
Vithout doubt, many of the above ideas would be useful
if well carried out.

The next section has to do with the

relationship of journalism and the high school newspaper
to English and the English courses.

HIGH SCHOOL JOURNALISM AND NEWSPAPLR WORK IN

RELATION TO ENGLISH AND TPE ENGLISH CLASSES
Ever since the beginning of high school journalistic
doubts have been held about its effects upon the

efforts,

training in English which it affords.

In the discussion

of these effects, there has frequently been more heat

than light.

Frank (56), who had long experience on newspapers,
magazines, and in a university, vrote:
11And.

don't allow anyone to convince you that journal-

ism must be a cheap and shoddy thing because it deals with
the ephemeral happenings of the day;

don't fall into the
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shallow snobbery that the

m2.n

gometimeg

1etter

c

displaye toward the man of journa11m»t
°Journaiism (56) is not cheap and ehody s8ve in the
hands of cheap and shoddy jour'n1Ists.

To the job of

reporting for the ye1iorest of the yellow press you
bring

trie

scZlOiar'e Cu,U,ur,

the poetas beauty,

Oi1s'

trie

cn

aOOUrcy, and

provided only that you achieve a writing

technique tnat makes wnat you write simple and clear and
inteJJ.igiDle to

trie

"Making triings

man in
lii

trie

street."

I±ig1Le

(5b) to trie man in trie

street does not mean writing down to him;

becoming a better writer.

Triare

is nothing shoddy about

making intelligence intelligible.
adeepa

thought is only

it me&ns

Much that passes for

'muddy' writing.

why accuracy should be unreadable.

There is no reason

There is no reason

why beauty should he walled about by an absurd vocabulary
that ordinary mortals cannot penetrate.

An idea that

cannot be written out clearly has not been thought out
clearly.
Hyde (2:133), a journalism teachpr, has given his

point of view in the following quotation.

"Many journalism teachers fear 'journalese,' the
slang,

the faulty grammar,

diction of some rjapers.

and.

the skimpy and straIned

There are Dlenty of newspapers

written in correct English, and journalese serves as a good
contrast.

Journalese is not to be encouraged and the

ordinary rules of grammar
English courses.

rhetoric hold in all

and.

Style is a personal attribute and para

graphing has become a more or less arbitrary thing.
Terseness and simplicity, found in good newspapers, is
not bad English and should not conflict with anyone's

idea of pure language."

Stenius

(111J1.)

has given an account of the reasons that

high school journalism and public speaking got out of the
hands of the English teachers.
the English teachers,

He divided the blame among

the school as a whole,

powerful high school press associations -

and the

which he believes

to have a baneful influence on the high school newspapers.

Adams (2), as has been noted earlier in this chapter,
did not approve of high school newspapers.

He believed

magazines which published the pupils' literary efforts to
be more suitable.

"My position may be made clear by a

consideration of the meaning attached in newspaer offices
to

the word.

tory.

The exigencies of the newspaper

office demand that the story shall be constructed in a

particular way, and this way is not a good one for young
students, though it is no doubt a thoroughly convenient
one for a newspaper office.
"The man who makes up the newspaper has a very

strenuous time of it.

He seldom knows beforehand what

space is going to be at his disposal for any particular

kind of news in each issue.

Therefore, what his soul
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hungers for Is a kind. of 'copy' that

cari

be cut down

hacked about to suit the needs of each page.

and.

Accordingly,

he has established a new style of story-writing that may

conveniently be called the 'sausage' method..

It consists

in writing the story so that it may be out off in con-

venient lengths, according to the needs of the issue for
which it was prepared.

The story lies before the sub-

editor as the roll of stuffed meat lies before the sausage
merchant.

Each of them can cut off Just the amount that

the situation demands.
the advantage,

To be sure,

the sausage man has

since he can begin cutting at either end,

whereas the sub-editor's cutting is limited.;
begin at the beginning.

he must

Under these conditiohe it is

clear that the story must be written in a very special way,
and.

the interesting thing is that all schools of journal-

ism are busy teaching just how this 'sausagery' may be

artistically prepared. °
"To the capable teacher of English
of all this is obvious.

(2)

the disadvantage

He is well aware that there is

no harm in beginning a paragraph with a broad generaliza-

tion and filling up the rest with an elaboration of that

generalization.

There are excellent examples of this in

our most admired writers.

But there is no justification

of the rapid tailing-off in the matter of interest.

newspaper story runs down like a clock.
has a beginning,

a middle,

and.

an end.

The

A real article
It

is no tadpole,

all head and tail.

beginning;
whole,

The end Is as important as the

often more so.

a unity,

In any case the article is a

something with a spirit running through It;

a 80u1.H
11For

this reason

(2)

the old-fashioned school magazine

is better for our young people than the up-to-date sheets

The objection to the

that copy professional methods.

school-of-journalism training is that it discourages form,
and encourages laziness as the story advances.

The

window-dressIng effect of putting everything in the first
few sentences Is radically vicious as a matter of good

English writing.

The tadpole arrangement is sometimes

defended because it encourages young people to condense
their matter and avoid verbosity.

Teachers of English are

willing to sacrifice almost anything to secure terseness,
vigor, economy of words -. anything in fact,

except the

soul of the whole composition, which is exactly the price

demanded of the literary sausage-makers.

If it were a

matter of condensing each story Into a paragraph of a
standard size, say two hundred words, the training involved would be an excellent one, and the results could
be of the most artistic kind;

but the preparation of

living thoughts in such a way that they may be butchered
in the way most convenient for the maker-up of newspaper

pages is too loathsome to be considered without resentment by anyone who loves his mother-tongue."

Bartlett (16) takes a conciliatory position between
that of Adams and his more vigorous opponents.

"Most

English teachers agree with Sir John (Adams) that professional training in journalism is out of place in the
high school;
doubtless,

yet they would contend, on the other hand,

that the high school newspaper is coming to be

an important educational project."

NThe possibilities of amateur high school journalism

(16) may be regarded from three points of view --

business,
literary.

social,

and,

for the lack of a better word,

A good paper is honest, it furnishes accurate

up-to-date news to a reading public, it expresses genuine

public opinion, and it can handle its advertising and
circulation on a business-like basis.

Quite as vital a

service of the echool paper is performed in linking the
life of the school with the home and the community.

Furthermore, the literary values of high school journalism,

though lowly, are not to be despised.

The 'tadpole fonut,

which Sir John Adams so deplores, is not an absolute
essential of newswriting, but merely a convenience devised
to

meet the space demands of the public press.

oertainly does not
writers.

need, to be

It

developed by high school

On the other hand, the simplest sort of

journalistic training teeches the boy or girl the prime
importance of accuracy first, last, and always.
to a direct,

It leads

forceful style, compactness in sentence

loo
structure, correctness in spelling and punctuation, exact-

ness and concreteness in word usage»'

At least,

it

should.

Murphy (ioU) has been quoted at some length.
Is the old-fashioned school magazine better for

composition training than the up-to-date school newspaper.

John Adams thinks so, but he limits hie comparison to
those school newspapers that copy professional methods
intact.

Since such school papers constitute less than ten

per cent of those now published, it is hardly adequate to
base the comparison of the newspaper and magazine on such
an idea»'
"It is fortunate

(].O11)

indeed that the school news-

paper and magazine should be made the basis for a comparison which seems to imply that only the most fit may
survive.

As a matter of fact, both the high-school

paper and magazine are doing excellent work, and both
deserve encouragement and specially prepared teachers as
advisers.
"For some years (ioU) teachers took lt for granted
that there was some sort of holy or Intrinsic value in
the essay as a method of teaching sentence and paragraph

structure in high schools and colleges, and they frowned
upon the news-story form as something which would destroy
the student's ability to write in a connected and logical

manner.

If the essay is the one proper form for the

teaching of writing,

then the most accurate and exacting
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of all forms of writing becomes improper,

Students should

not be permitted to write verse because it calls for the

use of the poetic form of writing.

They should not be

allowed to write dialogue because it follows the dramatic

And yet many students have got their greatest

form.

ply_wrjting,fl
lessons in writing from verse- and
"The high-school student
in writing,

(1014W)

is

in need of training

in the use of words and symbols.

He is in need,

also, of a device to stimulate his thinking to the point

where he will have something to say and the desire to
say it.

The essay method frequently fails because of the

difficulty in motivating the student.

In that

sense it

falls because lt does not get the student to do his best
work;

he does not care to write.

And strangely enough

the system of training which uses the narrative and

descriptive and expository elements In the time-honored way
has produced few great writers.
writers of even mediocre ability.

It has produced few
It has even failed to

bring the students as a whole to any high level in the
use of the language."
"Thus the fields

(1014.)

of journalistic and irnagi-

native writing both depend, in analysis, upon experience.
Teachers have been satisfied with second-hand experience
in the past.

A student who could hand back to the Instru-

ctor some of the phrases and thoughts gleaned from the
reading of a book invariably made a high grade.

News-
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paper-writing makes this kind of rehash unsatisfactory
because it does not tell the story,

The only correct

writing in response to a news assignment is that which
portrays exactly the event or information gleaned from
first-hand or outside news sources.

The student cannot

make up the material at his convenience.

He must go to

the proper place, record accurately the proper statements,

the picture of the proper place, the exact narrative of the
event.

His imagination is called on to do the really

imaginative thing, to picture a thing within limits.

Far from making a student lazy,

lt penalizes and dis-

courages the student who Is sluggish.

The sluggish one

can take an essay assignment and write his article without

leaving the room;

the alert student who takes the news

assignment must go to several places to get the story,
must come back and write it, and then get the story to a

certain place without fail by a certain time.

And In so

doing, he accumulates real and valuable experiences.0
°But, the critic will say,

spoils the story;

paragraphing.
story form.

the

(ioIt)

the news-story form

'sausage' method spoils the

A news story is not spoiled by the newsIt is the essay that

is spoiled.

The

paragraphs of a news-ctory made according to the tsausaget

method are not spoiled.

It is the essay paragraphs that

are spoiled."
"The whole matter

(101.1)

is

settled when the teacher
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decides that the essay has a form and the news article ha8
a form and that both may have merits of their own.

There

is nothing wrong grammatically, rhetoriosily, or from a

literary point of view with the news-story form.

News

stories may be literature of the first class and still

retain the

tadpo1e

and 'sausage' arrangement."

"Students in high school
form in a modified way.

(1014)

can be taught the news

They can be taught to put the

important news at the beginning of the story without

trying to crowd all of the
in one sentence.

Ws

(who, what, when,

et cetera)

They can be taught to write newspaper

information in sentences of varying length and without
having emphasis placed on short paragraphs.

They can be

taught to allow for cutting by keeping the material in

order of diminishing importance and without being urged
to write the story to fit the

'sausage' prescription.

With these modifications the newsetory form can be
taught without danger so far as spoiling the imagined
style of high-school students is concerned, and it may be

instrumental in helping them develop a style and experience background and a real love of writing."

Caverly (35) has written in much the game vein.
a short quotation will be presented here.

"I do not

Only
say

that pupils should not be taught to write literary English,

but they should learn that there ere other forms of

English just as Important and, for the most of them, far

loll.

more practical.

What most people need. is to know how to

obtain and organize ideas, and how to express them clearly
in as few words as possible."

Hohle

(7g) has made a point for good journalistic

English as well as, probably unconsciously, dealing a blow
to the practice of trying to teach "fine writing" in high

school English classes.

He mentions the "shall and will

bogie" and the frequently conflicting opinions of the
"experte" about the proper use of "farther" and "further".
He believed. that writing after models from Burke and

Macauley was time wasted.
That there need be no conflict between the newspaper
and the other forms of writing was shown by the account of
Lee

()

which told of a plan whereby pupils competed. In

writing themes, essays, and verse.

The best of these were

printed In the term paper, with the writers' names attached.
Prizes were furnished. by the paper for the best of the

writings which were printed.

Hagan (116) also had what

appears to be an excellent idea.

Under her direction, the

staff of the school paper surveyed the place of English in
the high school by sending out questionnaires to the

townspeople to find out which things In their high school
English had been most valuable to them.

Olson (lia) has come to the defense of journehism
courses In high school "In vitalizing English Instruction,
In motivating an interest in creative writing,

in teaching
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students to write clear,

simple,

and effective English.

Writing news stories or feature stories is so much more

interesting than writing abstract themes.
students are having their fun,

they are learning to think

straight and to write effectively;
gather, verify,

Yet while these

they are learning to

evaluate, and interpret significant

But more important than any of these is the

information,

opportunity which Journalism offers to teach students how
to read their press intelligently."

One of the claims for high school newspaper work that
is met over and over again is that it motivates the pupil

in their

other English work.

Drigge

and Goldman (60),

(11.6)

for example, present an argument for using the school

newspaper for this purpose.

Granville (61) told how the

English classes of one school motivated their writing by

writing for the school newspaper.
same thing,

G-uilfoil

(65) did the

and made a plea for harmony between the

journalism and other English work rather than antagonism.
Sullivan (l1,

1149)

discussed high echool journalism as a

motivational force for all English work;

while Wrinn (161)

emphasized the importance of the supplementary values that
accompany journalistic work, such as, knowledge of news
forms, composing and typing letters on business subjects,

making telephone calls properly,

et cetera.

Harrington (70), Van Kleeck (157), Sleezer (137), and
Harvey (72) all emphasized the development of journalism

1o6
from English

and.

asked that a

the two be maintained,

ebBe relBtionship between

Many writers have shown that this

oan be done successfully by having done it.

Clark (3e) has

told of the way that an English class assumed the responsibility for publishing the monthly school magazine and
then studied newspapers and magazines to learn the techniques.

Miller (100.-a) found the interview technique of

journalism useful in the study of oral English and the
study of journalistic methods valuable in the study of

magazines.
A large number of writers would have the high school

newspaper written by the English classes, while others
Granville (61) has told of the motivation

would not.

of the work in English through having the pupils write for

the school newspaper and, when the regular newspaper staff

became weary of their load, he had each of the various

English classes get out one issue of the paper each year.

Neumann (107) told of the way a sophomore English class

metamorphosed into a journalism class.

Miller (100-a)

would have journalistic techniques and newswriting taught
right in the English classes.

Patterson (113) has told

of English classes in one school

that edit the school news-

paper, with the journalism adviser serving as chief

copyreader.
unit for

Stolper

(11.i.6)

an English class.

worked out a newscaper study
Out of this developed a class

newspaper published by the offset process.

Hartley (76)
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expre83ed his belief that each English cla8s should get
out a newspaper instead of the school having a school

newspaper published by a small staff.

Hanna (6g) has

written of a newspaper "project° of a senior class in

English in which different pupils

held. the

different

poeltions on the staff for each issue although pupils could
tiwork up"

by special effort, as well.

Browning (26) has

written of a plan in which, by rotating the editing
and writing of the school paper among all of the English
classes,

each of the pupils had a chance to work on at

least one issue of the school paper.

Cummings

(1ll)

also advocated giving more pupils experience on the school

paper and held that the
than for its own sake.

eper existed for the pupils rather

Turner (156) advocated the use

of more pupils on the newsparer staff by hsving something

from each pupil even though lt might be poorly written.

smith (139) would have all pupils write for the school

paper rather than having a limited
To all of this,

that

and.

specialized staff.

Krlchevaky (6) disagreed. and desired

least one semester of journalistic training

precede any work on the newspaper in order that the news..

paper might bear some semblance of journalistic

tyle,

Reichard (121) was In favor of an all-school newspaper
as opposed to a classroom literary paper.

Hinkley (76) gave an account of the furnishing of
local news to the local paper.

"Theme writing (76) was

jolted out of its rut, and what that means can be fully

appreciated only by those who have sadly travelled with
it in the rut.0

Two classes competed for a prize for the

most and the best news, and finally got out an issue of
the paper.

Neumann (107) also told of the members of

the English classes furnishing country "locale" to a

nearby city newspaper, and Gum

(66)

related an account

of an English class which took over the work of a "local

reporter" and received pay for it.

Fawcett (53) has gone about the whole distance with
his article, but lt sounds practicable.

The pupils were

not only responsible for editing the paper,

financing.

"A country newspaper,

but for its

edited by the students

of a rural high echool under the direction of the

English department is one
jects in English.

Elmdale,

of the newest of modern pro-

The Eimdale Rural High School, of

Kansas, has published euch a paper for three

years, and the plan has grown more popular each year."

"Such a publication (53) has a number of advantages

over the usual high-school paper.
it

is

a better mesne of

In the first place,

motivating English than the

ordinary high-school paper, especially in the small
school, because its scope is wider.

Students' interests

are broadened because they find new and interesting things
to write about.

They watch eagerly to catch any stray

bit of news for the paper.

They notice new buildings,
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visitors,

rangers, public gatherings

nd church

affairs.

HThrough the community paper (53) the school im-

mediately and directly serves the community.

The common

cr1ticim, that high-school English does not function

in

the lives of the students, can be answered easily by a

project of thie kind.

The high-school paper furnishes

news of the high school only, but births,
deaths, social

and.

accidents all find

marriages,

church affairs, community locale, and
a

place in the community paper.

Whatever may be of interest to

a

number of people in any

part of the district is faithfully chronicled by the young

re-ort ers,

"Mistakes in print

(53)

under the public eye mean

so much more than they do when they are red-inked. on a

theme page.

Yes, the English teacher does shut her eyes

deliberately, sometimes, to the fact that the student
editor has overlooked mistakes."
A study of this section should show that English and

journalism should be supporting and companion subjects
rather than either trying to increase its stature by
tearing down the other.

o
JOURNALISM A CURRICULAR OR EXTRACURRICULAR

ACTIVITY?
Reavie, among others, Bupports journalism

Ifies lt as

ari

extracurricular activity.

and.

class-

"Of the numerous

extracurricular activities (117) In the modern high school,
none seems to appeal more strongly to pupils than pub

lictlons.

School publications are regarded In the school

community In virtually the same light as the presa.
only do pupils want publications,

Not

but they are showing

everywhere that they can Justify by results the time,
effort, and cost of this type of extra-cisse activity In
the

school.

Since Wedemeyer (159) would award school

letters to the members of the newspaper staff,

it would

seem that he would wish to maintain the extracurricular

status of the publication of the newspaper.

MoAndless, with a somewhat historical approach, gives
argumente on both sides of the question.

"Since pub-

lication work (90) adhered closely to the established

criteria for extracurriculum activities, it was pigeonholed early, and it threatens to remaIn there.
say:

'Thy should it not?

It

Some may

Is an extension of the

normal curriculum activity of the English department.
gives incentive to the classroom experiences.
In the child initiative,

critical thinking,

It

It develops

independence, self-reliance,

cob'perativeness, and mental and emotional
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It makes a definite contribution

stability.

spirit and school morale.

to school

It favorably affects the

relationship between the school and its constituency -Mr. John Q.

Public.

Therefore, why Is publication work

not a highly commendable extracurrlouium activity?

answer is, of course, that it Is.

The

But it should be more.

It should be curriculum or at least co-curriculum."

"It would appear (90)

that at least fifty per cent

of the paper staffs in secondary schools today engage in

the publication activity without regard for credit.

The

per cent of students interested probably runs as high as
nine per cent of thefatlofl's secondary-school enrolment.

Judged by those who represent their schools In national
and state press association meetings, most of the nine

per cent would fall in the upper quartile of their
respective classes.

Should not these students secure

credit for their publication work?

Would it not be better

for the English teacher to have the publication course

regularly scheduled on his program?

Certainly it requires

much more of his time than his other instructional duties.
Perhaps,

however,

curricularization might have the wrong

psychological effect.
just for

Since many students do it well now

the fun of it,

it might be a mistake to put

the activity on a credit-earning basis.
is

another angle to the ease.

0f course,

there

The hours they devote so

religiously to this non-credit earning enterprise are
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sometimes subtracted from the required credit-earning.
This often arouses the ire of the completely academic..

minded teacher."
NIt is my belief (90)

that school publications are

as fine a type of activity as any found in the modern

sohools.

However,

since they have been shown to be so

intimately related to the English curriculum, and so
vitally affianced to the objectives of the complete
educative program, it seems reasonable to suggest, or,
perhaps better, to hope that the publication activities
now fifty per cent extracurricular be made curricular
as quickly as possible.

It makes no difference when this

day comes, thru years of depression, of normalcy, or of
boom,

the school publication will stand on Its own as an

enterprise of value as thousands of them have succeeded
in doing during this last phenomenal fifteen-year period."

Hill and Snyder also discuss the historical aspect
of the journalism course as a curricular or extracurricular

activity.
"So strongly (75)

were the traditional subjects

intrenohed as a completely adequate high-school curriculum
that,

when the new conception of education as social

adjustment demanded socializing activities, the new
activities were admitted perforce but were grudgingly
given the title of 'extra-curriculum activities'.

implied dualism is unfortunate.

Fundamentally, the

The
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curriculum

and the extra-curriculum have the same goal,

and, as each increases in excellence,

each other or even to coalesce.

they tend to approach

Indeed by this process

various subjects have entered into the curriculum, not
as

interlopers, but as integral parts of the rich program

that now provides for the varied and vigorous life in the

modern high school."
One of the first

(75)

of the extra-curriculum subjects

which gradually worked its w.y into the curriculum was a
brief course in newswriting, which as a regular subject
was given the name of journalism.

The way in which this

subject developed and the organization of its courses

offer an excellent Illustration of the integration of the

curriculum and the extra-curriculum.
"Although the majority (75) of secondary schools have

maintained certain activities of a journalistic nature
for approximately thirty-five years, not until recently
was the field defined into secondary-course units and

included in the curriculum as an accredited subject.
Courses in journalism have been included. in the curriculum
side by side with the old accerted. courses in science,

mathematics, and the rest;

and they occupy a place of

acknowledged importance in secondary eduoation»
Fretwell would have the high school newspaper work
a curricular activity.

"As the paper (58)

tends to become more a product of

l'li.

a planned curricular activity, many advantages at once

appear;

better training in writing, in editing, and in

business management;

better continuing supervision;

more whole school support.

and

A constructive policy for a

longer-time period is possible, which can Include development of a Publications Board to plan a eordInated program
for all the school publications.

Probably most of us who

have been champions of school papers favor bringing the

newspaper Into the eurrioulum.0
"There may be a danger (5g) of curricularizing the
school parer to its deeth.

It is not a

necessary danger,

as an increasing number of successful curricular papers

demonstrate.

Just the same, however, the danger may
rather then be organized,

exist.

The staff must organize,

so that

it has definite responsibilities.

is

still in news -

news of the school.

Pupil interest
The paper, as

the writer has expressed in another connection, must

'express the achievement, the life, the joy,

and the idealism of the schoolt.

the enthusiasm,

Writers on the curriculum

usually insist that the school's curriculum consist of
all the educative experiences provided by the school.

Yet probably most school paDers would die if they depended
for their life on the expressed interest that curriculum

writers have shown in the school paper.N
'.ny administrative (5g) or curricular planning that

makes the journalism class

just another class in English'
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tends to kill the paper.

Fortunately,

the interest of

the pupils and the enthusiasm and ability of teacher-

sponsors of school newspapers are preserving and developing the zest, the life,

the fun that newspaper editors

have demonstrated for at least a century.

The newspaper

in coming into the curriculum can aid the school mightily

with its vigor, adventure, and high vitality."
The National Committee on General Courses In

Journalism (105) recommends that:
NThe proper program for high schools should include

not more than one half unit in journalistic writing to
be taken at the same time as,

or In place of,

conventional

senior English, a semester course, or one half unit, in

"Interpretation of the News' to count as civics, English,
history, or journalism,

and a service course with a

maximum of one-half unit for publication staff members,
permitting registration and one-fourth unit of credit
each semester for two semesters, or equivalent,
as English or journalism."
an

The Committee Uj

to count

opposed to

'Introduction to Journalism' course In high schools

(such as Journalism I for junior colleges),

regarding such

a course as taking too much time on one profession.

It

favors attention to journalism as a vocation in an tall

vocations' course or guidance clinic and the use of time
in other ooursee for tests in journalistic aptitude."

This seems to sum up the situation as it is regarded
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at the present time as well as it csn be done.

HISTORICAL STUDIES OF HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS
°When James Gordon Bennett was founding (109) hie
'Herald'

along the lines of the Penny paDers of England

and preparing to defy the newsnaner customs of the United

States of that day,

a

society,

determined to bring the

recalcitrant members to terms, selected education as the
means of social control, and journalism education was
born.

General Robert

E.

Lee,

president of Washington

Colle,e (now Washington and Lee University)

receives

credit for establishing the first collegiate course in

journalism education."
"The new8paDer (-:79) was one of the earliest act-

ivities in the public high school.

Other studies report

the finding of the printed newspaper as early as

lU9.

Of the schools sampled in this study, the senior high

school of Holyoke, Massachusetts, reports a printed paper
first published in

however,

17O.

On the basis of this

study,

it would appesr that the majority of schools did

not produce newspapers until after the World War.

newspper wss introduced
j_n

as an

one-fifth of the schools.

The

extrscurricular activity
Subsequently a number of

schools changed it from an extra-curricular to a curricular status until, at present, slightly more than one-half
of the schools have the newspaper as a regulsr curricular
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offering.

Judging from the past trend and from the

opinions of principale as to the most desirable status of
the newspaper,

there is reason to predict that senior

high schools will increasingly offer journalism as a
regular subject in the curriculum, but that many schools
in addition, continue some phases of newspaper

will,

activities in an extra-curricular club."
Grizzell (63:337) has published a history of school
newspapers.

"Ari

investigation, although superficial in

character, has revealed that the early New England high
schoo1

provided for considerable participation of students

in the so-called extra-curricular ectivities.

The most

prominent activities provided for were student government,
rhetorical exercises, debating, the lyceum or literary
society, the high school Paper, and athletics."
"One of the most significant activities of the early

high school was that of the high school paper.

A number

of schools have preserved bound volumes of manuscript

papers, prepared to be read before the school at regular

intervals.

The best examples of such are the two papers

edited by the Girls' High School of Portland (Maine) from
ig5i to

l63.

One was called 'The Constellation' and the

other 'The Aspirant',

The two papers were acknowledged

rivals and served as a medium of expression of school

opinion as well as the presentation of choice bits of
poetry,

essays,

jokes, and school news.

The final stage

11
in high school journalism -- the printing and distri-

bution of copies was not practiced generally.

The high

schools of Hartford, Worcester and Boston (Latin School)
were probably the earlieet to attempt such a project.
'The Students' Manual',

the earlieet paper of the kind

examined in thie study, was published by certain students
of the Boston Latin School in

l5l1

Hertzler

(711.)

has

published a list and description of eleven newspapers
published in the secondary schools of New England before

l75.

While many,

if not all,

of these early secondary

school newspapers were published by individual pupils as

private enterprises, they were at least tolerated and

possibly encouraged by the school authorities.

ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF THE CONTENTS
OF HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS

Rohrbaoh (123:205) examined the school papers of 121
secondary 80h0018, with two or more copies from each
school, to observe the outcomes of their journalistic

effort.

Their alms were:
Uj0 mould a school esprit de corps,
to afford practice in journalism,

and

to establish or maintain contacts with the

alumni,

the community, and with other

secondary schools.

Their contents were divided among the following topics
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(123:206) according to TABLE I:

TABLE

I

Analysis of High School Newspaper Contents
"Per Cent
of Space

Edi-.

tonal

Advertisemente

Athletice

Nonath
Humor

letlo Ac-

tivities
13

5-9.9
10-.114..9

15-19.9
20_214,9

25-29.9

39
17
2
1

30_314,9

35-19.9

12
19
13
36

14.

20
14-

37
13
20

32

5

214.

12

12
15

2
3

14.

2
9

9
3

14.

1
2

5

14.

50-514-.9

tI

3

7

An abstract of Scamrnan'e (130) thest

on Ohio high

school newspapers showed that on the average one-fourth
of the space was occupied by advertising, next o8ïne

athletics, and the remainder of the parer was about

equally divided among the other school activities.
Coe (39), In his thesis on high school newspapers
in thirty-one states,

found. that:

"Athletics are regarded (39:91) as the most important
of the pupil activities as shown by the fact that 13.145

per cent of the total space is devoted to such news.
division of the space into boys' and girls' athletics
reveals the fact that 11,91 per cent of the space was

devoted to boys' athletics and

1.514-

per cent to girls'

The
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athletics.

The possible reason on the one hand le that

in many schools girls do not engage in interscholastic
or in intra-mural athletics and on the other hand much

emphasis has been placed on boys' athletics both by local
school authorities and by state athletic associations."

Three subject-matter divisione (39:91) consume
37.99 per cent of the total space in the papers, namely

advertisements,
is

and girls' athletics.

boys' athletics,

significant that the other twenty divisions

of'

It

material

utilize only 62.01 per cent of the total space, ranging
from

6.511.

sections' to .73 per cent

per cent for

Purely extra-curriculum activities

for 'general

such as boye' athletics, giri5
contests, class notes,

athletics, music, dramatics,

subject-matter clubs, assemblies,

non-subject-matter clubs and class notes together utilize

per cent of the space.

314.63

Items pertaining to interests

outside of school, such as general interests, alumni news,
faculty news,
space.

exchanges, use

14.93

per cent of the total

And those which have their basis in literary and

composition work, euch as creative literary efforts,
humor, editorials and features use 2O.3

per cent, and

the mechanical features such as staffs and cartoons and

pictures use 5.7

per cent of the space.

"Frequency of publication (39:92) and the size of
school were determining factors in the degree of emphasis

placed upon certain features of the papers.

Especially

12].

noticeable was the emphasis placed upon 'creative liter-.
ary efforts' by the monthly papers.

This can probably be

explained by the fact that schools with monthly papers
are not likely to publish magazines and hence use the
Also,

newspapers as a medium for literary efforts.

it

was noticeable that as the size of the school increased
the greater was the number of extra-curriculum activities

treated."
Breiseth's (25) classification of subjects, made from
a study of 125 secondary school publications

showed the

following distribution of space:
TABLE II

Breleeth's Classification of Topics
Topic

1.
2.

3.
L;
5.
6.
7.
.

9.

lo.
li.
12.
13.
114..

15.
16.
17.
l

Advertisements
Athletics
Editorials
Personals, society
Local interests, miscellaneous
Humor
Clubs, organizations
Literary attempts
Departments, feature sections
Class notes
Dramatics
Talks, programs
Staff lists
Faculty news
Contests
MusIc
Cartoons, pictures
Alumni notes

% of whole
newepape r
25.42
12,19

7.O
5,1fl

5.0
.76
3.

2.95
2.93
2.3e
l.g9

l,3
1.35
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Snyder

(1M-2)

made an analysis of fifteen issues of

a school paper which was distributed free to each of the

14OO homes in the school district, and found the amounts
of space given to each of the topics appearing regularly
in the paper.

These accounted for

space in each Issue.

O per cent of the

The distribution is shown in TA3LE

III below.

TABLE III
Amounts of Space Given to Topics
Topic

% of Space

Advertisements
Pictures and cuts
Senior high school athletics
Humor
Sputs's bulletin
Editorials
School clubs
uQid Mariner" column
Library news
"Sport Sparks"
"Guess Who" poems
Junior high school athletics
Honor roll and society

Interc].ass athletics

23

7.7
6.6
5.3
5.0
3,1
2.7
1.7
1.6
.9

For purposes of comparison, a distribution of the
contents of a typical daily commercial newspaper, taken
from Reddick

(119:14.)

is

shown below In TABLE IV,
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TABLE IV
Contente of a Typical Commercial Daily Newspaper
% of Space

Topic
News (other than sports)

25

Advertisements

50

Sporte

10
5

Editorials
Entertainment (features, columns, comics,
fiction)
In high school papere,
is considerable less,

per cent only.

10

the amount of advertising

usually from twenty-five to forty

'

Schutts and Lincoln made an analytical study of the
contents of high school newspapers and found that:

"Twenty-five subject-matter divisions (133) were
selected as representative of the material published in
the school newspaper.

In no case were ell the subject-

matter divisions found In a paper.

Advertisements,

athletics, and literary attempts of pupils consume the

and

greatest average per cent of space, 17.97%,

9.35% respectively.

Local interest8, exchanges, special

weeks, and guidance consume the least space in all
papers, with a total average per cent of
3.35%, and 1.99% respectively.

2.1,15%,

1.13%,

The private secondary

1211.

school papere give only an average of 5.2%
space to faculty newe,

"Advertisements
of ali the papers.

and.

3.3% of

departments, and features."

(133)

tend to appear on the last page

If advertising is extensive, some

appears on the second and third pages.

The range of

materials advertised is extensive, much of which could by
no

stretch of the imagination make an appeal to the high

school student.

The athletic advertisement is almost

uniformly placed on the third page of all the four-page
papers and near the last page in all others.
basketball,

Football,

and baseball give the greatest emphasis."

"The regularity of mention of clubs and organizations
18 Indicative of pronounced interest in these organizations.

Cartoons are rare in all the papers, while pictures are

found rather frequently of pupils participating in some
important event,

The editorials generally appear on the

second page of the papers and deal with school spirit,
scholarship, and local conditions

departmental innovations

and.

frequently.

Outstanding

novel and unioue arrangements

of various phases of school interests are grouped under

departments and features.

School activities of the faculty

appear most frequently under faculty news.

Articles of

a guidance nature are conspicuous by their absence in
all the papers.

The humorous sections of the paper are

representatIve of high school pupils' interests and ideas
of the ludicrous.

Romantic relations of pupils and
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teacher-pupil Iboflg

are most representative.

articles of local lntere9t are found.

Very few

In spite of the

theoretical trend to eliminate literary attempts from the

newspapers in the secondary schools, this subject matter

division has a rank of third place in average per cent of
space.

Pupils attaining eminence in athletics,

scholastic,

and artistic phases of school activities tend to receive

special attention in the newspaper reports.

A small

amount of space is devoted to special weeks in the public

secondary school papers only."
(133) --

"Conclusions and

(i)

Less space

should be devoted to
(a)

Advertising,

(b)

Athletics, and

(e) I'1ention of

particular types of pupils, as

the athletic and the official groups.

Here a

more democratic attitude ought well be adopted.
(2)

A greater per cent of space could well be given to
(a)

alumni news and activities,

(b)

pictures and items of meritorious work,

(e)

creative work,

(d)

departmental news and items,

(e)

editorials,

(f)

faculty news and items,

(g)

educational and vocational guidance,

(h)

community interests,
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(i)

scholarship and other worth-while achieve-

mente.
(3)
(li.)

The type of humor could well be improved upon.

Better means of financing the school paper should
be devised.

(5)

Too much is now done by advertising.

A more definite policy as to sponsorship of the
school paper might well be worked out.

(6)

Greater care should be exercised in selecting the
name of the paper.

(7)

School newspapers tend to have a loftier tone
than that of the general newspaper.

In this

respect the school should seek to elevate the
public in its desires.

() More definite

use should be made of the school

paper to educate the American public as to the
aims, policies, arid aspirations of the school.9

READER INTEREST IN HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS
Bennett, among others, has made a careful study of

reader interest in the contents of high school newspapers.
He used Moltown's list (93:311-319) of content classifica-

tions in a survey of eighteen western Pennsylvania high
schools.
"Read,

Each suh3ect (19) had four columns after it -

Re-read, Interested,

and Very Much Interested,"

The pupils were asked to indicate whether they read the

advertisements and what types of advertisements interested
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them.

Two hundred pupils in each school were selected

at random -- twenty-five boys and twenty-five girls from

each class.

The data resulting from Bennett's study (19)

are presented below.

TABLE V

Average Percentages of Replies Indicating Four
Degrees of Interest in Various Types
of Material in High School Papers.
Re..

Type of Material

Humor
Athletics
Personals
Illustrations
Social News
News Stories
Feature stories
Correspondence
Alumni notes
Exchanges
Editorials
Useful information
Fiction

Read
91
S3
g2
O

79
79
75
7L

71i

69
6
614.

63

read

Very Much
Interested

Inter-.

ested

2g

2

21

l

30
33

12
15

27

1
1

21

13

1g

35
25

1
i
1

2

16
ii
11

n

lo
11

27

u.
11
11
10
11

22
22
20
1

22

Snyder made a similar study on reader interest, but

of parente as well as pupils, and found his
be different from those of Bennett

results to

(19), doubtless due

to the different setting and plan of his study.
(114.2)

His data

made the following conclusions evident:
"1.

The honor roil Is the most widely read feature

appearing regularly in the paper.
2.

Humor, which ranked first with pupils, was in

second place with all groups.

l2
3.

Pictures and cuts ranked third in popularity.
The cuts used. were common linoleum outs and

were made by the pupile.
Lt.

column, a humorous and philo-

The 'Old

sophical column written by a pupil, ranked
fourth.
5.

News concerning the activities of the school clubs

ranked fifth.
6.

The fact that the athletic news ranked sixth is
not surprising because the paper appeared

weekly and, as a result, the athletic news
was either a week old or a week ahead of
time when published.

The policy of the paper

was to place the emphasis on the preview type
of athletic news whenever possible.
7,

The superintendent's bulletin, written by the

superintendent to appeal to adults, ranked
seventh.

This column dealt with the admini-

strative problems and policies of the school.
It was the only material in the paper not

written and edited by the pupils.

The data

show that this feature is an exceptionally

effective method of placing this type of
school news before parents, patrons, and
teachers provided some plan of distribution is

followed which places the paper in the hands of
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these groups.
.

Editorials, which ranked eighth, made a poor
showing.

They were written by pupils to

appeal to pupils, however.
9.

The library news ranked ninth.

This material

appealed most strongly to the parents, patrons,
and teachers.

The library is a public

library located in the school building.

The

purpose of the library news is to inform
members of the community about new and

interesting books.
10.

As is usually the case, it was found that the

pupils were not particularly interested in

advertising matter.

However,

it was dis-

covered that the parents in this community
rather consistently read the advertisements
in the school paper.

This finding definitely

removes the advertising in the 'Mariner' from
the so-called

chrity advertising' clase»'

While Bennett's (19) summary and implications are
long,

they have been included because the writer believes

them to be valuable.
"1.

Humor ranked the highest for every class and for
both sexes.

The other types of material that

were most often read were athletic news,

personale, illustrations,

social news, and
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news stories,
2.

in the order named.

The tvpes of material that were read the least

often were exchanges, useful information, and
fiction,
3.

in the order named.

For obvious reasons the upper-class men read more
of the alumni notes than did the freshmen.

4,

The replies of the girls indicated that they were

more interested than the boys in all the

material published except athletic notes.

The

boys read more athletic news and showed more

interest in this type of material than did
the girls.

The differences in the percentages

of the replies of the

and the boys

indicating that they reread the various types
of material and found them very interesting

were not significant.
5.

In the case of athletic news,

tions,

news stories,

stories,

editorials,

personnels, illustra-

social news, feature

and exchanges, the

differences found among the different classes
were not significant.
6.

Pupils read and showed a greater interest in

present and future events than in past events.
7.

Feature stories proved very effective in arousing
interest in highschool plays,
operettas,

et cetera.0

concerts,
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tiEditoriale

(19)

The

rank low in the tabulations.

purpose of this type of material is to interpret the news
of the day, but apparently this aim is lost
we may judge by the

lished.

sit

of if

'preachy' editorials usually pub-.

The use of constructIve,

expository,

booting,

and similar types of editorials should increase the

attractiveness of this little-read column."
"Much of the 'filler' found in the papere (19),
judged. by the extent to which it

is read,

is useless.

Probably too much poorly selected material is included."
"The exchanges (19) are also uninteresting to the

readers, probably because most of this material consists
In comments designed for the attention of the staff members
of the publications of other schools.

Doubtless if the

exchanges consisted. In short, interesting stories about
the other schools and their activities, this material would
be much more attractive."

"While lt Is not assumed that (19), becauoe most of
the pupils read and are

material,

lnteested

in

particular types of

the publication of such material is therefore

completely justified or that, because few pupils read and
are Interested in certain other types of material, such

material le of less importance, yet it is logical to infer
that interest

--.

or lack of it -- is a most important

element in the formation of the policy of a school peper.

Further, an attitude of the sponsor or the staff members
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them' is
that 'the readers do not know what is best for

inadvisable.

N

PUBLICATIONS FOR AND ABOUT
HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS AND

JOURNALISM CLASSES
Thile many warnings have been issued about the imof the
portance of high school sponsors leaving the control

newspapers in the hands of the pupils, the press associato
tions of high school papers have not felt themselves
be bound by their own dicta.

The following magazines are

published for high school journalists

and.

their sponsors:

"The Scholastic Editor"
"The School Journalist"
HThe School Press Review"
"The Student Leader"

(which absorbed Vitalized

Journalism).
The writer of this thesis believes that any attempts
to

summarize the large amount of often contradictory

material in this chapter would only meìe longer a chapter
that is already too long.

She has omitted numerous articles

because they were unavailable or because they presented
only duplications of ideas that had alre8dy been presented
in this chapter several times or presented these ideas as

they were found to apply to limited areas,
states.

frequently

However, the writer has attempted to cover all
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of the most important ideas in the field of her thesis.

The third chapter of this thesis precents an

analysis of the contents of sixty high school papers,

printed in the State of Oregon, and of the replies to a
five-question questionnaire from 131 high school principals
in Oregon.

CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CONTENTS OF
SIXTY HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS
As the present study constitutes a consideration of
the educational values claimed as possible for high school

newspapers, it waS felt that no better means of securing
information about these could be found than an anslysis
of the contents of high school newspapers

themselves.

It

was decided to limit the analysis to high school news-

papers in the State of Oregon.

As all of the high school

newspapers of the State would have provided too great a
mass of material for analysis, the writer felt that a

fair sampling of such papers would give substantially
the same results.

Since some high school newspaters are

printed and others are produced by mechanical duplication,
apparently with no relation to the size of the school,
only printed newspapers were used for the study.

The

printed papers have the advantage of being more measurable
in terms of column inches and the arrangement of the

material contained in the various printed Dapers makes
it more readily analyzable.
is a difficult

Even then, analysis of content

task because so many articles are on the

borders of two or more classifications or topics.
The 0news and comment" contents of sixty issues of

newspapers published by the pupils of thirty-seven high

1314.

schools during the school year, l9LO_1914.l,

were analyzed.

twenty-one were published fortnightly,

Of these newspapers,

five monthly, two tn-weekly, eight weekly, and one paper
was a daily, published five days a week.

Enrollments of the schools whose papers were included
in the analysis range in numbers from 129,

to 2716, the largest.

the smallest,

Sixteen of the schools had fewer

than 500 students enrolled and twenty-eight had fewer

than 1000.

This anelysis of the newspapers was supplemented by
a compilation of responses from 131 Oregon high school

principals On a five-question questionnaire which dealt
with their ideas concerning the main functions of high
school newspapers.

The questionnaires were sent

high school principals,

to

256

the intention of the writer being

to reach the individuals directly In charge of all of the

high schools of the state.
131,

Responsee were received from

or about fifty-one per cent.
The analysis of the newepepers studied included the

number of column Inches devoted to material other then

advertising and such other routine material as the nìmeplate and the masthead.

None of tbeee items was brought

back into the picture at any time in the analysis and
they are not considered in the final totals and percentages.
The column inch was taken as from one-and-seven-eighths
to two-and-one-fourth inches In width and one linear inch
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In depth.

The size of the type used, influencing the

number of letters to a line, was not taken into account,
as this would have thrown the analysis into higher

mathematics.

The measurements of the lengths of articles

were taken to the nearest one-eighth inch.

Included in the material analyzed were the two general
classifications (a) comment and (b) news.

The comment

classification was made to include such material as
editorials, special columns containing opinions of the
editor, sports comment columns,
to

and other columns devoted

statements of fact and expressions of opinion by the

principal, members of the teaching staff, and letters to
the editor.

It also includes poetry, humor,

exchanges,

and other special columns discussing books, motion
pictures, and fashions.

"Filler" also was consigned to

the comment classification and embraces bits of worthwhile

or worthless information used to chink in any Uholeu at
the foot of a column,

contributions from the English

department in the form of written work by the pupils, and
crossword puzzles and their answers.

"Cuts° used to

Illustrate comment material were also included in this
classification.
The news classification embraced straight news about
the school as a whole and its staff and pupils,

other organizations,

clubs and

athletics, music, dramatics, social

events, personal news items about faculty, pupils,
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former pupils and alumni, and the gossip or tidirtU column.
It also included feature stories based upon news incidents,

and cuts illustrating all of these.
The only weightlng in this analysis of the importance
or the value attached to the news or the comment by the

newspapers was the inclusion with each news item of the
headline apoearing with it -- for example, the banner
headline,

as well as smaller headline

(ir one was present)

accompanying the news story concerning a football game
or a school play was measured and included with the number
of inches for that particular news

was followed because it was felt

story.

This practice

that any other attempted

weighting on the basis of importance according to a front
page position or inside or back page position would produce

misleading results,

since the allocation of position in

the newspaper varies with the policy of each Individual

newspaper.

As an illustration,

lt

was found that some

papers placed sports news on the sports page only, even
though this material Included the account of a football
game which probably was the school's most important news
event of the week.

The writer believed, also,

that other

usual reader values ão not apply to high school newspapers
because their contents are read and re-read by the pupils,

according to their individual specil interests, without
regard to the page on which this material appears.
was shown to be the case by Bennett

(19).

This
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A portion of the material in the comment olaeeification wae further analyzed with regard to any attitudee
that might have been expressed.
to editorials;

columns;

Thie analysis extended

letters to the editor;

sporte comment

other columns devoted to statements of facts

and expressions of opinion by the principal, members of
the teaching staff, or others;

and material about movies
and filler.

In the main,

and to fashions, poetry,

and books;

humor;

exchanges;

this analysis concerned either

ethical or unethical qualities expressed or implied in
the opinions or attitudes shown,
(a)

respect for property;

(o)

citizenship;

(a)

for an education;
(h)

school spirit;

(b)

including the following:

respect for authority;

character development;
sportsmanship;

(f)
(i)

(g)

desire

(e)

patriotism;

winning at any price;

(j)

comment

with no psrticular "slant'4 but dealing with factual
material, such as statements, explanations,

tation of school regulations

and.

of teams or particular players;

or interpre-

evaluation of the strength
(k) humor;

and.

(1)

nature.

Material in the news classification was analyzed in some
what the same manner to determine whether or not the writer

had

(a)

used a strictly objective point of view without

"slant" or (b) had imparted to the news story any of the

following attitudes:

an

aprecitive

or "boostingt' tone;

a discernible attitude of school pride;

sportsmanship;

an emphasis on

or an indication of a desire to win at any

l3

price.
In the analysis,

each of the sixty newsparers W88

studied as a unit and its material evaluated and charted
on an individual

When more than one paper from

sheet.

any one school was included, the practice was followed of

selecting issues published at different seasons of the
school year to obtain as much variety as possible in

subject matter, particularly sports.

Totals from the

individual sheets were gathered on a single large chart
on which the numerous subject matter and treatment

headings were listed.

"Grand totals" were then made, and

percentages were computed.
The neweparers used for the analysis were, largely by

accident of their collection, scattered, according to
months,

as follows:

January, one;
eleven;

September, sixteen;

February, one;

October, eleven;

March, thirteen;

April,

and May, seven.

No attempt was made to determine the ways in which

the newspapers themselves were edited by the individual

schools;

whether or not the newspaper was a curricular

or an extrecurriculer activity, or both;

or whether or

not supervision or censorship was provided for the various

news staffs.

Neither did the writer gather information

as to whether or not the schools represented by the news-

papers used in this analysis offered courses in journalism
or '1journallstic writing".

The advertising carried in
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these newspapers was not studied except to the extent that
its total amount in terms of column Inches was measured

and this total subtracted from the total amount of the
space in the newspaper -- less the nameplate and
the masthead -- as a check with which to compare the sum
of the measurements of all of the other material.

No

information was sought as to the methods of financing the
papers.

Furthermore,

the analysis, as well as the

questionnaire to the principals, excluded consideration of
all high school publications other than newsoapere.

The writer is well aware that in a study as objective
as this one,

it cannot be hoped to determine to what extent

the high school newspaoer contributes toward the develop-

ment or the direction of desirable attitudes and opinione
in either its pupil readers or in the readers in the

This writer,

larger community outside of the school.
therefore,

did not make any attempt to show whether or

not these high school newspapers were effective as

instruments of enhancing the school solidarity of their
schools;

for arousing pupil interest in projects that

were for the benefit of the schools;

for providing a

means of correlating courses and departments;
pride in school buildings and grounds;

increasing

making pupil

readers better citizens in their school communities;

fighting harmful influences such as cheating, discourtesy,
and poor sportsmanship within the school;

or

eaucating"
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the larger community outside of the school.
the writer attempt to find out whether or

Neither did
not values

or benefits actually accrued to the pupils who worked on
the high school newspaners;

wIether the activity afforded

stimulus for their improved or more forceful use of written

communication or acted as
school subjects;

spur to better work in other

whether or to what extent training might

have been afforded for newswriting as a vocation or toward
a taste for better newspapers;

or whether the newsoaper

work developed habits of evaluation and accuracy in the

statement of facts.

Furthermore,

the writer did not

attempt to study whether such high school writers were

benefited by enhancement or inculcation of such desirable
character traits as responsibility, punctuality, group

coperation, honesty, tact, tolerance, Initiative, and
leadership -- all of which have been claimed by some
writers as poscible or probable outcomes of journalistic

activity in the high schools.

The writer,

however,

did

attempt to observe and to record the ways in which these
high school newspapers treated their news and comment
meterial,

both as to the amount of space, which is an

indication of emphasis, given to the various news and
opinion topics

arid,

to the limited degree of which the

writer is capable, to observe and to record attitudes

expressed or implied In this news and comment.

In other

words, the writer has attempted to discover whe.t high school

Some

news writers are doing with their newspaier space.

light other than that of the actual perforriance of the

high school newspaper has been shed. upon the matter of alms
and objectives by the responses of the principals to the

questionnaire.
It

should be stated that, in meny lnstRnces, snalysis

of attitudes expressed or implied in the news and comment

ws

in the paters studied

made arbitrarily since the

question arose frequently whether the material should be

classified as expressive of citizenship, echool spirit,
or character development when all of these,

others were present in

s

sIngle item.

sometimes,

and,

Thenever

a

short

article seemed to embrace equally more than one such quality,
an srbitrary classification was made.

However,

if one

editorial or one piece of comment In seDarate paragraphs
or segments expressed or implied more than one of the

attitudes under analysis, the segments were charted
separately.

The writer realizes, too, that in some instan-

ces her evaluations,

in

ll probability,

might not have

been given by another person working with the same material.

Through the supplementary questionnaire directed to
the high echool principals of the State,

an attempt was

made to determine their attitudes toward the functions and
aims of high school newspapers.

As already stated,

more than half responded to the questionnaire.
them simoly wrote

slightly

Some of

UyesU or HnoU where one of these con-

stituted a complete answer;

some answered one or two

others abandoned the

questions and ignored the rest;

questionnaire and responded with letters, which, although
expressive of their attitudes toward high school
papers and their functions

arid

news-

alms, did not always

directly answer the questions asked.

For this reason,

the total numbers of answers differ on the various questions.

The letter or questionnaire to the principals asked
the following questions:

"Will you tell me at your first convenience what you,
as the principal of the ..... ...............

High School,

would strive for In the content of an ideal high school
paper?

I

should like to have your views on both news and

editorial matter, e.g.,
"1.

Should the paper1s principal purpose be to give

the news of the school to members of the student body and
theiir

parents?
"2.

Do you feel that the high school paper should

especially foster sportsmanship?
"3.

In your opinion,

should the newspaper make an

effort to further character training, respect for property,

respect for authority, desire for an education, or guidance?
"il..

Should it promote the vocational and personnel

aspects of the school?
05.

If the paper should undertake to promote one of
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these or more, wh&t method. would you consider most advisable
for such pronrntion?"
In response to these questions, the writer secured

what she considers a fair sampling of the opinions of the

high school principals of Oregon about the educational
values of high school newspapers.

In response to an

invitation to the principals for them to express their
views on high school newspapers as freely as they liked,
some of the principals volunteered statements of values

which they believed to arise from high school journalistic
activities.

Such of this material as is deemed of interest

or as pertinent to the present study will be included.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS
In the following tables will be found the distributions

of space given to various subject matter topics in the news

items and to various topics classified under "comment" to
show,

in terme of column inches,

the emphasis given to these

topics and the amounts of space in which ethical qualities
are either Implied in the news items or are treated as

desirable values by the commentators.
also show,

as far as possible,

These tables will

the totals and percentages

related to these topics and their space measurements.

l'sì'.

MAJOR DISTRIBUTION OF MATEHIAL ANALYZED
TABLE VI, below,

shows that a total of 17,156 column

inches of newspaper space (excluding advertising) were

analyzed In this study.

amounting to l2,OO
news material;

and. l/1.

while

comment division.

Of this total, the major portion,

1'.,150

Inches or

and 5/

714..6

per cent, was

inches made up the

A classification called "news of other

schools" w-s provided to care for space devoted in

a

few

of the papers to news from a grade school or junior high

school in the same city and,

in the cese of the Benson

Polytechnic High School of Portland,

technic School.

to the Girls Poly-

The content of this classification was

not further analyzed,

but was lumped with news and was

evaluated for attitude as "no slant".

contained 205 and l/

column inches.

This classification
The total of the

advertising, which, as has been exr,lained, was not studied,
was 5,237 column inches.
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TABLE VI

Major Distribution of Material Analyzed.

Inches

No.

Classification

l2,O()

News
Comment

Ll.,150

News of other schools
in same system

of Total
Space Studied

1/li.

7I4,6

5/

2.l
l.l

205

17,156

Totals

99.

DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECT MATTER IN THE
COMMENT CLASSIFICATION BY TOPICS
In TABLE VII and. in other tables immediately

following will be presented the analysis of the comment
material.

The first of the ten divisions

n

TABLE VII

includes the treatment of ethical qualities as such or
in connection with school affairs.

In the news analysis,

these affairs were classed as "all schooltt.
of

l,114

and 3/

1,023 and 1/
of TABLE VII.

Qf the total

inches of editorials found in tbe papers,

inches are included in the first division

Comment on matters of a1l-ohoo1 interest,

auch as student body meetings, conduct in the hall-ways,
safe driving, student polItics,

arid

others,

fell naturally

i L6

into this division.

Then the comment was related to soorts

or to any other school activìty,

it was

cl.ssified under

the corresponding subject matter division under Its

analytical heading.
The sports columnists contributed largely to the inches

grouped in the second division of this table.
shown in a later table, much of this and other

material was factusi or evaluative.
any particular Uslantfl,

it was

As will be
'comrnent"

Even when it lacked

strictly comment material

because it expressed the writer's opinions and was presented
as opinion.

ThIs somewhat ambiguous condition prevails

siso with fashions, books, movies,

filler, and exchanges.

It is particularly apolicable to the sports page, however,

where such comment is customarily labeled "dope",

In

this study it was found that 253 and 1/2 inches of a total
of 650 and 5/

inches of comment relating to sports were

devoted to factual material.

ThIs is a usual contribution

of the sports writer who has a wide knowledge

and the previous

of sports

erformances of venous teams and

individual players and who writes as an authority.

School

8ctivlties other than sports are less amenable to this
type of comment.

The small amount of space given to exchanges, more than

half of this material being anecdotes, indicates that the

newspaper staffs, although they may be using other high
school papers to glean good ideas to adopt in their own
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publications, are not passing on to their own readers the
Such information,

news of other schools.

in the opinions

of some writers on the subject of high school journalism,

gives valuable knowledge of interests end activities of

other student bodies.
The divisthn called "fun" is composed of anecdotes

and "funny" quips which originated in the school itself -or not credited to sources elsewhere -- and cuts or cartoons.
It does not include more substantial

with a "slant" toward humor,

allchoo1"

comment;

comment material

included in this table in

or "funny" poetry;

obtained from exchanges;

or that in

or HfflI

IfillerN.

Each of

these other divisions showe its own complete total.

A later

discussion will deal with the total of all humor and "fun"
material found in the papers.

The writer arbitrarily

classified the "dirt" or gossip chatter, which was found to
be a part of the large majority of the new8iapers, with

news material rather than with humor,

patently comment,

it

is likewise

While such gossip is

one of the chief agencies

of increasing the spread of personal mention in the paper's

columns and it was for this reason alone that it was classif ied as news rather than as comment and

analyzed alongside

other phases of personal mention.
Each of the subject matter divisions in this table
includes

the cuts used to illustrate it, as well as the

printed word.

i

TABLE VII

Distribution of Comment Subject Matter

Classification

No.

Inches

1,57

All-sohoo])1

Per cent

3/

Comment
Sports

630 5/

Football

255...--------6.i

Baseball

29 7/ ----- .7

1/1l-___3.14

Basketball
Track

Others

15.1

5
itj3

1/ ------ 1.L.
3/ -----

3.14W

Activities other than Sports

g2 1/I

1.9

Fashions

109 1/

2.6

Poetry

270 5/

6.5

Movies
Books

9

im

1.1

63 3/

1.5

Fun*

701 7/

16.9

Filler and syndicated features

323 7/

7,

Exchanges
Totals

61
14.,150

1/Li.

5/

99.5

*Fun is anecdotes and tifunflyit quips, including cuts, which
originate in the school itself or not credited to sources
elsewhere.
It does not include humor expressed in more
substantial comment or the Ufunu in poetry, exchanges, or
filler.
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ANALYSIS OF ALL COMMENT MATERIAL BY PERSONALITY
OR ETHICAL TRAITS OR AS STRAIGHT NEWS
The evaluation of comment material, without reference
to

its subject matter or source,

below,

as shown in TABLE VIII

reveals that school spirit was the trait most

advocated by the high school newsoap'rs.

Citizenship

was second among values emphasized -- with character

training, desire for an education, and patriotism receiving

somewhat smaller but still substantial shares of space.

Sportsmanship found little emphasis
content, but this fact alone

i

in

the comment

not significant.

This

will be shown later in this discussion when the treatment
of sports as a whole is studied.

While it is not the

view of the writer that sportsmanship or its opposite may
be expressed only in connection with sports,

it is believed

that the attitudes of winning at any price or of true

sportsmanship are probably more readily expressed in the
written or oral discussions of a contest than in any other
relation.

With this thought in mind,

to state here that the news treatments

of other news Incidents,

pers studied.

Is

Furthermore,

it seems advisable

of games,

as well as

markedly objective in the paIt will be observed In the

table under discussion that the attitude of winning at any

price received such a small share of inches as to be
almost omitted.
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Respect for authority was the only ethical quality
which received practically no emphasis.

In the one inst-

ance in which respect for authority was mentioned,
the authority of the

flaunted.

it was

school bus driver which had been

The editor deplored the Incident and suggested

that pupils who were noisy on the school bus and

Inclined to attract attention by ch1ldih antics should
quiet down upon the request of the driver.

Even in this

instance, as has been mentioned, other values,

such as

general good character and citizenship, are probably
involved.

Straight comment, already discussed, is the presentation of information without the expression

any of the

various attitudes.

Patriotism may have received more attention in the
year l9)4O_l9Ll than it would have had during another school
year when the world was not at war.
are patriotic comments of writers,

Under this heading
display of the song,

"God Bless America", patriotic poetry, and the pledge of

allegiance to the American flag.
Desire for an education, while expressed to an

appreciable extent on the broad plane the classification
seems to embody in this study,

came to light also in

admonitions to the pupils to study in preparation for impending examinations.

This may leave some question as to

whether or not the emphasis was strictly on the desirabil..
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ity of an education,

but it would seem to the writer to

belong here more properly than under any other classification made.
The humor section of this table should be explained,

since it does not contain the total of humor in all of the
forms of its expression found in the study.

The classifi.-

cation of the gossip or Udlrtfl columns with news, rather
than with comment, already has been explained.

The total

of humor in this table represents all of the humor and

"fun" in the comment classification except cartoons and.

cuts which the papere used to illustrate "fun" material.

These amounted to almost the whole total of all of the
cuts used to illustrate comment material.
cee,

In many instan-

the cuts had been hand-carved from linoleum or wood.

The total of all of the cuts which accompanied comment

material ig shown in

a

division of its own.
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TABLE VIII
Analysis of All Comment Material as Straight
News or by Personality Traits

Attitude

No.

Inches

Per cent

1/

19.2

Straight Comment

79

Citizenship

32

School spirit

9.2

i,o6o 3/

25.6

Character training

161

3/1l

3.

Desire for an education

111.

1/2

35

Patriotism

133

3/1I

3.2

Sportsmanship

60

Respect for property

56

Respect for authorIty

1.3

2 3/)4

.06

Winning

16 1/2

.39

Nature

37 5/

.9

Humor

25 5/

19.9

Cuts

27

1/1.

Syndicated filler

_10

Totals

11.450 5/

6.9

3/

99.6
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SOURCES OF COMIENT MATERIAL
The editor is shown to be the princinal commentator
in the high school newspaper in the analysis of sources of

comment in TABLE IX.

includes

The division "other writers",

sports commentators, funsters, poets, and other' columnists --

chiefly those who wrote about fashions, motion pictures,
and book8.

Editorials were found in all except two of the

papers included in the sampling.

"Cuts", again, constitutes

the total of all cuts in the comment classification,

TABLE IX
Sources of Comment Material

Source

Editor

No. Inches

1,163 3/

Per cent
2g.o

Letters to the editor

1

3/1I

3.5

Principal

1O

1/

2.7

21 3/

.5

Teachers
Other writers
Filler

2,O5

3/LI.

121

14.9.3

2.9

6i

1/LI.

1.5

Cuts

27

1/14.

6.9

Syndicated filler

1O

3J

____

I-,15O 5/

99.6

Exchanges

Totals

ANALYSIS OF EDITORIALS
Comment by the editors ha
lais and editor's columns,

larger division.

been divided Into editor-

the editorials being by far the

The degree of the editors'

emphasis on

the various ethical qualities is shown below in TABLE X.

TABLE X
Analysis of Editorials

Attitude
Straight comment

No. Inches

26

1/Li.

Per cent

2.2

Citizenship

231 3/

20.].

School spirit

14.57

39.9

Respect for property

7/

56

Respect for authority

2 3/4.

Desire for education

9 5/

Character training

lI.l.7

1/2

Patriotism

69 5/

Sportsmanship

3

Humor

l

Winning

10

Tota1

1,]À

.2

12.9

6.0

3/14

3.3

5/

1.6

3/

99.

School spirit received the greatest share of their
attention, as is to be expected,

and citizenship appears in
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second place of importance.

Only a small

amunt

of the

editor's opinion was clearly expository either in the

editorials or, as may be seen in TABLE XI in the editor's
columns.

ANALYSIS OF EDITOR'S COLuMNS
As will be recalled, some of the writers reviewed in

Chapter II advocated the use of the editor's column as a
means by which the editor of the school paper might increase
his influence as an interpreter of the school news and of
school situations.

This analysis showed that only fifteen

inches of space in this sampling of newepaners were

for the

Such a negligible bit of the comment of editors placed
emphasis on winning at any price that the item appears
to be unintentional and might be accounted for either as a

slip of the editorial pen or of censorial vigilance.

While

the editors had little to say in behalf of respect for

property, respect for authority, or sportsmanship, they
also took little occasion to write in a humorous vein.

The

majority of the editorials commented on happenings within
the school,

on single incidents,

the whole school program.

or on

sorne

objective of

They pointed to worthy undertak-

Inge and showed the advisability of pupil support for
these;

they dealt with values of various student activities

and they deplored poor facilities for athletics

and.
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Inadequate stage equipment, usually with suggestions for
ready improvement;
and,

they advocated correct pupil conduct;

almost without exception, fostered the best attitudes.

Much of this material was decidedly in a Iprechy$I vein or

constituted a direct challenge to the Dupils.
comment,

Such

however, had the saving virtue of being timely

and this writer,

at least,

believes that it would be read

by most of the readers of the papers.

Few editorials dealt

with controversial issues and none struck out for reform
of administrative policies.
A selection of editorial headings may convey an idea
of the gist of this portion of thé comment material.

Such

captions as the following, taken from the
are typical
Bod.y

"Strong As Its Leaders", "Financing Student

Activitie&', "Let's Make the Honor Society",

Appreciate Pep Assemblies?",

"Do We

H1gh School DemocrcyI,

"Practical Jokes Not Funny", "Letters For the Hockey

P1yrg,

"Support For the Junior Play",

"Clubs Demand Dependability",

and Lincoln",
Bad",

"Do You Boo'?",

"Thanks to the

"Are you guilty?",

"School Traditions",

"Washington
"Fire Drills

and "Our FlgI,

The editors of high school papers appear to function
as interpreters of the
and,

school to the pupils in the schools

perhaps to readers in the larger community outside

the school.

Whether this has the effect, as some writers

on the subject say it has,

of strengthening school
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solidarity cannot be determined by the present objective
study.

Neither can a conclusion be reached as to whether

these editorials succeeded in improving the conduct of

pupils or in elevating their attitudes.
TABLE XI

Analysis of Editor's Columns

Attitude
School spirit

Inches

No.

6

Humor

Per cent

i/li.

3/1.

Totals

15

5J
99.9

ANALYSIS OF LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Provision for airing views by others than regular
contributors to the newspapers was found rather generally
in the sampling of high school newepaDers through the

traditional allotment of space to "Letters to the Editor".
This privilege was exercised to some extent in TABLE XII
below.

It may be seen that the opinion expressed

corresponded to that of other commentators in its attitudes,
but with greatly increased emphesis on citizenship.

The writer found that few of these letters optosed
the expressed views of the editor or other featured coluinnists,

but were inclined to bring to attention matters

l5

which apparently had not received editorial attention, or,
in the estimation of the letter-writer, adequate trestment.

Actually, lt is not to be exoected that the content of the
"Letters to the Editor" columns in these papers would be

argumentative in nature, owing to the mildness of the
editorial tone and the avoidance of controversial subject

matter on the parts of the editors.
TABLE XII

Analysis of Letters to the Editor

Attitude

Inches

No.

Straight comment

11

1/14.

Citizenship

6

3/

School spirit

62 5/

Desire for education

14.

Per cent

75
tl.2.1

1/14-

2.

_?lrn

Humor
Totale

11

6/

ANALYSIS OF PRINCIPALS' AND TEACHIRS'
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COENT

A column called "Principal Points", appearing in

several of the newspapers in the sampling, afforded the

opportunity for the principal to speak directly to the
pupils and the community through the printed page.

analysis of the comment of the principals and the

An
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teachers is shown in TABLE XIII and TABLE XIV below.

The

teachers wrote in a few articles under their own by-lines.

Attitudes favoring citizenehip, school spirit, desire
for education,

character training, and oatriotism,

erares-

sed by the principals, and the fostering of a desire for

education by the teachers contain no element of surprise.
The significance lies in the meager amount

of'

space used

by the chief of the teaching staff and by the teachers for
the exDression of their opinions.

The question,

of course,

18 whether the principals and the teachers simply are

neglecting to seize their opportunity to use the school
paper to promote the objectives of secondary education or

whether they are using the school paper to further their
aims while remaining out of print themselves.

This point

is yet another on which the writer of the present analysis
i

not qualified to speak conclusively,

although the answers

of principals to the questionnaire do shed some light on

their performance in this regard.
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TABLE XIII

Analysis of Principals' Comment

Inches

No.

Attitude

Per cent

Citizenship

33 1/LU

30.7

School spirit

59 i,g

5.5

Desire for education

3

Character training

5

2.7

1/2

5.0
6.7

Patriotism
i0

Totsis

l/

99.6

TABLE XIV

Analyris of Teachers' Comment

Attitude

No.

Inches

Per cent

Desire for education

21 3/

100.00

Totals

21

100.00

3/11.

ANALYSIS OF OTHER COMMENT MATERIAL
The opinions of the columnists and commentators

other than those already dealt with are analyzed in
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TABLE XV.
slant,

Humorous and expository matter,

lacking in

either for or against the ethical qualities,

comprises more than fifty per cent of their offerings.

When opinions were expressed, however, they 1ened. more
heavily toward school spirit than to any other one of
the several desirable attitudes.

was given to winning at any

proe.

Only slight emphasis

Factual comment of

sports columnists accounts for a considerable Dart of the

ustraight comment0 shown,
The twelfth division, syndicated filler,
the cross-word puzzles

on popular subjects,

and.

includes

the quizzes to test knowledge

which were used. by a few of the

papers, probably to enhance their entertainment

value.
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TABLE XV

Analysis of Comment Material Other Than Comment
By Editors, Principals,

Letters to

Attitude
Straight comment

Citizenship
School spirit
Desire for education

Teachers, and in

the

Editor

No.

Inches
760 5/

Per cent

2.O

tt-9

LI711

1/2

29 7/

Character training

3/Lt-

17.5
1.1
.3

Patriotism

56 7/

Sportsmanship

21 1/11.

.7

1/2

.2

Winning

Humor

Nature
Cuts

Syndicated filler
Totals

6

796

2.1

29.3

37 5/

27
1O
2,7O

1/H-

10,6

3/

6.6

5/

99.6
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SUMMARY OF COMMENT MATERIAL
Examination of the comment material found in the
sampling of Oregon high school newspapers shows that:
1.

Of the total of column inches included in the

study, twenty-four per cent were devoted to opinion or

"comment"
2.

content.

Nineteen per cent of the space given to comment

was utilized in an expository manner for the recital of

facts and flbckground! material rather than fostering

attitudes, much of this being the

"dope" element of the

sports comment.

which originated in the school themselves

3.

or was taken from exchanges or was used as filler con-

stituted the major part of the humor in the comment classIfication of this study.
Li.

Little space was used for exchange material from

other high schools,

and a large portion of that which was

used was anecdotes and other

IffluI

rather than infor-

¡nation about what other schools were doing.
5.

Forty-four per cent of the comment space was

given to materiel which was school-wide in its subject

matter interest.
6.

Sports received far more comment than nonathietic

pupil activities and football was the mador subject in
sports corìrnent.
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7.

While about a sixth of the total space given to

illustrations found in the newspapers in this sampling
was used to add interest to comment material, almost all
of these were related to the "fun" items in the papers

rather than to developing of any of the desirable

character traits by means of laughs.
.

More space was given to comments of the editor

than to any other one commentator.
9,

The papers, almost without exception, had

editorial columns.
10.

Principals and teachers used very little snace

in these high school newspapers.
11.

The privilege of expressing their own opinions

in "Letters to the EditorN was exercised only to a small

extent by members of the high school student bodies.
12.

Syndicated filler was used in a few of the news

papers although it had no relationship to school affairs
or school interests.
13.

School spirit wee emphasized in terms of column

inches beyond all other desirable personality traits.
1L..

Citizenship received second most emphasis among

the desirable traits and. respect for authority and respect

for property received little obvious emphasis.
15.

Sportsmanship received little comment attention.

i6.

The attitude of winning at any price was present

in only an extremely minor degree.
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ANALYSIS OF NEWS CONTENT
The major part of the high school newspaper column

inches analyzed in the present study are found in the
The purpose of this section of the

news classification.

analysis is to study the relative emphasis given in these
high school newsoaters to the various major types of
school news and to observe the treatment given to this
news by the news writers.
The news coverage of these high school newspapers is

rather strictly limited to news originating within the
school itself and to events directly concerning the school

and all or part of its student body and its teaching

personnel.

Few high school newspapers reach into the

community outside the school for news, although one
pri,ncipal who responded to the questionnaire reported that

hie high school publishes a paper which serve the commu-

nity as well as the school.

No paper which did this was

included In the sampling.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NEWS SPACE ACCORDING
TO SUBJECT MATTER.
The news content of the papers used in this study is

grouped into several major types of subject matter in
TABLE XVI.

Further details will be shown of the content

of the fifth division,

"sports";

and the sixth division,
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0other activ1tie&, in later tables.

The amount of space

devoted by some of the high school newspgpers to other

schools in the game system is shown in the seventh
section.

It is not further analyzed,

except that its

total number of inches is included with the total number
of inches for straight or "no slantli news.

The first, second,

third, and fourth divisions of

TABLE XVI should be considered together as "all-school"
The first includes the space devoted to headlIned

news.

news stories of interest to all of the pupils In the
and,

school,
them.

in many instances, of importance to all of

It includes both straight news stories and news

feature stories,

the latter being entertainingly-written

accounts of news incidents.

The fourth division gives

the total number of inches used in the gossip or "dirt"

columns.

This could have been classified as comment

material but was wmewhat arbitrarily classed with news

because one of its functions Is that of Increasing the
amount of personal mention In the papers' columns.

High school newspapers apparently share with small
town newspapers the aim of using the names of as many

members of the community In the paper as possible.
the high school paper,

For

the community Is the school itself.

Its devices for achieving its aim are personal items which

give brief bits of news information about members of the
student body and teaching staff,

the gossip column,

and
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"personalityt' stories just as small town papers approxi'

mate achievement of their aim to use many names by

printing personal Items relating to the cornins, goings,
end trivial "doings" of members of the towns' populations.

Columns containing such matter usually are headed "Brevi.ties", or "Personals",

"Gossip".

but they might as well be captioned

High school newspapers frankly label their

gossip columns as such.

The content

of the high school

newspaper's gossip column differs from that of the small
town paper's brevity column chiefly in that it places

emphasis on the boy and girl angle.

In this regard, the

high school column is comparable to gossipy personal news
of motion picture stars and

other celebrities, tempor-

arily in the spotlight, printed in both small town and city

newspapers alike.

TABLE XVI
Distribution of News According to Subject Matter

No.

Subject

Inches

14.,tO2

A1L.echool news

3/

Per cent
36.9
2.3

302

Alumni news

Personals and personalities

1,129
732

Gossip or Udirttl

5.6

1/It-

Sports

2,652 3/

20.3

Other activities

3,192

214.5

Other schools in same
system
Totals

1/14.

205 1/

1.5

13,005 3/

99.7

Most of the paper Included in the sampling for this
analysis had gossip columns.

A few did not have them.

Principals who answered the questionnaire volunteered
some of their opinions on gossip columns, es will be

shown later, and writers on high school journalism whose

comments were reviewed in Chapter II both favored them
and disapproved of them, depending on the way in which
they were handled.
Personals,

society items, and "personalities" are

included in the third division of TABLE XVI.
0personallty't type of story,

The

the writer believes to be

without a counterpart in weekly or daily newspapers

out..

8ide of high schools except to temporary celebrities,

especially queens or this or that -- of whom there are 80
Such a story is devoted. to presenting Information

many.

The

about an indIvidual student without "news excuse".

story usually tells how long Its subject has lived in the
town, where he lived before that,

what his student

activities are, what he does with hi

vacations, and

even -- on occasions -- his favorite food, flower,
color.

and

The intention of the papers probably is to give

wrjte ups" to as many students as possible sometime

during the school year, but it savours of the

IcelebrjtyhI

story and human interest.

Alumni news, found in the second division, Includes
news of alumni both In small personal items
]lned. news stories.

and. In head-.

Its classification separately from

the first and. third sections thus reduced the number of

column inches in those two sections jointly by as much
as Its total of column inches.

The first section,

"all-school news", contains all

of the space given to news of interest to the whole school,
and.

all-school news feature stories are a part of its

total.

News stories of student body affairs,

improvements to the buildings

and.

grounds,

assemblies,

the total

number of pupils registered in the schools, faculty members
added, faculty members leaving, vacations of teachers and

principals, all-school receptions and open houses, members
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of honor rolls, pupils going into service with the National

guard, as well as those of many other subjects, are

deemed Ia11echoolH news.

In addition, this division

contains news stories which might be said to interpret the
school to the pupils;

for instance, news of new courses,

speakers appearing before certain classes in the schools,

current projects in English and other departments, field
trips taken by class groups, news from the office of the
principal,

and news of alumni.

ANALYSIS OF NEWS TREATMENT
The news content of the papers studied was analyzed
to determine whether the writers had used an objective

point of view without 11slanting'1 the story, that is,
without intruding their own opinions, enthusiasms, con
viotions, or prejudices into it.
ly objective it was classified as

When a story was strictno slant".

Separate

claaelfioetions were made for news to which the writers

had imparted an attitude of boosting, a discernible tone
of school pride,

an emphasis on sportsmanship,

indication of the desire to win at any price.
which follows,

or an

TABLE XVII,

shows the distribution of the news content

under these headings.

It should be noted that the class-

ification last mentioned, that of winning at any price,
does not appear.

It was dropped because no single news

story or portion of one in this sampling of high school
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rzewspapere evidenced that attitude.

attitudeB or

Only when one of the

1anta was present in the story Itself wa

the story considered expressive of that quality.
is,

Thet

the study did not attempt to determine why it was

that such a story found its way Into print;
its presence.

but noted only

For instance, a story about a club meeting

may have been used. to stimulate interest in that activity
or a story about the success of an alumnus printed to

promote desire for an education, the slant could be noted
if it were clear, but the present objective study could

not determine motives underlying the printing of any

"straight" news item.

The amount of space or emphasi8

accorded to certain divisions of subject matter, however,
should be an indication of what these newepacers deem to
be worthy or unworthy of consideration in their pages.

The statements of the principals who answered the question-

naire also gave some information on the aims and objectives
of the news and other

stories.

Straight news and feature stories received the largest
share of space in this part of the analysis.

For the

purposes of the analysis, gossip columns anò personality
stories were included with feature stories while personal
items and alumni news were included with straight news.

Little explanation is necessary for the second, third,
and fourth divisions of TABLE XVII.
an attitude of "strutting",

By "pride" is meant

either inherent in the news
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iteme or openly expressed;

for Instance, a story with

the headline "Our A1unni Do Suooeed' was material for
the Npridel claRsification.

Enthusiastic treatment of

a coming school event, with the discernible attitude of

promoting pupil participation in it, was c&lled. boosting.
Sportsmanship, present as a discernible attitude in an

extremely minor degree, consisted of speaking a good
word, not factual, in behalf of the opposing faction;

for instance,

the following statement about the rival

team in the story of a football contest was deemed by
this writer to indicate an attitude of sportsmanship:
"The Bulldogs probably would have made a better showing
if the men could have had some rest after their trip".

It should be stated that there is no way to measure

the extent to which a sincere spirit of sportsmanship

entered into all of the stories of sports and other
The

contests presented In strictly objective manner.
writer,

however,

is convinced that accurate objective

treatrent gives truer evidence that the desired attitude
is in operation among pupil writers than a statement of

opinion such as that quoted above.

The objective news

story of a contest deals in a strictly factual way with
a news incident in which enthusiasm was rampant,

telling

the story without indication of home-team bias or of

leniency in Judging the performance of the rivals,

Of

course, the accuracy of presentation of what appear to be
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facts cannot be judged by one who was not on the sidelines.

Had an attempt been made by the writer to extend

the sportsmanship category to no-slant or straight news,

which obviously ehe could not do for the purposes of this
analysis,

the space devoted to "sportsmanship" would have

been greatly increased.
TABLE XVII

Analysis of News Treatment

No.

Treatment

Inches

9,151

Per cent

3/14.

70.3

265 1/2

2.0

Straight news--boosting

33 5/

3.3

Straight news--sportsmanship

13

Straight news--no slant

Straight news--pride

Feature stories
Cuts

l/1t.

1,990 7/
7/

Calendare
Ears

Totals

.1

15.3
6.

196 3/

1,5

65 1/

.5

13,005 3/

99

DISTRIBUTION 0F SPORTS NEWS

Twenty per cent of the news content under analysis
was devoted to sports, as shown in TABLE XVI.

The manner

in which this space was distributed among the various

1711.

sports may be seen in TABLE XVIII.

Football received twice

as much emphasis as any other single sport

and

as much

emphasis as basketball, baseball, and track combined.
The space
sports",

included in

division, "all

other

was given to a large number of minor sporta

including the following:
wrestling,

skiing,

tumbling,

golf, tennis,

archery, volleyball,

speedball, swimming,
tennis,

the fifth

boxing,

soccer,

fencing,

softball, hockey,

rifle marksmanship,

table

and badminton.
TABLE XVIII

Distribution of Sports News

________
Sport

Football

No.

Inches

Per Cent
-

l,O

3/1.1.

11-1.2

Basketball

519 1/2

19.6

Baseball

301

11.3

Track

2

7/

10.9

All other sports

11.11.11.

1/Il.

i6,

3/

99.

Totals

2,611.2

Boys sports received far greater attention than
girls sports, as may be seen in TABLE XIX,

probably, not

only because the newsoapers considered them of greater

interest but because there is more activity in them,
well as more of them.

as
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TABLE XIX
Distribution of Boys

Sex

and.

No.

Boys

Girls Sports

Inches

Per cent

2,5113 1/2

Girls

96.2

Jt

9iL.

Totals

2,64-2 3/

99.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPACE GIVEN TO CLTJBS AND
ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN SPORTS
In TABLE XX is shown the way in which the

twenty-

four per cent of the total news content devoted to clubs
and.

activities other than sports was distributed.

Little

comment probably is necessary here, except in explanation
of some of

th.e

divisions.

The first division shows the

amount of space devoted to the news about clubs or activities
in generai rather than about any specific club or activity.

Dramatic activities,

included. in the third division,

are limited to all school dramatics,

while class

plays are included in the ninth division with the other
class activities.

For tuis reason the exact emphasis on

dramatics is not shown.

The seventh division shows the

space given to all music news within the schools,
the

including

space given to glee clubs as well as that given to

all-school operettas and other music events.
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The science grouping cares for activities of clubs

called Science Clubs, Catalyst Clubs, Aero,
Clubs.

and.

Radio

The social science division includes history,

current events, and international relations clubs.
space alloted. to the FFA,

L1.-H,

grouped in the sixth division.

The

and Forestry Clubs was
Arts and crafts are

arbitrarily thrown together in the eighth division because,
combined,

they receive only thirty-one and three eighths

inches of news space.
trnallke.

In reality, however,

The Art Club (visual art),

they are

received six and

one fourth Inches of space, the Architectural Club, two

and one fourth inches, and the rest of the allotment was

distributed among the following drafts clubs:

the

machinists, electric, and vocational clubs, and the FCA

and FCO, the members of which were referred to as "craftsmen" in the papers themselves,

Welfare and social groups, in the twelfth division,
include the G4rl Scouts, Sea Scouts, Girl Reserves, Hi-Y,
Tri-Y, Campfire,

DeMolay, and Rainbow groups.

Space

given to news of publications and their staffs,

the

thirteenth division, was divided among the high school
newspaper,

the year book, and the handbook.

Out-of-school

organizations, such as the Parent-Teachers Association,
the Dads' Clubs,

the Alum Club, and the Schoolmasters

Club received the space recorded In the sixteenth division,
The space shown in the nineteenth division,

listed as
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hlunolassifiedli,

was that given to organizations whose

Greek letter names or specially made-up names

had. no

meanings for the writer and whose purooses were not shown
in the news accounts

which mentioned them,

Special consideration probsbly should be given to
the eighteenth division, which includes a rather large

amount of space di8tributed among organizations which were

out-of-doors or athletic in nature.
were those of clubs,

Since these activities

the writer felt that truer results

would be obtained in this study by listing them with the
clubs rather than with the sports.

At no place in the

analysis was this space distributed with that alloted to
sports.

Clubs included here are:

Rowing,

3wimrning,

Archery, Badminton, Pingpong, Rifle, Riding, Hiking,
Fishing, Junior Sportsmen, Pack Club, Euk Club, and

Sacajawea Club.

While an attempt was made to determine

whether an activity such as swimming reported in the news
columns was in reality an all-school sports activity or a
club activity limited to club members,
there was considerable overlapping.

it

is probable that

For this reason,

space listed in the sports division may contain some of
the inches which should have gone into the athletics clubs

division and vice versa if the participants had been known.
The ninth division also contains space given to accounts
of Pep and Booster clubs and to clubs named Athletic Clubs.

The club classifications in TABLE XX follow,

in general,

l7

those of Rohrbach in "Non-Athletic Student Activities in
the Secondary School"

(l23:3,1l),

TABLE XX
Distribution of Clubs and ActivitIes Other Than Sports
Club or Activity

-

Inches

No.

Per cent -

General club news

63 3/

1.9

Debate and oratory

63

1,9

Dramatics

11.5

1/

Language and literature

26 7/

Science

140

Social Science

39 5/g

3/

1.3

1,2

Agricultural

145

3/14.

Li..5

Music

Li-79

1/14.

15.3

Arts and crafts
Class activities
Traffic, police, fire

31 3/

.9

750 3/

23.5

3/8

1.2

Boys and girls leagues

283 1/2

8.9

Welfare and social

206

6.5

Publications

313 1/8

9.8

Hobby

3

21

1/Li.

.6

Honor organizations

115

1/14

3.6

Out-of-school

101

1/14.

3.].

22 5/8

.6

273 2/8

8,6

32 1/8

1.0

Home-making
Out-of-door and athletic,
"athletic" and pep
Unclassified
Totals

3,192

1/14.

997
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SUMMABY OF NEWS MATERIAL

Examination of the material designated as news in
this sampling of Oregon high school newspapers shows that:
1.

These papers gave three times as much stace to

news as to comment,

although it must be remembered that

in this study the gossip or "dirt" columns were somewhat

arbitrarily classed with news.
2.

The newspapers dealt almost wholly with news about

the schools themselves and the teacher and the pupil

personnel.
3.

More space was given in the news columns to

activities other than sports than to sports, thus evening
up the balance between the two -- since sports received

more comment space than non-sports activities --

;

and

resulting in an almost equal division of space in the
whole of the material under analysis between sports and

non-sports activities.
Li..

Gossip or "dirt" columns were a part of almost

every paper included in the sampling.
5.

items,

Through three devices -- gossip columns, personal
and personality stories -- the newspapers had means

at hand for using the nemes of many pupils in their columns;

but the writer questions the desirability of such "per.

sonality storiesU unless such stories search out fairly

obscure pupils as well as student leaders.

6.

Matters of all-school Interest constituted a larger

share of the news space than any other kind. of news;

and.

this space, combined with comment which was all-school In
its scope,

received more than half of all of the space

included In the analysis.
7.

More than half of the total space given to news

and to comment in these newspapers was factually treated.,
and without expression of attitudes.
.

A representative amount of the all-school material

was treated entertainingly as news feature stories.
9.

Only twenty and seven-tenths per cent of all of

the news and comment material gave emtthasis to desirable

or permissible attitudes.
10.

SportsmanshIp received little obvious emphasis,

either in the comment or the news space.
11.

The attitude of winning at any price, the only

undesirable attitude detected, constituted only .09
per cent of the whole newspaper content under analysis,
that is,

the whole space except that devoted to advertising,

the nameplate, and the masthead.
12.

Most of the cuts in these newenarere were related.

to the news events carried.
13.

Football received more spsce than any other sport

or any nonathietic activity in the total of the news as

well as In the comment content.
lii.

Among nonathietic activities, both music and

ll
dramatics were well represented in the per cent of news
content devoted to them, end these publications did not
give an unwarranted amount of space to themselves or to
such as the yearbook or the school

other publications,
han d.bo 0k.

ANALYSIS OF COMBINED NEVS AND

COENT

CONTENT

A study will now be made of the distribution of the
combined news and comment content of this sampling of

high school newspapers to show the way that these papers
apportioned their total space emphasis to major suhect
matter classifications.

In addition,

the analysis of the

whole content from the angle of attitudes inherent,
expressed, or advocated in the stories listed under these

classifications and the amount of space emphasis given
to

each of these classifications will be shown.

DISTRIBUTION OF COMBINED NEWS AND COMMENT SPACE
ACCORDING TO MAJOR SUBJECT MATTEP
CLASS IF ICAT IONS
The amounts of space given to matters of all-school
interest,

to sports,

are shown in TABLE

end to activities other than sports,

XXI.

Each of these major classif ice-

tions Is here complete, in that the sum of Its total space

emphasis,

Including news, comment, and cute, is shown.

Minor classifications, including exchanges, filler, fashions,
movies,

and books, are undistributed and are grouped in

l2
the sixteenth division of the table.
This table shows that more than half of all the space
analyzed was devoted to matters of general interest to,
or of special consequence to, the whole student bodies
of the high schools.

Almost exactly equal amounts of

emphasis were accorded to sporte and to school

activities

other than sports -- practically nineteen per cent in both
cases. Football received greater emphasis than any other
single activity.
Humor classification in this table shows all of the
humor in the papers except comment material with a

slant. When this space, amounting to 1514rn and
1/2 inches, is added, it shows the sum of all humor -- cuts,
"fun" originating in the school and not credited to its
tlhumortl

source elsewhere (as shown in

VII), the "fun" from
poetry, exchanges, and ttfiller9, as well as the space
devoted to the more substantial comment material with a
Il1fltI toward humor -- to be l,O9 and l/14 inches.
Poetry,
in the fifteenth division, represents only the poetry

after humor jingles
classificstion.

which remained

the humor

TABLE

had been

allocated to

l3
TABLE XXI
Distribution of Combined News

According to Subject

Subject

No.

Comment

and.

Matter

Inches

Per cent

All-school news and
all-school comment
Alumni news
Personals and personalities

Gossip or "dirt"
Football

6,659

3.9

3/1

All-ech- l.
001
6.6

302

1,129
732 iiiij
1,314.3

3/14

Basketball

663

Baseball

330 7/

Track

3147

3.9

Sports

1.9

2.0
\

All other sports

57

*Clags activities

7511.

*Dra mat io s

i14

l/1
i/

14.3

Activities
ot1er than,
J

'-

Music

3.14

5/__J

Sports

l.9%

5014. 7/

2.9

\

All other activities

l,70

10.9

TABLE XXI
(Continued.)

Subject

Humor
Poetry (minus humor)

*Remaining material, not
distributed
Totals

No.

Inches

Per cent

91L3

3/11.

55

99

1/11.

.6

711.].

1/2

17,156

99.

*UClase activities" includes class play8
all other
dramatic news is included in "dramatics."
* Includes all "f" and humor material, except comment
with a humorU slant.
e Includes exchanges and filler except portions of these
distributed here with humor, and fashions, movies and
book s.

ANALYSIS OF COMBINED NEWS AND

COIO'iENT

A composite table of personality or

TREATMENTS
slant'

treatments

accorded the whole news and comment content of the high
school newspapers studied is shown in TABLE XXII.

Cuts

are not included with these various treatments, which dea].

only with the printed word.

The total space given to cute

appears in the sixteenth division of this table.

Most of the news and comment treatments do not merge
but remain as separate items, as may be seen in the table,

since they are considered by the writer as typical either
of the permissible slant which may be given to a straight

news story or of the attitude which may be taken by a
columnist,

commentator, or editor of the newspaper.

Factual material in both comment and news content is
combined, however, and its total shows that it received

more than half of the space emphasis in this sampling of
newspaters.

The news feature story space might reasonably

be combined with the factual content, since material so

classified differed from straight news only in that it
was written with the intention of being entertaining as

well as for the purpose of presenting facts.
stated, however,

It should be

that the feature story classification

here includes the content of the gossip columns and of
flpersonalityJ

stories, which have been discussed previously.

Sportsmanship, shown as the seventh division,

includes

the expression of that attitude in both the comment and
the news

classifications.

Combinations of the news and comment olseifictions
given in the third through the fourteenth divisions,

comprising permissible and desirable attitudes, show that
these attitudes received emphasis equaling twenty per
cent

of

the whole news and comment

space.

Winning, the

only undesirable attitude detected, received .09 per cent
of the whole newspaper content under analysis,

only in the comment material.

and was found
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TABLE XXII
Analysis of Oombined. News and Comment Treatments

No.

Treatment

Inches

Per cent

No slant -- factual --

news and comment

9,91.9 7/

57.9

News feature stories

1,990 7/

ii.6

Straight news -- pride
Straight news

- boosting

Comment -- citizenship
Comment -- school spirit

Sportsman$hip -- news and
comment
Comment -- character training

265 1/2
1133

1I,

5

2.5

5/

32

2.2

i,o6o 3/

6.2

73

1/Ii.

161

3/11.

.11.

.9

20.7%
Comment -- desire for
education

1L

1/2

Comment -- patriotism

133

3/11.

Comment -- respect for
property

Comment -- respect for
authority

56

.3

2 3/1v

Comment -- nature

37 5/

Comment -- humor

25 5/

Comment -- winning

16

Cuts -- news

and.

comment

Calendars
Ears

Syndicated features
Totals

.01
.2
f1..

.09

1,176 1/

6.9

196 3/

1.].

65 1/

.3

1O
17,156

3/

1.0
99.5

RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE PART OF THE STU
In the following table8 will be given the results

obtained from the questionnaire sent to the high school
principals,

asking their ideas concerning the main

functions oÍ high school newspapers.

One hundred thirty

so tar as possible,

one responses were received and,

these have been tabulated to show totals and percentages
of fyesli and

no

answers.

The totals of answers differ

in the various tables because not

answered all of the questions.

all of the principals

Supplemental statements

made by the princiDals in giving their answers will be
listed beneath each table.
Some principals wrote lettere concerning their ideas
about high school newspapers Instead of answering the

questionnaire.
did.

Their letters were interesting but they

not always give direct answers to the questions as

stated In the questionnaire.

Some of this

material will

be presented following the last of the tables.

The fourth of the five questions appeared to be

generally misunderstood and brought irrelevant answers.
For that reason the question and the answers to it have

been excluded from the study.

The question was "Should It

(the ideal high school newspaper) promote the vocational

and personnel aspects of the school?"
of answer would

The desired sort

have given the idea of each principal on
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whether activity on the high school newspaper is or should
be pre-vocational.

Misinterpretation of the fourth

question might have influenced some of the answers to the
fifth question, but it is felt that such harm,

if any,

was slight enough to be overlooked.

The first of the five questions in the questionnaire
was:

li.

Should the paper's principal function be to

give the news of the school to pupils and their parent?"
The responses of principals to this first question
are shown in TABLE XXIII.

As might have been expected,

the principals do not agree on the main function of the

high school paper.

In their supplemental

statements,

which follow TABLE XXIII, the ideas offered show as wide
a variety of ideas as those

of the writers whose treat

mente of this theme were reviewed in the second chapter
of the present study.

These statements have been grouped

when more than one principal expressed the same idea,
thus losing

sorne

of the original wording but avoiding

duplication as far as possible.
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TABLE XXIII

Responses of Principals to the First

Re s pon s e

No.

uest1on

Answers

Per cent
67.1

Yes
112

[Io

Totals

12

99.9

The comments of the principals who answered "yes"
were:

"And to the rest of the community
Just one of the purposes

And businessmen
Should educate parents as to what the
school Is attempting to do
Also serves as an entertainer
Also medium of self-expression, editorials,
fun, public opinion
Publishing a newspaper Is an education
itself but should be secondary to its
news values
Through preparing paper and giving news,
the students get many benefits
Should take place in school life that real
parer does in adult life
And to give students practice and incentive
for writing

7
2
i

i
i
i

i
i
i
i

Statements added to the IOhI answers follow:
Everyone in a little high school alreedy
knows the news
Purpose is secondary
Purpose but not main purpose
Journalism training and the development
that goes with it
self-expression
To stir
and initiative
Only incidentai
Minor
Values received by students in
preparing paper

14

2
i
i
i
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Interpret various phases of school life
to p8rents of students and other citizens
of the community
Stimulate interest and pride in the
school
Should bring the whole community closer
together
Builds school spirit
Inevitable but not chief purpose
Should further betterment of school life
Develop students' writing ability."

i
i
i
1
1
i
1

The second of the five questions in the question-

nsire was:

"2.

Should the high school paper especially

foster sportsmanship?"
The principals who answered the second question

showed more agreement in their attitudes than they

evidenced in their answers to the first question.

All

except nine expected the high school newspaper to foster
sportsmanship.

Their answers are tabulated in TABLE XXIV.

As may be seen in the list of additional comments, a

number of those who want the p8oer to further sportsmanship
are also concerned with the way that it should be done to

bring about the best results.
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TABLE )0(IV

Responses of Princioals to the Second Question

Per cent

No. Answers

Response

92.5

111

Yes

7.5

No

100,0

120

Totals

The comments of the principsls who responded in the

affirmative to the second question were:
HEditorially
Paper will reflect it through tone
of articles
Without preaching
Never moralize
If need is present
As one of its objectives
Better done on athletic field
Do not emphasize
To some extent'

13
3
3

1
i
1
i
1
i

The additional or qualifying statements of the

principals answering with

a

ano" were:

"Should be imparted by coaching
Only insofe.r as to hold. those interested
in sports under its unfluence
Too much space devoted to sports
Not possible to develop sportRmanship
vicariously in any amount
Not any more than manners and conduct'1

1
i
1

i
1

The third question of the five in the questionnaire
was

t13

Should the

newspaper

make an effort to further

character training, respect for property,

ree!ect for

authority, desire for an educetion, or guidance?"
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This question was asked in an attempt to find out

whether or not the high school principals expected their
newspapers to support the objectives of secondary

education by developing in their pupil readers certain
ethical character qualities and by helping to train the
pupils for better citizenship.

The writer considere that

this question strikes right at the heart of the whole

question of the educational values of the high school
newspaper.
TABLE XXVT

Responses of the Principals to the Third Q.uestion

Response

No.

Answers

Per cent
96.7

11

Yes

3.2

No

Totals

122

99.5

The reservations of the principals in their affir
rnatice replies to the third question are shown in the

apoended comment, which follows:
"Editorially
Indirectly
Don't preach
Whole paper should contribute
not acquired by reading
Indirectly;
First aim of paper
Fuse paper with school work to make
pupils read all of it

17
6
3

1

1

1911.

Use round about expressions and indirect

hints
Character training and respect for
authority
Respect for property and. authority
All but desire for education and
guidance
Respect for property, authority, and
desire for education
Character training

i
1
i
i
i
i

Answers to the third question totaled 122, ind.icatIng that only nine of the principals responding to the

questionnaire did not give an answer to this question.
Only four of the prtnc1p1s reìlying went

ori

record to

the effect that they did not recognize the educational

possibilities of the high school newspapers,

although

some who answered affirmatively dId not affirm all of
the objectives as stated in the question.

One who

answered "no" added, "Do this in classes".

A second

would "mould student opinion" and also

that the

said,

paper should "serve as a laboratory for English classes",
The fourth question contained in the questionnaire
was:

"u.

Should it (the high school newspaper) promote

the vocational and personnel aspects of the school?"

This question, intended to be related to the

vocational aspects of the high schooi newsparer

we's,

quite

reasonably, misinterpreted by the principals replying.
It caused so much confusion and the answers

showed so many

interpretations of the question that the answers were
omitted from this study for the re9sons given.

The fifth
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115,

question asked in the questionnaire was:

should undertake to promote one of tbese or

If a paper

Iiiore,

what

method would you consider most advisable for such pro-

motionV

The writer purposely stated the question in

this way to encourage the exDression of the whole concept
of each principal as to the values of the

high

newspaìer In the program of secondary education.

choo1

Only

eighty-three replies were given, but this is not sur-

prising because much more time and thought were involved
in formulating an answer of the "essay"

type to this

question than were involved in setting down simple "yes" or
"no" responses to the other queries.

Each reply to the

fifth question naturally stemmed from the
answers to the earlier questions or sprang from reservatIons which the principal had made at the time he had

answered the other questions.
Some effort has been made at grouping the material

according to the aims and objectives for the high school

newspaper which the princltals

he,d

in mind when they gave

their responses, but there naturally is considerable overlapping, as similar methods might be employed by different

principals to attain different goals.

The answers given

in TABLE XXVI employ the original wordings except in

Instances where replies were so nearly alike that they
could be grouDed and totaled without a change of the

essential ideas.
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TABLE XXVI
Methods Advocated by the Princiials for
Improvement of the High School
Papere

Number

Method
A:

In presenting the news

Supervision and guldence
Regular steff metings and et least one
essembly each semester devoted to
school paper
Advisor should stimulate
Responsibility on students' shoulders
Organized staff with a promotion system
e.nd an advisor
Let students do the work under an
advisor, paper to Improve as students do
Well-written stories, pictures, features
Well-written articles, cartoons, etc.
Main objective is giving the news;
pperg objectives are as broad as
human interests and values
Include the whole school, not just events
which happened and are already
forgotten or bright sayings of dumb
students
No aspect of school should be overemphasized
B:

2

1
i
i
i
i
1
i

i

i

i

In furthering the development of ethical qualities in

pupil readers
Muet come from staff

Determine policy through

staff meetings;

let students be as Independent as
as possibie
Set up policy, encourage student
criticism; students assume the

responsibility
their point of
Expression by students;
view
Student-written material directed to
students is most valuable medium of
school's self-criticism
In promoting anything in the paper I
try to get student editorials and
comment on the subeot
Policies explained to editor and staff, then
job is turned over to them with
occasional check-ups

2

i

i

i

i

i

i
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Through student expression and opinion
Ail through student-written editorials
have advlEors keep
Use student views;
them constructive
Student editorials and wise leadership
by advisors and other teachers
Get students with desired attitudes to do
the writing
By carrying series of articles
News coverage and editorials
Feature stories and editorisis
Emphasize originality in worthy activities
Editori8le and favorable news items
By way article is written
Editorial columns and stories
bearing on the point
Editorial policy
Foster worthy activities with
constructive stories
Letters to t}e editor
Repetition
Articles
Good editorials
Propaganda
Through editoriel columns
Carry a column edited by the principal
and dedicated to current school problems
By its attitude and by bringing
recognition to those who have done the
things desired -- not by preaching
Objective to stress most should be
determined by the particular needs of
the school at a particular time
Through articles written by most
popular pupils
Select faculty members 100 percent in
sympathy
A campaign of editorials and feature
stories can promote nearly any idea we
wish to sponsor
Attempt to further desirable traite
through the editorials and by comments
by teachers
d1torials and news articles, biographies
of great men, articles on graduates'
success
Do not use a method that will give students
the idea they are being preached to
Editoriale, feature articles, faculty
contributions

i
i
i

i
i
i
5
i
i
i
i
i
3
i

i
i
i
i
i
i
i

i

i
i
i

i

i

i
i
i
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of editorials, reports from other
schools, experiences of graduEtes
Mexnber of faculty might write articles
or editorials at request of staff
Through propaganda by writing and talking
et as
about the particular subject.
many to write end take part as possible
Paper must carry something of philosophy
of the school work through editorIals,
but most effective work probably is done
through other items in the paper
Try not to make any one feature more
prominent than others
Sincerely and carefully written articles
and well-chosen excerpts from the pens
or mouths of people of other times
Through careful selection of news material
and by thoughtful editorial writing.
Students will resent being preached to,
either through printed word or orally
Suit8ble cuts, feature columns, student
officers' column, serles of editorials.
Criticism cn be overdone; must be
accomplished by praise for good acts
To justify its existence a good school
paper should do more than record
current events
Leave it alone
Basic principle should be highest welfere
of the school community, honesty and
sincerity of purpose, respect for
opinions of parents, teachers, and
students
Sermons must not loom as a reason for
The paper must
publishing the paper.
try to build a respect for, and
pride in, the student body and. its members
Tise

C:

i
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i
i

i

1

In developing abilities and desired qualities in the

pupils who work on the high school papers.

Through student expression and opinion;
even if this is wrong, lt is better
than dictated ideas
Responsibility on students' shoulders
Careful supervision of competent
instructors and pupil assumption of
responsibility
Editorial matter should be free from
oppressive restrictions; give students
all the authority they can take

i
i

i

i
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Let students do the work under an
advisor, rater to improve as they do
Contributions from ali

1.

i
1
i
1
1

Editorial contest in English classes
Give all students a chance to contribute
Connect with English classes
Give everyone recognition
Discuss matters in social science
classes, student body meetings, etc.,
and have editorials on these discussions
Main thing -- wholesome activity for many
students
Give vocational opportunities on the
paper by equalizing the work
Faults of the high school newspaper,

1
1

i

rather than its

educational values, were uppermost in the thoughts of a
few of the principals who responded to the questionnaire

with letters.

The writer feels that these criticisms

are of interest and value in the study and will present

them in the following paragraphs:
HIn my brief experience with school papers
I

have found some desirable and more undesirable

features.

The paper does give some students a
it serves

real opportunity for creative work;

to advertise the various athletic events;

it

gives recognition to the athletic hero, but
usually to his detriment;

it interprets the

school to the community but our school system
is surely doomed if lt

is not

far more efficient

than this means of interpretation.

I

may be

wrong -- but honestly speaking -- our school
papers have never been good.

I

have yet to see
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one put out without glaring errors.

Surely a

school paprr could contribute toward a striving

for perfection and thus eerve its purpose in
a re-vitalized educetional

scheme."

"The news value of the high school paper
is questionable.

The picture of the school it

would give to parents and patrons of the school
is too easily distorted by the advisor or staff
to be valid and too often papers reflect the

views of only a small group of students or a
tee cher."

am unable to tell my alms cleerly.

I

think too many schools put out papers for the
sake of doing something or beosuse it
the traditional thing to do.

hs

been

Supervision of a

paper often required a lot of work and so many
times it is thrust on an already overworked

instructor....

When I have questIoned the

objectives of such an effort,
the reply,

papert.

'Why,

I

have received

we have always put out a

Most of the staff members did very

little work on the paper, but they were always

present when the photographer took the picture
for the yesr book."
"The chief difficulty with papers is to

keep out gossip

end.

other Items which seem to
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be of extreme Interest to the etudent body but

whose worth is questionable."
UI thInk a

school paper should stimulate

the development of character, respect for

property, and authority, and a desire for con-

tinued education.

However, a little survey

I

made among upper c)ass students leads me to
think we will have to stimulate them through
the jokes and gossip columns or else eliminate

these as, in practically 75 per cent of the
survey,

jokes or gossip led the parade in order

of reading and interest."

Other very practical comments from the letters, written by the priicipals and selected by this writer for

their interest and value are
"The primary value is in the skills,

training, and experience received by those students
who work on the staff.

As a newspaper,

the

average high school paper cannot rate high

because of its infrequent publication."
"In putting forth my view as to what a news-

paper should contain

I

am not overlooking the

fact that the parer to be popular must also

contain a certain amount of humor and special
features dealing with student life."
"We say that first of all we want the paper
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to present a picture of school life.

This

would include first of all getting the school
news in the paper.

print

But, besides the news, we

'wise cracks' and a considerable amount

of what the faculty thinks is mushy drivel.

However the students like it and read

it

eagerly.

It appears to be a part of the rather comolex

composite of school life."
"The ideal high school paper records news,

entertains with bright feature stories and
timely interview, leads in oromoting the general

welfare of the school and its students, gives
credit to individual effort and achievement,
and strives to maintain the confidence of its

readers -- at the

sanie

time working to win

state and national honors which are tangible

rewards to the staff for hard work."
"Its purpose is to vitalize the school work

and sell the school to the patrons and community,
as well as offer a practical means of

self.-.

expression for the student body.li
"In our community there is no commercial

weekly,

so

the school parer should Include some

community news."
"We are often criticized because of main

taming

a rather conservative paper,

one whose
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Joke and personal column is carefully censored.

Our community is rather 'touchy' and, rightly
so,

does not relish some of the usual personals

even though the students like them and complain

bitterly because they find other schools

allowing a 'dirt' column."
HIn a small high school,

of the paper is

the use and

in the activity itself.

purose
The

fundamental purpose is to teach the studente
who have charge of its publication."
"In this

small school

I

am of the opinion

that mere conveying of news through the school

paper is of little or no value.

We consider

the primary purDose of our paper to be tha.t of

ooperation and solidifying of school spirit
(not for athletic teams), along with any

socializing benefits we might secure."
"A multitude of names and bits of gossip

of little interest to anyone save the party

named should be avoided.

The department of

athletics deserves attention but should never

overshadow the other interests of the paper."
"We have found that students are much more

careful with their themes, written work, etc.,
when there is a possibility of theIr work being

published in the annual or school paper."

2014.

11The

paper should give students an oppor-

tunity to formulate ideas on subjects which are
of common concern

and.

then to express these

ideas in writing."
"To me, the school paper should be an

educational project, just as much a part of the

regular school work as
or science.

I

English, mathematics,

believe that much can be learned

from the paper and perhaps the gretest lesson
that can be learned from it is the lesson of

'resconsibility'.
out on time,

The 'gettIng' of the paper

making lt a financial success, the

thinking up of new ideas, the English practice
they obtain,
typing,

the creative art,

the practice In

etc."

"Our paper has been our most gratifying

activity.

Our success has developed a pride

In good work and a desire for improvement.

It

is my personal opinion that many schools do poor

work on their papers because they have provided
no particular time for It,

but have used it as

a by-product of the class in journalism."

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
In summarizing the material in this thesis, the writer

found that there were many currents and cross-currents of
belief about the best functions of

he high school news-

As evidences of this, a few of the issues presented

paper.

in the second chapter of this study will be summarized.

Those who want journalism as a part of the English

program are unhappy when others claim it for any other
those who want to keep it within the formal

department;

school program are reluctant to grant that it operates for
the greatest good of the pupils as an extracurricular

activity.

Some who esteem it for motivating written

expression do not visualize its possibilitles for character
development;
Adams -

and some -- the most notable, Sir John

fear the destruction of the literary standards

of the pupils through journalistic writing.

Some advocate

strict sponsorship for the newspaper activity to guide
it in any
it an

Of a number of directions;

experience in self-instruction;

would have no paper at

al]

,

because somebody expects it.

others would make

and yet others

rather than one produced
Uniformity of ideas as to

is
the aims and purposes of the high school newspaper

lacking, but almost all are agreed that it provides a

valuable eductional instrument for the pupils and for

information
the principals and superintendents in getting
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about the schools before the pupils and the community,

The high school newspaper is recognized as a medium
of publicity and information.

Here again there is

disagreement about the best goals as well as about the
best methods of attaining them.

Emphasis is variously

placed on the high school paper as the interpreter of
the school to the pupils, as the best avenue through which
to

"educate" the public to an understanding of the

school's program, and as sn organ thrvugh which the super-

intendent and principal should make their educational
purposes known,

It seems to the writer to he doubtful

that school administrators have utilized, the high school

newspaper in any one or all of these regards either fully
or,

always, wisely.

Much has been written, both practically and rather
idealistically, about the personal and personality values
which may be derived from jnurnalistic activities,

The

writer is convinced that this is the phase of the high
school newspaper activity which should receive the most
stress,

rather than that of using high school newswrlting

as preparation for newsv'riting as a vocation.
In the majority of high school courses

The trend

was shown to be

prevocational, that is leading to further training beyond
the high school graduation rather than directly into a job

upon graduation from high school.
The correct relationship between the high school
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newspaper

arid

the journalism course on the one hand and

the English classes on the other is as yet poorly defined.

A study of the material offered on the subject shows that
journalism and English should be supporting

nd companion

subjects rather than antagonistic or competing subjects.

Discussions of the values of the high school news-

paper as a curricular subject and as an extracurricular
subject show that, with skillful handling, the spon-

taneity of the pupil publication may be preserved at the
same time that the greatest values are derived from it
as a part of the regular curriculum.

Probably a course

in journalistic writing should be a part

of'

the

curriculum, and the newspaper an extracurricular activity.

Historical studies show that the high school newspaper had its beginning as early as

l9,

and that it was

one of the most significant activities of the early high
school.

The survival and the present vigor of the high

school newspaper indicate that, whether it will be as a

curricular or an extracurricular activity, it will remain
in the program of the secondary schools.

The analysis of sixty high school newspapers from
the State of Oregon by the writer has shown that they

are placing their emphasis on subject matter of interest
to all of the pupils In the schools which they serve rather

than stressing any particular activities out of proportion
to the others.

20

Space in the newsppers was given equally to sports
and to news of pupil aetivitle8.

About one-fifth of all of the news and comment

mate-

rial included in these newspapers gave emphasis to

desirable or permissible attitudes.
Material from exchanges printed in these high school
papers consisted chiefly of jokes and other "fun" material.
The papers probably could increase their value to their

readers by using more news of what the other high schools
are doing.

A sufficient number of devices are utilized by the
papers to give mention to many or all of the pupils, if
they are wisely used.

Prevalence of the "personality story"

indicates that possibly too much emphasis is being given
to a few "select" pupils rather than calling attention
to

the less prominent students by means of news stories

about them, even when their achievements are not strictly

newsworthy.
Humor could be used effectively more often by the
editors and other comnient8tors, as well as by the cartoontata,

as a means of developing desirable pupil attitudes.
It appears to the writer that more letters to the

editor should be encouraged in order to give voice to the

constructive opinions of the whole student body, although
an objective study such as this cannot determine whether

increased expression is needed or not.

It

is possible that the high school newspaper's news

sections are too much like those of the commercial newspaters, but the treining in writIng fact without the

intrusion of personal opinion is valusbie training.
The returns from the questionnaire to the principals

showed that they were familiar with all or almost all of
the ideas concerning the functions of the high school

newspaper.

In their comments and letters,

however, they

showed about as many different points of view as may be

found in the second chapter of this thesis -- even to the

abolition of the high school newspaper as a frivolous and
useless pupil activity.
On the whole,

these high school newspapers are

believed by the writer to be very satisfactory end,

in

spite of Duff's comments on journalism contests, the

writer knows that many of these newspapers from the Oregon
high schools have received meritorious ratings from the

high school press associations and journalism contests,
out of the State as well as in.
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